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Abstract 

Thin-wall part fabrication is significant for aerospace, automotive, and thermal applications, which 

require complex metallic features hard to manufacture using conventional manufacturing processes. Laser powder 

bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing (AM) technique enables the construction of such components with 

added design flexibility. However, build challenges, such as micro-cracking and in-process failure, inherent in 

LPBF, limit processability and affect final part quality. Micro-cracking is especially important for high γ’ Ni-

based superalloys, which are used in serpentine-shaped components such as fuel nozzles and turbine vanes in gas 

turbine jet engines.  To better understand the underlying mechanisms for thin-wall failure and determine if micro-

cracking affects in-process failure, metallurgical and mechanistic factors affecting part processing must be 

considered.  In this thesis, micro-cracking statistics, in-process stresses, part displacements, and stress triaxiality 

states are evaluated for thin-wall parts made with different build conditions, including different wall thicknesses, 

scan strategies, and alloy compositions. Experimentally-obtained and numerically-simulated results are used to 

explain in-process failure and determine optimal thin-wall build conditions to reduce in-process micro-cracking.  

Firstly, a design of experiment (DOE1) including two different alloy compositions, RENÉ 65 (R65) and 

RENÉ 108 (R108), and three different part thicknesses, 5.00 mm, 1.00 mm, and 0.25 mm, is developed to evaluate 

the in-process failure and micro-cracking trends for thin-wall parts built with LPBF. The materials chosen in this 

study represent high γ’ Ni-based superalloys with different γ’ contents and solidification ranges, beneficial to 

observe different types of micro-cracking behavior. As-processed thin-wall parts demonstrate different limiting 

build heights (LBHs) with respect to wall thickness. Builds with thinner walls fail to achieve the designed part 

height, exhibiting lower LBHs compared to thicker parts for both R65 and R108. Microstructure characterization 

shows that micro-cracking is independent of the LBH effect as R108 thin-wall components exhibit larger crack 

densities than R65. The stress distributions along the build height of a thin-wall part also do not contribute to 

LBH as the stresses increase with wall thickness. Ultimately, the reduced LBH in thinner structures is correlated 

to increased part distortion, resulting from increased compressive stresses along the length and height directions. 

The slenderness ratio is proposed as a valuable tool to consider during design to achieve the desired height and 

avoid premature failure during LPBF thin-wall part fabrication. 

The following study explores the effect of wall thickness on the micro-cracking tendencies and elucidates 

the micro-cracking mechanism in LPBF-processed thin-wall parts using the highly crack-susceptible R108. 

Experiment-based statistical analysis confirms increased micro-cracking with larger wall thickness, agreeing well 

with the previous work. Electron microscopy shows that all micro-cracks exhibit inter-dendritic morphologies 

indicating the solidification cracking mechanism. Contrary to other studies, micro-cracking is not caused by 
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carbides or borides, as the Hf-,Ta-,Ti-rich carbide phases are fine and homogeneously distributed within the 

microstructure. All wall thicknesses have higher tendency to form straight micro-cracks along the build direction 

(BD). Numerical simulations performed at the layer scale show that thicker parts generate higher in-process 

tensile stresses and exhibit positive stress triaxialities during build progression, supporting the higher micro-

cracking propensities observed in thicker parts. Beam-scale simulations show that the stress triaxiality state 

becomes positive at a higher (super-solidus) temperature within the melt pool, which along with high in-process 

tensile stresses supports larger number of straight micro-cracks. 

The effect of in-process stresses on the micro-cracking densities is supported by a short study on the 

influence of build position on LPBF thin-wall component micro-cracking. Experimental results show that micro-

cracking is lower at the base of the build. Numerical simulations predict compressive stresses at lower build 

positions, supporting the experimental finding and indicating that in-process stresses contribute to micro-cracking 

in thin-wall parts. 

Subsequently, the effect of laser scan strategy on thermally-influenced stresses and cracking behavior is 

studied by generating a large DOE consisting of 32 R108 thin-wall parts including four different wall thicknesses 

(1.00 mm, 0.75 mm, 0.50 mm, and 0.25 mm) and ten different scan strategies. The effects of vector length and 

scan rotation are examined separately for different wall thicknesses. Thicker parts always demonstrate higher 

crack densities due to earlier transition to positive stress triaxialities and larger stress magnitudes. As the vector 

length increases, the micro-cracking propensity increases for all wall thicknesses. This observation is explained 

using two separate finite element model for parts processed with short and long vector lengths, respectively. 

Longer vector lengths produce larger in-process stresses perpendicular to BD and transition earlier to positive 

stress triaxialities, supporting the larger number of micro-cracks determined experimentally. The study of inter-

layer scan rotations during processing indicates that the alternating short scan strategy is preferred over the 

continuous 67° scan rotation strategy for thicker parts. These results open up simple viable alternatives to 

mitigating micro-cracking in LPBF thin-wall parts by changing the wall thickness or laser scan strategy. 

Finally, the effect of alloy composition on micro-cracking is investigated to better understand the internal 

micro-cracking mechanisms in high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys. Two LPBF-printed thin-wall components made of 

R65 and R108 with identical thicknesses of 1.00 mm are studied. The micro-cracking propensity of R108 is higher 

than R65 and the cracking behavior is interdendritic, which suggests the solidification cracking mechanism. 

Higher cracking in R108 is supported by finite element simulations which show that the stress triaxiality is 

positive at higher temperatures in R108 compared to R65. Thermodynamic simulations show that R108 has higher 

liquid fractions in the terminal stages of solidification which makes the material weaker at high temperatures 

under positive stress triaxiality conditions.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing is a revolutionary 

technology to fabricate complex geometries (for example, thin-wall shapes shown in Figure 1-1) with specialized 

functionalities. Compared to conventional manufacturing techniques, such as casting and welding, AM 

technologies such as selective laser melting (SLM) or laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) produce near net-shape 

parts reducing time between design and final production [1]. Applications of AM include fuel nozzles in 

aeroengines, skull implants, turbines in automobiles, medical dentures, heat exchangers in power plants, and drill 

tips for machining. Many industries are trying to adopt the AM technologies to develop a competitive edge in the 

global market.   

 

Figure 1-1: Static Components in a Gas Turbine Engine Exhibiting Complex Thin Wall Geometries: (a) 

Diffuser in High-Pressure Compressors [2], (b) Diffuser Vanes, and (c) Turbine Vane with Serpentine-Type 

Internal Passages and Film Cooling Holes on the Pressure-Side Surfaces [3].     

The aerospace industry is attempting to bring AM products to the market for fabrication of complex parts 

with functionally-graded materials for high temperature applications. However, to achieve the desired material 

properties, strategies need to be implemented to develop AM capability for thin wall parts made of materials with 

complex microstructures. Gas turbine engines, for instance, consist of parts with very thin geometries and tight 

tolerances, and require materials which can maintain strength at high operating temperatures. A gas turbine engine 

is essential because it generates the power for jet propulsion and operation of the aircraft. Failure of these 

components could have catastrophic consequences such as loss of human life due to fire or engine shut down [4].  

Most gas turbine engines are composed of “hot” and “cold sections as shown in Figure 1-2. In the hot 

section and the latter stages of compression in the cold section, materials are required to: (1) maintain mechanical 
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properties under operating temperatures close to melting point (Toperating/Tmelting > 0.6), (2) resist mechanical 

degradation due to loading (creep resistance), and (3) tolerate severe environments (corrosion/oxidation 

resistance) [4]. Ni-based superalloys are suitable for these components (such as diffusers, combustors, fuel 

nozzles and turbine vanes) due to their superior strength and resistance to unfavorably harsh environmental 

conditions at high operating temperatures.  

To meet the criteria for high temperature application in gas turbine engines, high-strength Ni-based 

superalloys with high volume fraction of γ’ precipitates need to be manufactured. The advent of metal laser AM 

has boosted the capability to manufacture high-resolution complex near-net shape parts with Ni-based 

superalloys. Application of the process is currently limited to static parts such as diffuser, turbine and nozzle 

guide vanes because dynamic parts are not mature enough for AM yet. However, laser AM fabrication poses 

many in-process challenges such as pores, lack-of-fusion voids, micro-cracking, microstructure heterogeneity, 

distortion, and part failure. In order to fabricate functional defect-free parts with complex shapes, these challenges 

must be overcome.  

 

Figure 1-2: Key Stages and Components of a Simple Single Spool Gas-Turbine Jet Engine [5]. 

Successful fabrication of thin-wall parts is fundamental to the production of larger parts with complex 

structures using LPBF. To improve buildability, the micro-cracking mechanism and in-process failure observed 

in LPBF thin-wall parts must be better understood. Micro-cracking is especially important for high-γ’ Ni-based 

superalloys possibly due to heavy elements vulnerable to wider solidification range, severe microsegregation, and 

overlapping solvus and solidus causing large thermal bending strains during processing. The thermally-induced 

stresses generated due to the rapid solidification process and tight-threshold geometry likely also contribute to in-

process failure and increased micro-cracking. To enhance thin-wall part processability and facilitate adaptation 
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of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys to the LPBF process, the complex geometry-process-chemistry relationship must 

be thoroughly investigated and custom build strategies must be developed. 

1.2 Thesis Scope and Outline 

The goal of this research is to understand and propose ways to improve thin-wall part buildability using 

LPBF. Fabrication challenges such as in-process failure and micro-cracking, specific to hard-to-weld high-γ’ Ni-

based superalloys, are examined in detail. The micro- and macro-scale characteristics of the processed thin-wall 

parts are studied using both experimental and simulation analyses to shed light on the underlying reasons 

responsible for the build impediments. The PhD thesis consists of 10 chapters, where the first chapter covered 

here is the introduction. Brief summaries of the subsequent chapters are provided below: 

 Chapter 2 provides background of the additive manufacturing process, Ni-based superalloys, the LPBF 

microstructure, and the methodologies relevant to this study.  

 Chapter 3 presents critical literature elucidating the limiting factors for high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy thin-

wall part fabrication. 

 Chapter 4 discusses the research strategy and map tying the research work to the thesis goal. Content 

overview for each chapter is provided in detail. 

 Chapter 5 investigates the causes for in-process failure observed in LPBF thin-wall parts. A simple 

mechanistic explanation for the in-process failure is presented.  

 Chapter 6 assesses the micro-cracking phenomenon in thin-wall parts made of a high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy. 

The effect of varying wall thicknesses on the micro-cracking behavior is studied. From this chapter onwards, 

the focus shifts to micro-cracking only. 

 Chapter 7 elucidates the effect of build position on the micro-cracking phenomenon in LPBF thin-wall parts. 

The effect of in-process stresses on micro-cracking during processing is discussed. 

 Chapter 8 studies the effect of alloy composition on LPBF micro-cracking for a fixed wall thickness and 

fixed processing conditions. The micro-cracking tendencies for two different Ni-based superalloys with high 

γ’ content are investigated in detail.  

 Chapter 9 explores the effect of wall thickness and scan strategy on inherent micro-cracking during LPBF 

processing. Several samples covering a large range of scanning conditions and wall thicknesses are 

investigated for micro-cracking behavior. Approaches to mitigate micro-cracking in thin-wall parts made by 

LPBF are proposed. 

 Chapter 10 provides the major conclusions obtained from the PhD research work and gives 

recommendations for improving thin-wall part processability and minimizing LPBF micro-cracking. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Superalloys 

The prefix “super” in superalloy implies supreme strength perhaps depicting the strength of a popular 

fictitious DC Comics hero named Superman. The origin of this name is still a mystery to many, but the “Man of 

Steel” was an inspiration to the development of arguably the strongest family of metal alloys known to mankind 

[6,7]. The following sections provide a brief overview of the history and types of superalloys, with special 

emphasis on Ni-based superalloys due to their relevance to the thesis topic. 

2.1.1 Brief History 

An integral part of the industrial revolution, led by the invention of the first steam engine by Thomas 

Newcomen in 1712 [8], resulted in the development of gas turbine and jet engines. The invention of the first 

airplane at the beginning of the 20th century by the famous Wright Brothers accelerated the need for engines 

which could sustain operation at high temperatures. Materials were needed to help build the turbosupercharger 

for internal combustion of the air/fuel mixtures at high altitudes [9]. Scientists concluded that turbulent drag, lift 

and supersonic forces necessitated the development of the jet-powered engines. Around the same time period, 

austenitic stainless steel was discovered in search of improved corrosion-resistance. The austenitic (corrosion-

resistant Ni and Cr-rich) gamma (γ) phase of the stainless steel inspired the birth of the first superalloys in the 

1920s [9]. Due to the resurgence of strengthened nickel-chromium alloys, Bradley and Taylor were encouraged 

to further enhance the properties of superalloys by identifying the tiny coherent gamma prime (γ’) phase within 

the γ matrix in 1940. The prefix “super” became a household term around this time due to the budding fame of 

the name ‘Superman’ which was first coined in 1938 [10]. From then on, France, England, United States, and 

Germany were the frontrunners in the rapid advancement of the “super” alloys [6,9,11]. 

Superalloys represent a class of metal alloys that show improved strength relative to other metals or 

metal alloys at elevated temperatures (between 1000 °F (540 °C) and 2000 °F (1100 °C) [11]. Typically, metals 

become more ductile as the temperature increases, but superalloys are stronger at high temperatures due to the 

unique strengthening effect of coherent ordered γ’ phase within the disordered face-centered-cubic (FCC) γ phase 

(see Section 2.1.2 for more details). This property makes superalloys very suitable for high-temperature 

applications such as turbine blades and compressor vanes in aircraft gas turbine engines [11]. In addition to high-

temperature tensile, stress rupture, and creep strength, superalloys also have good impact resistance to go along 
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with good ductility, resistance to high and low-cycle mechanical fatigue, and thermal fatigue. Applications are 

not just limited to aircraft, as superalloys are used in marine and land-based turbines, space vehicles, rocket 

engines, nuclear reactors, submarines, steam power plants and petrochemical equipment [11]. Common categories 

of superalloys include nickel-based (Ni-based), iron-based (Fe-based) and cobalt-based (Co-based) superalloys. 

The Ni-based superalloys have shown the highest phase stability (maintains FCC structure) at medium to high 

temperatures and are widely used in the hot zone of the aircraft gas turbine engines [12,13]. The following section 

reveals key traits of Ni-based superalloys. 

2.1.2 Ni-based Superalloys 

Most Ni-based superalloys used in commercial applications are strengthened either by solid solution 

strengthening or precipitation strengthening mechanisms [14,15]. The primary focus of this section is to examine 

the precipitation-strengthened superalloys, as high γ’-strengthened superalloys have shown significantly larger 

tensile strengths compared to other categories of Ni-based superalloys [15]. Also, for readers unfamiliar with the 

Ni-based microstructures and phases, a brief overview is provided below. 

2.1.2.1 Microstructure and Phases 

The microstructure of Ni-based superalloys is complex and is based on the distribution of nickel and ten 

or more alloying elements, as shown in Table 2-1. These alloys are primarily made up of an average composition 

of 60 wt/% nickel (Ni), 10 wt.% chromium (Cr), 6.5 wt.% aluminium (Al) and titanium (Ti), 7.5 wt.% 

molybdenum (Mo) and W, 2.5 wt.% niobium (Nb) and tantalum (Ta), 0.6 wt.% iron (Fe), 8.8 wt.% cobalt (Co), 

0.1 wt.% carbon (C), 0.08 wt.% boron (B) and zirconium (Zr), and 0.3 wt.% hafnium (Hf) [16]. However, as 

observed in Table 2-1, the composition differs based on the desired material properties. During manufacturing, 

the melting and consequent cooling of the elements determine the final solidification microstructure. Some 

fundamental phases which affect the strength of the microstructure are discussed briefly in this section.  

The parent austenitic phase is known as the γ phase which is a solid solution matrix of Ni and randomly 

distributed solute elements such as Cr, Co, Mo, and W. Depending on the manufacturing and subsequent thermo-

mechanical processing, the constituent elements could segregate to grain boundaries or interdendritic regions 

(further details will be provided in Sections 2.1.2.5 and 2.3.2 respectively). 

Conventional superalloy manufacturing typically starts with a liquid melt consisting of all the required 

alloying elements. In directional solidification, for instance, an ingot is formed from a hot liquid melt by rotating 

a seed crystal with a desired crystal orientation, and simultaneously pulling it at a constant slow rate to control 

grain morphology and maintain anisotropic growth in the direction of the thermal gradient [17]. The ingot 
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gradually forms as the liquid melt cools at a steady rate, and the rate of solidification determines the material’s 

final microstructure (further details provided in Section 2.3.1.1). As solidification progresses, secondary phases 

such as γ’ (Ni3(Al,Ta)) and carbides start to form alongside the parent matrix [4]. As the weight % of Cr decreases, 

the strength of the microstructure becomes greatly dependent on the distribution of coherent γ’ precipitates within 

the parent phase [18]. 

Table 2-1: Ni-based Single-Crystal Superalloys Used in Gas Turbine Engines (Adapted from [4]). 

Generation Superalloy 
Element Weight % 

Cr Co Mo W Ta Re Nb Al Ti Hf C B Y 

First  

PWA 1480 10.0 5.0   4.0 12.0     5.0 1.5         

René N4 9.8 7.5 1.5 6.0 4.8   0.5 4.2 3.5 0.15 0.05 0.00   

CMSX-3 8.0 5.0 0.6 8.0 6.0     5.6 1.0 0.10       

Second 

PWA 1484 5.0 10.0 2.0 6.0 9.0 3.0   5.6   0.10       

René N5 7.0 7.5 1.5 5.0 6.5 3.0   6.2   0.15 0.05 0.00 0.01 

CMSX-4 6.5 9.0 0.6 6.0 6.5 3.0   5.6 1.0 0.10       

Third  
René N6 4.2 12.5 1.4 6.0 7.2 5.4   5.8   0.15 0.05 0.00 0.01 

CMSX-10 2.0 3.0 0.4 5.0 8.0 6.0 0.1 5.7 0.2 0.03       

Gamma prime precipitate morphology changes from coarser to finer microstructures (spherical to 

cuboidal to dendritic) with increasing cooling time (see Section 2.3.1 for details). The finer the γ’ particle, the 

stronger the microstructure in precipitation-strengthened Ni-based superalloys (see details in Section 2.1.2.4). 

Figure 2-1 shows different morphologies of γ’ and carbides such as MC and M23C6 as the Cr content changes – 

Cr-rich regions contain small spherical γ’ particles, while Cr-depleted regions indicate larger shapes labelled as 

nodules. The larger shape of γ’ in Cr-depleted regions is attributed to the higher relative content of aluminium 

(Al) within the low-Cr region compared to that of the Cr-rich region. Notably, the microstructures representing 

high Cr content are characteristic of wrought Ni-based superalloys (such as Nimonic 80A, U-500, and N-115 in 

order of decreasing Cr content), and those representing low Cr content are characteristic of cast superalloys (such 

as IN-100 and MAR-m246 in  order of decreasing Cr content) respectively [11]. 

2.1.2.2 Phase Diagrams and Transformation-Time-Temperature (TTT) Diagrams 

Ni-based superalloys are manufactured using numerous alloying elements to enhance mechanical 

properties for high-temperature applications. However, Al is an essential element in the formation of primary 
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strengthening phase, γ’. To understand the composition-temperature effect of Al on the solidification behavior of 

the superalloy, it is necessary to review the binary Ni-Al phase diagram and Ni-Al-X ternary systems.  

 

Figure 2-1: Microstructure Evolution of Ni-Based Superalloys (Adapted from [11]). 

Binary phase diagrams are used to identify the equilibrium liquidus and solidus curves, which are critical 

measures in analyzing the solidification microstructures. Referring to Figure 2-2, the liquidus curve is the 

temperature-composition curve above which the alloy is in liquid phase. On the other hand, the solidus curve is 

the curve below which only primary solid phases (such as γ) exist in a solid solution matrix. Another critical 

measure to determine the solidification of secondary phases such as γ’ is the solvus, which can be retrieved from 

performing differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments [19]. When a Ni-based superalloy is cooled 

below the solvus temperature of γ’, the solid solubility of γ is exceeded, which results in the formation of γ’ 

particles. The size of the γ’ particle depends on the cooling rate and reheating during LPBF processing (see Figure 

2-16). Supersolvus and subsolvus refer to the temperature-composition combinations above and below the solvus 

curve respectively. In precipitation-strengthened Ni-based superalloys, the liquidus, solidus, and solvus curves in 

the Ni-Al binary phase diagram are useful in identifying ways to promote the precipitation of γ’ during processing. 

However, binary phase diagrams do not account for non-equilibrium conditions, and therefore other graphs such 

as ternary phase diagrams (not shown here) need to be utilized. Ternary phase diagrams of Ni-Al-X for instance 

show the effect of different alloying elements on the formation of secondary phases in the superalloy. 

For ternary alloys with complex phase changes, and high sensitivity to changes in composition, a 

transformation-time-temperature (TTT) diagram is used. Figure 2-3 shows a TTT diagram (originally retrieved 

from the American Welding Society, 1986) for γ”-strengthened IN 718. The main takeaway from the diagram is 

the effect of cooling rate (see Section 2.3.1) on the phase formation at different temperatures. In LPBF processes, 

the solidification time is small due to high cooling rates, and primary gamma phase is likely to be observed at 

lower temperatures. However, as the solidification time increases and more time is given for elements to diffuse 
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back into the solid phase, secondary phases are observed. The continuous cooling transformation (CCT) curves 

(not shown here) provide better understanding of this phenomenon. 

 

Figure 2-2: Binary Ni-Al Phase Diagram Showing Important Curved Lines (Adapted from [20]). 

 

Figure 2-3: TTT Diagram for IN 718 (Taken from [21]). 

2.1.2.3 Strengthening Mechanisms 

To achieve good mechanical properties such as tensile strength, creep strength and ductility, the 

superalloy’s microstructure must be strengthened. There are three major types of strengthening mechanisms in 

Ni-based superalloys, namely grain boundary, solid solution and precipitation strengthening [22]. Grain boundary 

strengthening is improved by precipitates segregating to the grain boundaries impeding dislocation motion. Solid 
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solution strengthening results from the addition of alloying elements which introduce lattice strains within the γ 

phase. Finally, precipitation strengthening refers to strengthening with precipitates such as γ’ and carbides. The 

materials used in this study are high-γ’ superalloys incorporated with a significant level of γ’ (>40% volume 

fraction) for enhanced high-temperature strength and creep resistance [23]. 

2.1.2.4 Significance of Gamma Prime and Precipitation Strengthening 

So far, the importance of γ’ has been reiterated several times in this document, however, the underlying 

reason for the significance has not yet been established. The goal of this section is to briefly discuss the reasons 

behind the emphasis on γ’ and precipitation strengthening mechanisms in Ni-based superalloys. Firstly, a high 

volume fraction of gamma prime contributes to increased flow stress (stress value in between the yield strength 

and ultimate tensile strength of the material) as shown in Figure 2-4 (a). The effect of γ’ is more pronounced at 

high temperatures as a result of the thermally-activated cross-slipping mechanism triggered at the onset of 

yielding [4]. As stress is applied beyond the yield point, γ’ cross-slips from the {111} plane to the {001} cross-

slip plane due to the anisotropy of the antiphase boundary energy and elastic anisotropy [4]. Cross-slipped 

segments resist deformation by forming microstructural locks known as Kear-Wilsdorf (KW) locks [4], thus 

improving the strength of the superalloy as temperature is increased (this phenomenon is known as anomalous 

yielding). Beyond the peak stress temperature, further increase in temperature promotes slipping in the 

𝑎 2⁄ 〈11̅0〉{001} slip system (known as the cube-slipping mechanism), which results in material softening.  

Unique to the gamma prime phase is the primitive L12 ordered FCC structure shown in Figure 2-4 (b) 

and c), which necessitates the creation of an antiphase boundary (APB) for dislocation motion at the γ/γ’ interface. 

The APB is the boundary created between two γ’ structures as unit dislocations try to penetrate the γ’ phase from 

the γ phase [24]. To remove the APB created by a unit dislocation, dislocations must travel in pairs through the 

γ/γ’ structure, and these paired dislocations are termed superdislocations [4,15,25]. Contrary to the γ’ structure 

shown in Figure 2-4 (b), where the Al atoms are arranged at the corners of the FCC unit cell, in the γ crystal 

structure, the edge atoms are replaced by Ni or Al atoms in no specific order – hence γ is described as a disordered 

FCC phase. The energy required to form the APB is 0.1 J/m2 and depending on various factors such as particle 

size and lattice spacing, the strength to overcome the APB can vary from approximately 140 to 400 MPa [4]. 

Precipitation-strengthened Ni-based superalloys heavily depend on the size, morphology and volume 

fraction of γ’ particles and solid-solution strengthening of both γ and γ’ [12]. Planar defects known as stacking 

faults arise from missing (intrinsic) or extra (extrinsic) planes of atoms which inhibit dislocation motion. The 

major stacking faults which contribute to the strengthening of γ’ particles are the APB, superlattice intrinsic 

stacking fault (SISF), superlattice extrinsic stacking fault (SESF) and complex stacking fault (CSF). However, 
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APB faults are believed to have a profound impact on the strength of precipitation-strengthened Ni-based 

superalloys due to the powerful dependence of fault energy on crystal orientation [12]. Consequently, the stacking 

fault energy (SFE) deeply affects the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of a precipitation-hardened material. 

Beyond the CRSS, a material yields and plastic deformation begins. Therefore, γ’-strengthening is necessary to 

strengthen the microstructure of a precipitation-strengthened Ni-based superalloy. 

The principal models used to describe γ’ strengthening are the particle cutting and Orowan bowing 

models. Previous studies have shown that the deformation mechanism changes from cutting by weakly paired 

dislocations to strongly paired dislocations as particle size increases up to a critical size beyond which dislocations 

bypass particles through Orowan bowing or looping [4,26]. Strengthening models associated with lattice misfit 

and coherency strains have shown insignificant impact on strengthening of ordered γ’ particles [26].  

 

Figure 2-4: (a) Effect of Volume Fraction of γ’ on 0.2% Flow Stress of Ni-Based Superalloy at Different 

Temperatures [27], (b) L12 Ordered FCC Structure Ni3Al (Blue Spheres Represent Ni Atoms and Red Spheres 

Represent Al Atoms) (Made Using Vesta©), (c) Close-Packed Structure Depicting Atom Packing in Gamma 

Prime (Made Using Vesta©) 

Particle cutting occurs when the associated APB energy, 𝛾𝐴𝑃𝐵 [J/m2], is overcome through the formation 

of paired 𝑎 2⁄ 〈11̅0〉{111} dislocations as shown in Figure 2-5. The net shearing stress required for particle 

cutting to occur is given by Equation (2-1). 

 
𝜏𝑐 ≅

𝛾𝐴𝑃𝐵

2𝑏
(

2𝑟1

𝜆1

−
2𝑟2

𝜆2

), (2-1) 
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where 𝑏 is the Burgers vector (vector indicating displacement of atoms in a crystal lattice), 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are the radii 

of sphere-shaped γ’ particles as shown in Figure 2-5, and 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 represent the spacing (also called Friedel 

spacing) between particles on dislocation lines 1 and 2 respectively. 

 

Figure 2-5: Particle Shearing of Ordered γ’ for (a) Weakly Coupled Dislocations and (b) Strongly Coupled 

Dislocations (Adapted from [4]). 

As particle sizes get larger, the leading dislocation line starts to bow to accommodate the pinning forces 

exerted by the particle on the dislocation pair. The difference between the weak and strong pair-coupling is that 

the Friedel spacing of the two dislocation lines are identical for the strongly coupled dislocation. Elastic repulsive 

force becomes a critical component in determining the shear stress for particle cutting [4]. 

2.1.2.5 Effect of Alloying Elements on Mechanical Properties 

Tighter control of the alloy composition provides a route to improve the strength of the microstructure 

and the final mechanical properties. Each alloying element has important implications on the strength of the 

microstructure, as shown in Figure 2-6. For instance, elements such as Cr, W, Ta, and Re are beneficial for solid-

solution strengthening. On the other hand, elements such as Al, Ti, Ta, and Hf are included during the 

manufacturing process to assist in γ’-strengthening (see Section 2.3.2). Some elements promote the formation of 

grain-boundary strengthening phases such as borides and carbides. Elements such as Cr, Mo, and W assist the 

formation of borides M3B2, M5B3 and M2B, while elements such as Ta, W, Hf, Ti, and Cr favor the formation of 

carbides MC, M6C and M23C6, where the letter “M” represents the metallic element associated with the phase. 

The rate of solidification during manufacturing plays an integral part in the segregation of alloying elements to 

preferential regions within the microstructure. 
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Figure 2-6: Roles of Alloying Elements in Ni-Based Superalloys [28]. 

2.2 Additive Manufacturing 

The drive to automate manufacturing and reduce environmental waste facilitated the development of 

additive manufacturing (AM), commonly recognized as ‘3D printing’. The AM process allows rapid automated 

three-dimensional (3D) parts manufacturing using a bottom-up (additive) layer-by-layer approach achieved 

through computer aided design (CAD) and 3D printing machines. Conventional manufacturing techniques used 

to fabricate commercially valuable parts require subtractive approaches, such as computer numerical control 

(CNC), lathes, milling and other machining methods which generate large quantities of material waste. 

Furthermore, depending on the application, many post-processing steps such as hot working and thermal 

processing may be needed to achieve the final product. Using AM, complex 3D parts close to the final desired 

shape (near net shape) can be produced with a minimal number of manufacturing steps. The number of iterations 

required to design a component are reduced depending on the type of AM technology used – one such method is 

laser AM. While laser AM is a costly process (LPBF facility costs over 700,000 CAD [1]), the ability to 

manufacture complex parts, reduce material waste, and design customized parts based on functionality outweigh 

the cost factor for niche applications such as gas turbine engines in aircraft. This section provides a concise 

overview of AM and highlights current challenges associated with laser AM of metals and metallic alloys. 
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2.2.1 Introduction 

In the last three decades, AM has come a long way with the progress of information technology and is 

now destined to foster the rapid development of ‘Industry 4.0’ – dubbed to be the future of industrial 

manufacturing [29]. The very first additively manufactured parts were printed in the late 1980s with the invention 

of smart CAD-based ceramic/polymer manufacturing techniques [30–32]. One of the setups used to make these 

3D parts was patented as the stereolithography apparatus (SLA) by Charles W. Hull in 1986 [33]. Also, known 

by some as stereolithography (STL) [31], this production technique creates 3D objects by using a focused laser 

beam to solidify thin layers of ultraviolet (UV) light-sensitive photopolymer (resin) [31,34]. Around the same 

time, a master’s student at Texas University, named Carl R. Deckard, was pursuing a similar idea of creating 3D 

objects in coordination with CAD. Deckard explored printing parts with polymeric powder instead of liquid 

polymer. Like Hull, he patented and copyrighted his method in 1986, but named the AM system selective laser 

sintering (SLS) [30,32] which got modified, refiled and reissued in 1997 [35]. The expiration of the latter SLS 

patent on January 28, 2014 sparked renewed interest in 3D printing.  

Since 2014, the polymer 3D printing technology has stimulated the rapid growth of metal AM 

technologies such as laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), electron beam melting (EBM), direct energy deposition 

(DED) and binder jetting (BJ) [32]. The most popular of the lot is arguably LPBF, which can be further 

categorized into selective laser melting (SLM), or direct metal laser melting (DMLM), and direct metal laser 

sintering (DMLS). These setups allow manufacturers to fabricate customized metal parts for niche applications 

in the rapid prototyping, aerospace, and land-based gas turbine industries [30,32]. 

2.2.2 Rapid Solidification Processing 

The term rapid solidification processing (RSP) has been used since the 1960s [36] to describe the rapid 

extraction of thermal energy to include both latent heat and superheat during the liquid to solid phase transition 

of a metal or alloy. The rate at which the heat is extracted (cooling rate) can result in undercoolings as high as 

100 °C. Cooling rates for RSP methods are typically higher than 104 K s-1. When a material is undercooled, the 

liquid has reached a temperature well below its equilibrium freezing point [37]. Undercoolings are critical as they 

play a significant role in determining the final solidification microstructure of the material. Large undercoolings 

and high solidification front velocity contribute to non-equilibrium solidification which results in smaller grains 

and fine scale microsegregation (see Section 2.3.2) [37].  

Types of RSP include powder metallurgy (PM), strip casting, melt spinning, laser spin atomization, 

droplet quenching, and gas atomization [36]. Laser melting also falls in the category of rapid solidification as the 

cooling rate associated with the process is between 106-107 Ks-1 [38]. Grain size, segregation, solubility, and post-
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solidification phase transformations are some of the microstructural characteristics affected by rapid solidification 

[37]. These traits could be used to improve material properties such as tensile, fatigue and creep strength, along 

with oxidation and corrosion resistance. This is especially critical at elevated temperatures in gas turbine engines, 

which undergo enormous amounts of thermomechanical stress during operation. 

2.2.3 Laser Additive Manufacturing 

Hard-to-weld high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys need to be manufactured using laser AM technologies to 

create functional complex objects. There are two varieties of laser AM, namely powder-based and wire-based 

systems, which use powder and wire material as the starting materials for laser processing. Powder-based systems 

can be subdivided into machines which are powder-spread, such as laser melting (LM) or laser sintering (LS), or 

powder-fed, such as laser metal deposition (LMD) or direct metal deposition (DMD) [39]. The LM (or selective 

laser melting – LPBF) and LS (or selective laser sintering – SLS) mechanisms are grouped into LPBF as laser 

processing takes place on a powder-bed-based system utilizing a layer-by-layer approach. In the remainder of this 

thesis, LPBF setups are alternatively called ‘laser AM’. 

2.2.3.1 Current Challenges of Laser AM for Thin-Wall Part Fabrication 

Thin-wall components are important for aerospace applications, such as fuel nozzles and turbine vanes, 

which consist of serpentine features difficult to fabricate using conventional manufacturing methods. Laser AM 

is a convenient technique to create such parts, however build defects such as porosity, residual stress and micro-

cracking could cause in-process failure and diminish final part quality. This section defines these defects and 

explains how they occur in LPBF. 

2.2.3.1.1 Porosity 

Incomplete melting is a common side effect of rapid heating and cooling cycles in laser AM. Fusion of 

powder particles can be affected by surface defects such as pre-alloyed particles, powder packaging and micro-

segregation. This results in non-melted regions or holes which are called pores in laser AM. Typically, the term 

porosity is used instead of pores to describe the ratio of pore volume to the whole volume of the porous material. 

LPBF parts exhibit surface and sub-surface porosity in the transition zones between the hatching zone and contour 

path in the laser processed region. The presence of porosity in a LPBF material leads to increased local stress 

concentration which could lead to in-process cracks as shown in Figure 2-7. 

In addition to surface defects, laser processing conditions significantly affect the formation of porosity 

in a LPBF material. For instance, two specific modes of laser energy distribution, known as keyhole and 

conduction modes, are responsible for the formation of different kinds of porosity. Keyhole mode is a product of 
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high laser energy density which creates a vapor capillary or keyhole due to the induced recoil pressure [40,41]. 

Conduction mode, on the other hand, is the preferred mode for laser AM due to smaller energy density (lower 

laser power and faster scanning speeds) which reduces the probability of element vaporization, and hence 

minimizes porosity [42,43]. Melt pool stability is also negatively affected due to the keyhole effect, and this is 

detrimental for the AM material’s microstructure (see Figure 2-8). 

 

Figure 2-7: SEM Images of Crack Initiation Location for LPBF IN 625 [44]. 

 

Figure 2-8: (a) Keyhole Porosity, (b) Lack of Fusion Pores and Gas Induced Porosity [42]. 

Laser power and scanning speed alone do not contribute to the overall material porosity. Shielding gas 

and inadequate penetration of the molten pool of an upper layer into the substrate or previously deposited layer 

also present opportunities for porosity formation (see Figure 2-8). Rapid heating and cooling representative of 

the laser AM process could lead to the formation of open or closed pores [45]. Open pores are connected with a 

surface and can be filled with fluids whereas closed pores are surrounded by fully dense material. Low energy 

densities and high dynamic viscosity lead to open-pore formation [45]. Another type of porosity called shrinkage 

porosity results due to part volume shrinkage during material solidification. 
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2.2.3.1.2 Residual Stress 

Thermal expansion and contraction due to the rapid heating and cooling cycles could result in residual 

stress between successive layers. The residual stress in a material is defined as “the stresses inside a body that is 

stationary and at equilibrium with its surroundings” [46]. Accumulation of stress concentrations occur between 

solidified layers, at the corners or stress concentrations near the base plate. This may lead to stresses higher than 

the strength of the material and lead to the formation of macro cracks [47] as shown in Figure 2-9. 

Stress formation mechanisms such as the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) and cool-down phase 

are responsible for the residual stresses imposed on a LPBF part. The TGM method explains how the material 

reacts through elastic compression due to the thermal expansion of a layer on laser interaction [48]. Further 

heating up to the yield stress temperature (T0) results in plastic compression. During the cool-down phase, the 

opposite phenomena describes the material exerting tensile stress to counteract the contraction due to cooling. 

Plastic tension takes place as the temperature decreases below T0 [42]. The larger the localized heat fluctuations, 

the larger the thermal gradient, and this leads to increased residual stresses. 

 

Figure 2-9: Crack Formation in M2 High Speed Steel Due to Residual Stress Generated by LPBF [47]. 

2.2.3.1.3 In-Process Cracking 

Porosity and residual stress are two process-induced defects which could initiate cracking in additively 

manufactured metal specimen, resulting in fracture (mechanism of crack propagation) and possibly material 

failure. In-process cracking results from the rapid cooling of samples governed by laser processing conditions 

such as laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing and scan strategy (see Figure 2-10) [49,50]. Laser AM cracking 

can be subdivided into liquid-state cracking and solid-state cracking. Liquid-state cracking occurs while the 

material is still undergoing liquid to solid phase transition and can be further classified as liquation cracking and 

solidification cracking (see Figure 2-10). Solid-state cracking, which occurs in the solid state when the solidified 

material contracts during cooling, can be subcategorized as ductility dip cracking (DDC) and strain-age cracking 

(SAC). Brief descriptions of these cracking mechanisms are provided below, but further details are available in 

Chapter 3. 
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Weld solidification cracking is a type of liquid-state crack which occurs when liquid films are distributed 

along solidification grain boundaries [15]. When the shrinkage strains produced from thermal contractions are 

too large, and the terminal liquid is distributed along the grain boundaries as a continuous film, solidification 

cracks begin to appear. Segregation (discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.2) of minor alloying elements such 

as phosphorus (P), sulfur (S), boron (B), carbon (C) and zirconium (Zr) to the grain boundaries can strongly affect 

the formation of solidification cracks in the fusion zone (FZ) of high-γ’ Ni-base superalloys [15]. Lowering the 

weight percentage of elements such as B and Zr have shown to significantly improve resistance to solidification 

cracks in these alloys as these elements have strong segregation tendencies during solidification and form 

deleterious phases [51]. 

 

Figure 2-10: (a) Laser Processing Parameters Affecting Material Microstructure [50], (b) SEM Image Showing 

Solidification Cracks in a High-Energy LPBF Build [49]. 

Liquation cracking or heat affected zone (HAZ) liquation cracking in precipitation-strengthened Ni-base 

superalloys occurs due to liquid film formation along grain boundaries in the partially melted zone (PMZ) [15]. 

This type of cracking has been attributed to constitutional liquation of niobium carbides and laves phase as 

intergranular films in Nb-rich wrought materials such as IN 718, which has been extensively studied in literature 

due to its favorable weldability [52]. Alternatively, in cast IN 718, re-melting of the Laves phase in the inter-

dendritic regions of the casting results in HAZ liquation cracking during laser welding.  

The DDC mechanism is a solid-state cracking mechanism mainly observed in solid-solution-

strengthened superalloys. The presence of DDC is determined through the loss of ductility in the material over 

the temperature range between the solidus (TS) and approximately 0.5TS. To explain the effect of DDC, 

Hemsworth et al. [53] separated cracking into intergranular-liquid-film-based “segregation” (or hot) cracking and 
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DDC as shown in Figure 2-11. The acronym DTR stands for ductility temperature range and BTR stands for 

brittleness temperature range. In precipitation-strengthened alloys, DDC has not been studied extensively as this 

type of cracking does not require the formation of strengthening precipitates or grain boundary impurity 

segregation [15]. 

 

Figure 2-11: Ductility as a Function of Temperature. The Dotted Line Shows Solid-State Ductility Dip [54]. 

The strain-age cracking (SAC) phenomenon is a form of solid-state cracking revealed due to local 

accumulation of strain in the precipitation-strengthened microstructure. This occurs due to the relaxation of weld 

residual stresses and precipitation-induced stresses in the solidified state. The “age” term in strain-age cracking 

is derived from the process of precipitation and hardening during precipitate aging, and is not to be confused with 

aging during heat treatment [15]. Ni-based superalloys with high γ’ content are typically considered “hard-to-

weld” due to their susceptibility to SAC owing to the high levels of Ti and Al (Al+Ti wt.% > 6%). Reducing the 

heat input and grain size of the base material has shown to improve resistance to SAC [55,56]. Alloys strengthened 

by γ’’, such as IN 718, are used in welding-based applications due to their resistance to SAC. 

2.3 LPBF Microstructures 

Before delving into the microstructural features of LPBF-processed materials, the key attributes of the 

LPBF process must be compared to those of different AM processes. The LPBF process is a laser AM technique 

which is capable of fully melting powder material to create a fully dense near net-shape component without post-

processing treatments. Also, compared to binder-based laser sintering AM processes, higher product quality, 

processing time and manufacturing reliability can be achieved [50]. 
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The setup of an LPBF machine normally consists of a base plate to build the part, a powder bed from 

which powder is spread onto the build plate, and a laser source to melt the powder according to the CAD model. 

After the first layer of powder is spread onto the build plate, the laser is scanned across the powder surface (X 

direction in Figure 2-12) at scanning speeds between 15 to 400 mm/s [50]. During the laser scan, part of the 

powder layer already scanned with the laser beam experiences thermal contraction due to cooling, and the part 

which momentarily interacts with the beam undergoes thermal expansion as illustrated in Figure 2-12. The hot 

regions neighboring the molten pool are identified as the HAZ regions. Solidification microstructures are affected 

significantly due to the localized heat fluctuations in each layer as laser processing proceeds in the Z direction 

(build direction). Therefore, the LPBF microstructures need to be studied to understand how laser processing 

affects the material properties. 

 

Figure 2-12: LPBF Process Showing Different Regions Affected by the Laser Source [57]. 

2.3.1 Grain Structures and Texture 

Many of the LPBF microstructures are similar to those observed in cast, wrought or directionally 

solidified (DS) microstructures. These structures include planar, cellular, columnar, equiaxed, eutectic or 

peritectic grains as shown in Figure 2-13. Two key solidification parameters affecting the grain structures are the 

thermal gradient (G) and the solidification (or growth) rate (R). The ratio G/R is used to determine the grain 

morphology while G*R (often called the cooling rate) is used to determine the size of the solidified 

microstructure, as shown in Figure 2-14. 
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Figure 2-13: Grain Structures in Metal Manufacturing: (a) Planar, (b) Cellular, (c) Columnar, (d) Equiaxed, (e) 

Eutectic, (f) Peritectic [58–60]. 

 

Figure 2-14: Effect of Solidification Parameters on Grain Structures of a DS Material [61]. 

2.3.1.1 Cast/Directionally Solidified (DS) Microstructures 

Cast/DS microstructures exhibit coarser grains due to slower cooling rates (10-2-100 Ks-1) relative to laser 

AM (see Section 2.3.2 for reasoning). As the cooling rate decreases, the dendrite arm spacing (DAS) increases 

(see Figure 2-15) and segregation of alloying elements also increases due to more time for diffusion. 
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Figure 2-15: Effect of Cooling Rate on Dendrite Arm Spacing in Cast Material (Adapted from [62]). 

2.3.1.2 Effect of LPBF Solidification Parameters on Gamma Prime Grain Morphology 

The grain morphology of γ’ changes from fine spherical structures to coarse dendritic structures as the 

cooling rate decreases (see Figure 2-16). Adoption of the spherical shape is due to larger surface (interfacial) 

energy relative to strain energy which is volumetric in nature. Decreasing cooling rates lead to the formation of 

cuboidal structures as more time is provided for the atoms to diffuse deeper into the melt pool, leading to increased 

lattice strain energy. Arrays of cubes and dendrites start to form at slower cooling rates when more thermal energy 

is available to promote crystal growth. 

2.3.1.3 Effect of LPBF Solidification Parameters on Grain Texture 

Laser-processed superalloys exhibit columnar grains in the build direction and finer equiaxed grains in 

the normal direction. Popovic et al. [63] studied the effect of functional temperature gradients on the grain texture 

of LPBF IN 718 by EBSD-based (see Section 2.6.2.5) inverse pole figure (IPF) colored maps. They determined 

that regions of the material processed with higher laser power demonstrated columnar grain texture, while regions 

processed with lower laser power showed finer equiaxed grains (see Figure 2-17). Zone 2 in the IPF map shown 

in the figure illustrate highly directional (anisotropic) grains with (100) crystal orientation. The strong anisotropy 

of the columnar grains is caused by remelting of previous layers, epitaxial growth, competitive growth mechanism 

and heat flow via conduction through previous layers [63,64]. The formation of large columnar grains for 950 W 

laser power is attributed to larger and deeper melt pool due to higher applied energy [63]. Zones 1 and 3 show 
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finer equiaxed grains with random orientations as a result of lower thermal gradient. This results in a lower G/R 

ratio which results in equiaxed dendritic grains as shown in Figure 2-14 and verified by Liu et al. [65]. 

 

Figure 2-16: Gamma Prime Grain Morphology as Cooling Rate is Decreased from Left to Right: (a) spherical, 

(b) cuboidal, (c)-(d) Morphed Cuboidal, (e) Array of Cubes, (f) Dendritic Structure (Adapted from [4]). 

 

Figure 2-17: (a) LPBF IN 718 EBSD Image – IPF Colored Map, (b) Index Map of IPF and Reference 

Coordinate, and (c) Pole Figures for Zone 2 [63]. 

2.3.2 Micro-Segregation of Alloying Elements 

The term “segregation” has been alluded to often in the text, however the meaning and significance of 

the term has not yet been clarified. The purpose of this section is to shed some light on the micro-segregation of 

elements during LPBF processing, and how that affects the superalloy’s microstructure. Segregation effectively 

refers to differences in chemical composition [66] which could occur in the macro or micro scale. 

Microsegregation is the concentration gradient created due to local compositional differences as a result of solute 
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partitioning at the solid/liquid interface [67]. The length scale for microsegregation is comparable to the size of 

cellular and dendritic structures [68]. 

For slower solidification rates, such as those used in directional solidification or single crystal casting, 

since there is sufficient time for solute redistribution into the solid phase from the liquid phase, dendritic-level 

segregation is insignificant. In LPBF, there is less time for diffusional changes at the solid/liquid interface, which 

results in segregation of solute elements to the interdendritic regions where the last liquid solidifies [66]. New 

non-equilibrium secondary phases form and affect the homogeneity of the microstructure.  

To better understand the effect on microstructure, the key factors affecting microsegregation of alloying 

elements must be identified. The most important driving force is the partitioning coefficient, k, which is given by 

Equation (2-2), where 𝐶𝑠 and 𝐶0 represent the composition of the solid at equilibrium and the initial alloy 

composition, respectively. The lower the k value, the higher the amount of interdendritic microsegregation. 

 𝑘 = 𝐶𝑠/𝐶0, (2-2) 

The second major solidification parameter affecting microsegregation is the diffusivity coefficient (𝐷𝑠) 

of the element embedded in the solid phase of the alloy. These two parameters are used to determine the 

concentration of solute in the solid phase. Many scientists have previously worked on improving the famous 

solute segregation relationship proposed by Scheil (𝐶𝑠 = 𝑘𝐶0(1 − 𝑓𝑠)(𝑘−1)) [30], but for the purpose of general 

understanding, Brody and Fleming’s optimized solute partitioning equation, Equation (2-3), is shown. Unlike 

Scheil’s equation, Brody and Fleming’s mathematical finding assumes back-diffusion, which suggests that there 

might be a small amount of solute redistribution into the solid phase. 

 𝐶𝑠 = 𝑘∗𝐶0
∗(1 − 𝐹𝑠(1 + 𝛼∗𝑘))

(𝑘−1)
, (2-3) 

where 𝛼 = 4𝐷𝑠𝑡𝑓/𝑑2, 𝑡𝑓 is the local solidification time, 𝑑 is half of the SDAS, and 𝐹𝑠 is the solid fraction. Even 

though the rapid solidification of AM processes doesn’t allow time for solute redistribution, Brody and Fleming’s 

relationship is still more realistic compared to Scheil’s due to the flexibility of solid-state diffusion. Both alloy 

solidification models, however, are formulated on the basis of straight liquidus and solidus lines which utilize a 

constant partitioning ratio [69].  
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In precipitation-strengthened Ni-base superalloys, such as IN718, microsegregation of alloying elements 

such as Nb and Mo lead to the formation of laves phase in the γ/γ’ interdendritic regions [70], as shown in Figure 

2-18. This occurs due to the rejection of Nb and Mo solute particles (low k values) at high solidification rates, 

typical of LPBF processes [71].  

 

Figure 2-18: EDX Analysis Showing Micro-Segregation of Mo and Nb in Interdendritic Regions (Adapted 

From [70]). 

2.4 Part Printing 

In this work, thin-wall part models were designed using SolidWorks© and post-processed using 

Autodesk Netfabb to generate step files (*cli format) as input for part processing in the LPBF machine. The 

components were constructed using the AconityTM MIDI LPBF printer using pre-defined laser conditions (laser 

power 200 W, scan speed 1000 mm/s, hatch spacing 90 μm, spot size 120 μm, powder layer thickness 40 μm, 

and bidirectional scan strategies). The operating laser processing conditions were optimized for thin-wall part 

processing based on previous studies performed at the discretion of the LPBF operator. An example Netfabb 

*.cli format file for a thin-wall sample printed on a LPBF base plate is attached in Appendix A. 

2.5 Image Analysis and Statistical Methodologies 

Image analysis is a widely used approach to quantify microstructure features of a specimen from 

micrographs, typically acquired using optical or electron microscopy. Micrographs with known scale bars are 

used to obtain statistics of select features within the material microstructure. In this work, image analysis software, 

ImageJ [72], coupled with visual basics for applications (VBA) scripts were employed to distinguish micro-cracks 

from surface contaminations and other defects such as lack-of-fusion voids and pores in the LPBF microstructure. 

Figure 2-19 illustrates the procedure used to obtain micro-crack statistics for each sample grind level. Between 

3 to 5 grind-level planar XY surfaces were analyzed per sample. An excess of 100 images per sample were 

analyzed to generate an adequate dataset for statistical analysis. Image analysis data for micro-cracks were filtered 
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using the following conditions: area < 1500 µm2, minor axis value < 5 µm, aspect ratio < 2.5, circularity < 0.5, 

and roundness < 0.4.  

 

Figure 2-19: Micro-Crack Analysis Process for LPBF Thin-Wall Parts. 

Micro-crack statistics such as crack area fraction (CAF), crack length density (CLD), crack count density 

(CCD), crack length (CLen), and crack width (CWid) for a given polished surface were calculated. The crack 

area fraction (%) is defined as the sum of micro-crack areas per image normalized by the image area (𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒), as 

shown in Equation (2-4). The crack length density (mm/mm2) is defined as the sum of micro-crack lengths 

(maximum ferret diameters, 𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥, where 𝑥 represents a single crack) per image normalized by the image area, 

as shown in Equation (2-5). The crack count density (mm-2) is defined as the number (count, 𝑛) of cracks per 

image normalized by the image area, as shown in Equation (2-6). The crack length (µm) and crack width (µm) 

parameters are defined as the average micro-crack length (𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥) and width (𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥) per sample, as shown in 

equations (2-7) and (2-8). 

 
𝐶𝐴𝐹 (%) =

∑ 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥
𝑛
𝑥=1

𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

× 100% (2-4) 

 
𝐶𝐿𝐷 (𝑚𝑚/𝑚𝑚2) =

∑ 𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥
𝑛
𝑥=1

𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

 (2-5) 

 𝐶𝐶𝐷 (𝑚𝑚−2) =
𝑛

𝐴𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

 (2-6) 

 
𝐶𝐿𝑒𝑛 (𝜇𝑚) =

∑ 𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥
𝑛
𝑥=1

𝑛
 (2-7) 
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𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑑 (𝜇𝑚) =

∑ 𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘,𝑥
𝑛
𝑥=1

𝑛
 (2-8) 

All statistical data include 95% confidence levels (CLs) that provide meaningful representation of the 

range within which the mean values are expected to belie 95% of the time, upon repetition of the analysis with an 

identical sample. The built-in equation used to derive the confidence level using the Microsoft Excel “Descriptive 

Statistics” add-in is shown in Equation (2-9). 

 95% 𝐶𝐿 = 𝑡95% ×
∑(𝑥 − �̅�)2

√𝑛(𝑛 − 1)
 , (2-9) 

where 𝑥 represents the observed value, �̅� is the sample mean, 𝑛 is the number of values in the sample population, 

and 𝑡95% is the 95% t value determined by Excel. Contrary to conventional methods using 𝑡95% = 1.96, reliable 

for 𝑛 > 26, Excel automatically manipulates the value depending on the sample size.  For instance, the 

repeatability of the mean value is less reliable for smaller sample sizes due to larger 95% CL values. The 

confidence interval is determined by adding up the 2.5% cut-off values at either end of the t-distribution, which 

is slightly different from the normal curve in that it is flatter in its center and thicker in its tails. In this study, the 

sample population consists of sample micrographs, and the sample size is computed using the total number of  

clean images per sample. Both the mean and 95% CL are computed over 3-5 different grind levels on the XZ 

plane for each sample. Average means and 95% confidence intervals are obtained and plotted for all samples. 

2.6 Experimental Methodologies 

The experiments performed in this work included part design, sample preparation and microstructure 

characterization. Brief descriptions of the processes are provided in this section. 

2.6.1 Materials Studied 

Two crack-susceptible high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys, RENÉ 65 (R65) and RENÉ 108 (R108), are chosen 

for this research. The materials represent two extreme cases for hard-to-weld γ’-strengthened Ni-based 

superalloys, one just above the weldability line, with lower γ’ volume fraction (42% [73]), and one with a 

significantly larger γ’ volume fraction (63% [74]), theoretically more susceptible to SAC-type cracks, as 

demonstrated in Figure 3-11.  The constitutional alloying elements include Ni, Cr, Co, Al, Ti, Ta, W, Mo, Nb, 

Hf, Fe, B, Zr, and C, all of which are known to improve the material properties in some capacity. Table 2-2 shows 

the elemental contents (in wt.%) of R65 and R108 powder, obtained using the inductive coupled plasma optical 

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) technique at Activation Laboratories (ACTLABS © Canada). 
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Table 2-2: Powder Composition of RENÉ 65 and RENÉ 108 in Weight Percent (wt.%). 

Alloy Ni Cr Co Al Ti Ta W Mo Nb Hf Fe B Zr C 

R65 Bal. 15.86 13.22 2.15 3.65 0.04 4.25 4.03 0.75  1 0.01 0.05 0.01 

R108 Bal. 8.64 10 5.36 0.75 3.02 10.03 0.53  0.87 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.01 

R108 has a higher Al + Ti wt.% content (6.11%) than R65 (5.80%), higher γ’ volume fraction for 

increased strength at elevated temperatures, demonstrates higher susceptibility to SAC, and is designed to reduce 

solidification cracking. The key alloying additions in R108 include Hf and Ta, where Ta is a strong gamma prime 

former and Hf is added to reduce solidification cracking through grain refinement. On the other hand, R65 

contains more Zr, which increases the solidification range. The two alloys have similar level of B, but different 

amount of boride formers (Mo, W and Cr). Boride formers modify the solvus temperature of the borides which 

affects solidification cracking mechanism(s). Moreover, difference in major elements like Cr, W, Mo, Al, Hf, Ta, 

Zr and B also impact the solidification range due to different partitioning ratios.  

The large window of alloy compositions represented using R65 and R108 allows observation of different 

micro-cracking mechanisms as alloy composition changes. In addition, since crack-susceptible materials are hard 

to process with LPBF, thin-wall part failure mechanisms can be examined in detail. Comprehensive understanding 

of the micro-cracking and in-process failure mechanisms will enable development of methodologies to reduce 

build failures and optimize final part quality in thin-wall components processed using LPBF. 

2.6.2 Microstructure Characterization 

2.6.2.1 Optical Microscopy 

Optical microscopy is a technique used to examine the meso- and micro-structural features of a reflective 

surface. This method of microstructure characterization is a widely used means of determining the grain size of 

metals as detailed by the American Standards of Testing and Materials (ASTM). In addition to grain size 

measurement, optical microscopy can also be used to identify and count other interesting features (such as cracks) 

within the parent microstructure. These features (>0.2 µm) are visible to the naked eye due to the elastic scattering 

of visible light (400 – 700 nm wavelength) off the metal specimen [75].  

2.6.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Contrary to optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as the name suggests, makes use 

of electrons instead of light (optics) to view a material at the micro-scale level. The resolution of an SEM image 
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is in the order of 0.1 nm – 0.3 µm [75] due to the small wavelength of the electron (in the range of picometers). 

This allows the user to obtain close-up images of the material’s microstructure and detect fine features not visible 

using optical microscopy. Depending on the emission of backscattered electrons (BSE) or secondary electrons 

(SE), various microstructural attributes such as surface morphology and phases can be observed.  

The SEM is composed of the microscope column, signal detector systems, and computer hardware and 

software to collect and process data [75]. Some disadvantages of the SEM compared to the optical microscope 

include: (a) longer time taken to acquire a high-resolution image due to the vacuuming and image scanning 

process, and (b) higher usage cost due to the complexity of the setup. 

2.6.2.3  Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an effective tool for advanced analysis of the material’s 

nano- and micro-scale features. However, TEM requires thin specimen (less than 100 nm) for electrons to pass 

through the sample without energy loss. Scattered electrons transmitted through the TEM specimen are collected 

and processed to view high resolution (in the order of angstroms) images of the material’s morphological features. 

TEM imaging requires high electron energies between 100 to 400 keV to generate sufficient transmitted electrons. 

The fundamental aspect which distinguishes TEM from other microstructural characterization methods is the 

ability to image both in the real and reciprocal spaces at high resolutions. Images obtained in the real space provide 

morphological information of select features such as precipitates and dislocations, which affect the strength of 

the material. The crystallographic orientations of these features can be determined using selective area electron 

diffraction (SAED) patterns obtained from the reciprocal space. The two approaches can be used in tandem to 

develop a sound understanding of the material’s microstructure attributes [75]. 

Scanning TEM (STEM) is a highly versatile microstructure characterization method that enables 

imaging, diffraction, and spectroscopy of a TEM specimen at atomic resolution. The process involves raster 

scanning of a select area on the material surface to collect various types of scattering as a function of position 

[76]. Two types of detectors, the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS), are used with the STEM to obtain information on the compositional differences at the 

atomic scale. Further information on EDX, employed in parts of this work, is provided in Section 2.6.1.4. 

2.6.2.4 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

For further analysis of the material’s microstructure, energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) or energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is required. This technique is used in conjunction with SEM or STEM to 

identify local compositional differences within the microstructure. The operation principle of EDX is based on 

the inelastic interaction between the incident beam and the material. When the primary electrons interact with the 
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atoms of a given alloying element, characteristic X-rays are emitted, which enable detection of the element on the 

EDX detector. The current EDX systems use the silicon drift detector (SDD) that converts the analog X-ray 

energy into digital information, shown as a peak in the EDX spectrum on the computer screen. The spectrum 

consists of peaks representing characteristic X-ray energies for a range of elements depending on the local phases, 

precipitates, or particles scanned by the incident beam. In this work for instance, the EDX was used to identify 

key alloying elements and phases potentially responsible for micro-cracking. The EELS approach, not used here, 

can be used to provide more accurate detection of elements with lower atomic numbers, such as carbon and boron. 

2.6.2.5 Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is a means of performing advanced microstructure 

characterization in unison with SEM. The EBSD method employs a computer software which allows the user to 

select a region within the captured SEM image to determine the local crystallographic orientation of the specimen. 

In LPBF Ni-based superalloys for instance, the crystal orientations obtained in the build direction (BD), normal 

direction (ND) and transverse direction (TD) help in evaluating the type of grains (columnar or equiaxed). This 

helps shed further light on the material’s behavior at the microscopic scale. 

2.7 Modelling Methodology 

Numerical simulations are conducted using finite element modelling (FEM) with commercial software 

ABAQUS. The FEM technique solves a 3D model of an actual part by dividing the geometry into smaller 

segments called elements. Model elements are typically cuboidal and consist of 8 nodes and 6 faces [77]. Finite 

element analysis (FEA) solves nodal displacements (𝑋) using the material stiffness (𝐾) and applied nodal forces 

(𝑅) as shown in equation (2-10). Gaussian integration points are used to solve the FEM equations by the numerical 

integration approach. 

 𝐾{𝑋} = 𝑅 (2-10) 

To simulate the AM process, the fully or sequentially coupled modelling method can be employed. The 

fully coupled method allows simultaneous simulations of the thermal and mechanical equations, as shown in 

Equation (2-11). In this case, it is assumed that the mechanical behavior affects the thermal behavior of the 

material and vice versa. Conversely, in the sequentially coupled modelling approach, the thermal behavior affects 

the mechanical behavior but not vice versa. Equations (2-12) and (2-13) define the sequentially coupled method. 

 [
𝐾𝑋𝑋 𝐾𝑋𝜃

𝐾𝜃𝑋 𝐾𝜃𝜃
] {

𝑋
𝜃

} = {
𝑅𝑋

𝑅𝜃
} (2-11) 
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 [𝐾𝑋𝑋]{𝑋} = {𝑅𝑋} (2-12) 

 [𝐾𝜃𝜃]{𝜃} = {𝑅𝜃} (2-13) 

The matrices 𝐾𝜃𝜃  and 𝐾𝑋𝑋 define the thermal and mechanical properties, respectively; the external load 

and boundary conditions are represented by 𝑅𝜃 and 𝑅𝑋; and the temperature and nodal displacements are given 

by 𝜃 and 𝑋, respectively. The sequentially coupled approach is less computationally expensive than the coupled 

approach and allows the thermal and mechanical equations to be solved separately. This enables greater flexibility 

during modelling as various schemes can be chosen to reduce the solver time [78]. 

The governing equations for simulating the thermal history and mechanical response to LPBF are 

provided below: 

1. Thermal model: 

a. Temperature field 𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) obtained through the domain: 

 𝜌𝐶
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
) + 𝑄 , (2-14) 

where 𝑇 represents the temperature, 𝜌 is the density, 𝐶 is the specific heat, 𝑘 is the heat conductivity, 

and 𝑄 is the latent heat. 

b. Boundary conditions: 

i. Heat radiation: 

 𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜀𝜎𝑏(𝑇𝑠
4 − 𝑇∞

4 ) , (2-15) 

where 𝜀 is the surface emissivity, 𝜎𝑏 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 𝑇𝑠 is the surface 

temperature of the workpiece, and 𝑇∞ is the ambient temperature. 

ii. Heat convection: 

 𝑞 = ℎ(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇∞) , (2-16) 

where ℎ is the convective heat transfer coefficient. 

2. Mechanical model: 

a. General form: 

 ∇𝜎 = 0 , (2-17) 

where 𝜎 is the stress. 
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b. Mechanical constitutive law: 

 𝜎 = 𝐶𝜀𝑒 , (2-18) 

where 𝐶 is the fourth order material stiffness tensor and 𝜀𝑒 is elastic strain.  

c. Strain for small deformation: 

 𝜀 = 𝜀𝑒 + 𝜀𝑃 + 𝜀𝑇 , (2-19) 

where 𝜀, 𝜀𝑃, and 𝜀𝑇 are the total strain, plastic strain, and thermal strain, respectively.  

i. Thermal strain: 

 𝜀𝑇 = 𝛼(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) , (2-20) 

where 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient and 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  is the reference temperature. 

ii. Plastic strain 

 𝑓 = 𝜎𝑚 + 𝜎𝑦(𝜀𝑝, 𝑇) ≤ 0 , (2-21) 

 𝜀�̇� = 𝜀�̇�𝑎 , (2-22) 

 𝑎 = (
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝜎
) , (2-23) 

where 𝑓 is the yield function, 𝜎𝑚 is Mises stress, 𝜎𝑌 is yield stress, 𝜀𝑞 is the equivalent 

plastic strain, and 𝑎 is the flow vector [79]. 

The purpose of the numerical simulations conducted in this study is to predict the stresses and strains 

developed in the LPBF process. The stress-strain results from the model can be used to better understand the 

mechanisms of failure in LPBF thin-wall parts made of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys. 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review – Fabrication of Thin-Wall Components Using 

LPBF γ’-Strengthened Ni-based Superalloys 

Failure in materials can result from damage through external influence, by deterioration of material 

properties over time or through internal defects incurred during manufacturing or post-processing. The formation 

of micro-cracks within regions susceptible to crack initiation can be linked to mechanical failure following 

fracture. Controlling the microstructure during manufacturing is necessary to avoid macro-scale fracture and 

maintain the integrity of the desired commercial part. 

Several factors can cause thin-wall part failure during rapid solidification processing, including: i) 

macroscopic stresses, and ii) material compositions. High-γ’ nickel superalloys are known to be especially 

susceptible to weld cracking1 [1]. This increases the chances of build failure during processing and reduces the 

final part quality. To better understand the underlying mechanisms for part failure and find means to optimize 

part processability, the effects of part geometry, alloy composition, and laser parameters need to be studied. The 

goal of this chapter is to provide the reader a fundamental understanding of the conventional failure 

mechanisms in rapid solidification processing and a review of literature on inherent failure in LPBF thin-wall 

parts and high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys. 

3.1 Introduction 

Localized heating and cooling of metals or metal alloys brings about phase changes from solid to liquid 

and liquid to solid, respectively. Phase changes create stresses within the material during processing which could 

promote micro-cracking and in-process failure. The elastic and plastic stresses generated by the heating-cooling 

effect within the material are demonstrated in Figure 3-1 (a). When the laser beam irradiates the material surface, 

the material state changes from powder to liquid phase as the temperature exceeds the melting point of the 

material. In the liquid state, the atoms move freely and no stress is generated. As the laser beam moves away from 

the irradiated surface and the material begins to cool down, the material state changes from liquid to solid phase. 

During the liquid-solid phase transition, while the material is still hot, the locally solidified region exerts tensile 

stresses to the surrounding solidified regions. To counterbalance the tensile stresses and achieve near equilibrium, 

                                                      

1 Laser processing is considered analogous to welding due to the localized heating/melting of the material. 
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the neighboring regions exert compressive stresses on the locally solidified region. The heating-induced stress 

creation mechanism is defined as the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM), as previously discussed in Section 

2.2.3.1.2. As the material cools down further, the locally solidified region exerts compressive stresses to the 

surrounding regions, which in turn exerts tensile stresses on the material. The cooling-induced stress creation 

mechanism is defined as the cool-down phase. Accumulation of tensile stresses perpendicular to the crack growth 

direction favors micro-cracking in locally susceptible regions within the material. 

During laser AM, the heat distribution surrounding the melt pool determines the consequent localized 

temperature gradient, cooling rate, and stresses, which affect the final material microstructure and part properties. 

The heat distribution within the material is affected by the part build conditions. Local variations in heating and 

cooling introduce local changes in composition and stresses during processing. High cooling rates inherent in 

LPBF (106-107 K/s [80]) result in dendritic microstructures as the material solidifies. Such extreme conditions 

could generate extensive micro-segregation and localized regions of tensile stresses, which could promote in-

process micro-cracking. Excessive build-up of in-process stresses could also ultimately lead to macro-scale build 

failure. To better understand the underlying failure mechanisms inherent in LPBF, the regions surrounding the 

melt pool must be identified, as demonstrated in Figure 3-1 (b). Upon interaction with the laser beam, the powder 

material is completely melted and rapidly liquifies resulting in the formation of a melt pool (or fusion zone (FZ)). 

The heat generated from the laser creates two distinct zones, namely the partially melted zone (PMZ) and the heat 

affected zone (HAZ), surrounding the melt pool. The PMZ is defined as the transition region between 100% liquid 

to 100% solid state across the fusion boundary [81]. The true-HAZ (T-HAZ) describes the region around the melt 

pool where all metallurgical reactions occur in solid-state and no melting occurs [81].    

 

Figure 3-1: (a) Demonstration of the Temperature Gradient Mechanism in LPBF [82]. (b) Simplified 

Illustration Showing Different Cross-Sectional Regions Developed During LPBF. 
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Dendrite growth occurs as the melt pool solidifies and the growth direction is dependent on the 

preferential direction for heat flow. In LPBF, the dendrites typically exhibit columnar morphologies along the 

build direction (BD) and small PDAS values due to the high cooling rates [80,83,84]. As the laser beam scans the 

part, the solidification process continues and the primary dendrites coalesce to form grains, creating a solid part. 

However, during solidification, several defects such as porosities, voids and micro-cracks can affect part 

processability and the final part quality. Micro-cracking, which is especially important for hard-to-weld high-γ’ 

Ni-based superalloys, can be further exacerbated due to localized regions of in-process tensile stresses. 

To better understand the micro-cracking phenomenon, it is important to consider both the in-process 

stresses and the stress state surrounding the micro-crack opening. The stress state can be fully derived from the 

Lode angle parameter and the stress triaxiality [85]. The Lode angle parameter is derived from the deviatoric 

stress components acting on the material. However, in LPBF, stress triaxiality is more representative of the stress 

state and more likely to contribute to micro-cracking due to the influence of thermal gradient on hydrostatic stress. 

Stress triaxiality is defined as a unit-less parameter given by the ratio of the hydrostatic stress (𝜎𝑚) and the 

equivalent stress (𝜎𝑒) which is equated to the Von Mises yield criterion (see Equation (3-1)) [86]. The terms 𝜎1, 

𝜎2 and 𝜎3 are known as the principal stress terms. High triaxiality results in lower fracture toughness and increased 

cracking propensity [86,87].  

 
𝑇 =

𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑒

=
[(1 3⁄ )(𝜎1 + 𝜎2 + 𝜎3)]

{(1/2)[(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3)2 + (𝜎3 − 𝜎1)2]}
 (3-1) 

Significant work has been performed on part-scale modelling techniques depicting the residual stress 

and associated plastic deformation in complex parts fabricated by laser AM [88,89], however there is a lack of 

knowledge on the mechanisms affecting cracking at the microstructural level in LPBF. The following sections 

explain two different categories of micro-cracking mechanisms relevant to γ’-strengthened Ni-based superalloys 

and identify methods used to distinguish the different types of micro-cracks. 

3.2 Liquid-State Micro-Cracking 

Liquid-state micro-cracking occurs when the surrounding tensile stresses created by thermal shrinkage 

around the liquid exceeds the interfacial energy. The two types of liquid-state micro-cracking have traditionally 

been defined as liquation and solidification cracking, as identified in Chapter 2. However, in the rest of this 

section, the terminology used to describe the different phases of liquid-state cracking will be hot cracking and 

hot tearing, which form as a result of the material solidification process during cooling. This section aims to 

impart further knowledge to the reader on the mechanisms and means of identifying liquid-state micro-cracks. 

Examples of hot cracks and hot tears in Ni-based superalloys are provided below for reference. 
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3.2.1 Solidification Cracking Mechanism 

Welding literature describes solidification cracking as the type of liquid-film-based micro-cracking 

phenomena which occurs in the terminal stages of melt pool solidification [81]. The presence of liquid film 

along the solidification grain boundary (SGB) and thermal shrinkage of the surrounding material result in the 

formation of solidification cracks. 

Various theories describing the mechanism of solidification cracking have been proposed by materials 

scientists from the late 1940s to early 1960s [81]. Among these theories, the modified generalized theory 

developed by Matsuda et al. [90,91] has been widely accepted as the root mechanism for the formation of 

solidification cracks. However, in this thesis, a modified version of Matsuda’s theory suggested by Santillana et 

al. [92] will be presented to describe the different stages of solidification which lead to solidification cracking 

(Figure 3-2). The solidification stages are grouped into two zones – the hot tear zone (~𝟎. 𝟖 ≤ 𝒇𝒔 ≤ 𝟎. 𝟗) 

exhibiting interdendritic fracture morphologies, and the hot crack zone (𝒇𝒔 > 𝟎. 𝟗) exhibiting intergranular 

fracture morphologies respectively [92].  

According to Santillana, the hot tear zone begins at a temperature where the solute fraction (𝒇𝒔) is around 

0.8 (denoted the zero strength temperature (ZST) limit in Figure 3-2 (a)) and ends as the material cools to a 

temperature where the solute fraction 𝒇𝒔 = 𝟎. 𝟗. The increase in solute fraction occurs due to the segregation of 

solute particles to the interdendritic regions as the liquid cools. This region is identified by dendritic features 

(Figure 3-2 (b)) and a high volume fraction of liquid as the material temperature drops below the liquidus 

following localized heating. The hot crack zone approximately begins at the liquid isolation temperature (LIT) 

which shows granular morphology up to a temperature close to the solidus (known as the zero-ductility 

temperature (ZDT)) near the end of solidification. This zone reflects the transition from dendritic to granular 

morphology as the dendrites coalesce to form grains. The region between the ZST and ZDT, called the brittle 

temperature range (BTR), helps qualify hot crack sensitivity [93,94]. Solid-state cracking occurs when the 

material is cooled below the solidus as explained in Section 3.3.    

Crack initiation occurs when the undercooled liquid is trapped between the interlocking dendrites as the 

solute fraction increases above 𝒇𝒔 = 𝟎. 𝟖 during solidification. This is attributed to the formation of isolated 

droplets and the resultant low-strength non-continuous liquid film between the primary dendrites [92]. Dantzig et 

al. [95] described this process as percolation and Lippold et al. [81] confirmed that solidification cracks formed 

by this method are affected by material composition, presence of grain boundary (GB) liquid films and intrinsic 

or extrinsic restrains imposed on the material by thermal or mechanical means. Distinguishing solidification 
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cracks through microstructural characterization is required to understand the extent of damage inflicted by the 

above factors. 

 

Figure 3-2: (a) Schematic Showing the Hot Crack and Hot Tear Zones Representing Solidification Cracks 

(Adapted from [92]). (b) High Magnification Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Image Showing Dendritic 

Features Representative of Hot Tears in high-γ’ LPBF CM247LC Alloy [96]. 

Hot tears are correlated with the formation of dendritic arms in the grain microstructure as shown in 

Figure 3-3 (a). The fracture morphology of the hot tear zone clearly indicates the formation of dendritic features 

as liquid solidifies at the ZST. A close-up of the dendrite in Figure 3-3 (a) reveals the presence of liquid in the 

interdendritic regions as illustrated by the observation of white-colored features in Figure 3-3 (b). 

 

Figure 3-3: SEM Image Showing Fracture Surface Indicating Dendritic Features Representative of Hot Tears in 

(a) Low Magnification and (b) High Magnification (Adapted from [92]). 
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Hot cracks are characterized by faceted microstructures and liquid films along clearly identifiable GBs 

as shown in Figure 3-4. The formation of hot cracks takes place in the PMZ which is consistent with the attributes 

of liquation cracks in reheated weld metals. Closer inspection of Figure 3-4 (b) shows the presence of lighter and 

darker regions in the PMZ, reflective of eutectic morphology. 

The fracture morphology provides further insight into eutectic structures in the hot cracked zone as 

shown in Figure 3-5. As temperature lowers below the LIT (see Figure 3-5 (a)), the liquid films transform to 

isolated droplets, and the resultant features are eutectic in nature. Recall from Section 2.3.1, eutectic or lamellar 

morphologies are commonly seen in rapidly solidified metallic material. Lamellar growth occurs due to 

competition between solute particles leading to solute rejection at the interface between two distinct solid phases 

formed as a result of rapid cooling. During reheating, elements and compounds with low melting points segregate 

to the highly energetic GBs between the lamellae. Since eutectics melt at lower temperatures, microsegregation 

at the eutectic grain boundaries is prominent in LPBF during repeated heating.  

Cooling a material up to the ZDT (or the minimum ductility temperature (MDT) as described by 

Santillana) promotes grain growth portrayed by the faceted planes observed in Figure 3-5 (b). Liquid film and 

voids are trapped at the GBs due to the percolation behavior and wetting at the GB. Segregation of elements to 

the intergranular liquid film lowers the melting point of the liquid. Similar to the case of eutectics, reheating 

promotes microsegregation at the GB due to the low melting point of this region. The severity of hot cracking in 

LPBF is significantly affected by the type, size and distribution of particles segregating to these grain boundaries 

[97–99]. 

 

Figure 3-4: Appearance of Hot Cracks in the PMZ of Gas-Metal Arc Welded (GMAW) 6061 Aluminum shown 

in (a) Low Magnification and (b) High Magnification (Adapted from [61]). 
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Figure 3-5: SEM Images Showing Fracture Surfaces of the (a) LIT and (b) ZDT Regions (Adapted from [92]). 

The micro-crack mechanism described in this section offers a reasonable understanding of the different 

stages of solidification cracking. However, a detailed illustration showing the effect of the solidification process 

on material microstructure is necessary to clearly distinguish the potential regions susceptible to solidification 

cracking. The subsequent subsection attempts to explain a unified solidification crack theory proposed by Lee 

Alan Aucott [100] based on synchrotron X-ray imaging studies. 

3.2.2 Unification Theory of Solidification Cracks 

In addition to the hot tearing and hot cracking zones, intermediate solidification stages are required to 

develop a sound understanding of crack initiation, growth and propagation at the microstructural level. The 

metallurgical science behind microscale cracking can be used as a building block to improve modelling and 

process optimization in the part scale. Note that the following paragraphs offer two different metallurgical 

explanations for the solidification process of metals based on Aucott’s in-situ monitoring of weld cracking [100]. 

No plausible explanation has been presented for solidification cracking in LPBF or laser AM processes. 

Considering the schematic shown in Figure 3-6, welding of a local region within a metal alloy with poor 

wettability leads to melting and weld pool formation (synonymous to the melt pool shown in Figure 3-1 (b)) near 

the interface between the welding electrode and the material surface. The ensuing solidification stages are named: 

stage A1 – sub-surface intergranular hot crack initiation; stage A2 – hot crack coalescence; stage A3 – hot tearing. 

Solidification of the molten liquid begins as the temperature drops following the localized melting inflicted by 

the moving electrode. Based on Santillana’s schematic in Figure 3-2 (a), the solute fraction at the beginning of 

solidification is low and as the temperature decreases below the liquidus, the material microstructure transforms 

from dendrites to grains. This transition occurs in the HAZ region below the weld pool, where the volume fraction 
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of the liquid (𝑽𝒇𝑳) is low and solute elements segregate to the grain boundaries lowering the melting point of the 

liquid film. Hot cracks initiate within this region and form around the circumference of the weld pool upon the 

application of a bending load generated by cooling of the surrounding material (stage A1). As the bending load 

increases, hot cracks coalesce and propagate into the dendritic region in the solidifying weld pool through the 

fracture of network separating bridges (stage A2). To accommodate for the increased bending load and the hot 

cracks in the y direction, the transverse tensile strain in the x direction increases and results in the separation of 

the primary dendrites. This behavior corresponds to the interdendritic hot tears observed close to the surface 

where the weld electrode initially interacted with the solid metal alloy and 𝑽𝒇𝑳 is high (stage A3). The direction 

of crack propagation depends on the growth direction of dendrites dictated by the G/R ratio corresponding to 

welding in this case. 

An alternative justification for the cracking behavior pertaining to the transformation from intergranular 

hot cracks to interdendritic hot tears in alloyed material is illustrated in Figure 3-7. Solidification stages are 

labelled: stage B1 – precursors to cracking composed of stage B1a (base metal microstructure) and stage B1b 

(grain growth in HAZ); stage B2 – solidification and precipitation of precipitate particles highlighted as black 

circles; stage B3 – microvoid nucleation around precipitate particles (Ti (C,N) in this case); stage B4 – microvoid 

coalescence and propagation; stage B5 – hot tearing. The base material has fine grained features with precipitate 

particles made up of the alloyed elements Ti (C,N) occupying intergranular sites (stage B1a). As the weld arc 

comes in contact with the material surface, melting occurs and the precipitate particles dissolve in the molten 

weld pool. Precipitate growth allows grain growth due to reduced Zener pinning efficiency (stage B1b). When 

the weld electrode moves away, the weld pool solidifies and epitaxial growth occurs above the solid in the 

underlying HAZ. Anisotropic columnar solidification ensues due to favorable (<100>) orientation promoted by 

G, R and competitive grain growth. The coalescence of primary dendrites is triggered by the precipitate particles 

in the interdendritic regions (stage B2). The application of tensile strain leads to ductile fracture around the 

precipitate creating microvoids (stage B3). Coalescence of these microvoids in the intergranular region (stage 

B4) leads to hot crack propagation and consequent hot tearing in favorable sites along the interdendritic regions 

(stage B5). 

The mechanisms described above provide deeper insight into the crack nucleation and growth during 

weld solidification, however, the actual source of cracking depends on the material’s chemical composition and 

various other factors affected by process parameters and material characteristics. Particularly high G/R ratios in 

LPBF mean that melt pool solidification occurs rapidly, and some phases may not have the chance to grow 

completely. This would imply a higher degree of segregation of low melting point elements (such as carbides like 
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NbC and TiC [81]) in interdendritic regions, which could worsen during reheating. To shed further light on the 

potential crack initiation regions during rapid solidification, solid-state cracking is discussed below. 

 

Figure 3-6: Schematics Showing the Microstructural Evolution (Stage A3) of a Metal Alloy With Poor 

Weldability During Solidification in (a) 3D, and (b) 2D (Adapted from [100]). 

 

Figure 3-7: Schematics Showing the Microstructural Evolution (Stage B5) of a Metal Alloy during 

Solidification in (a) 3D, and (b) 2D (Adapted from [100]). 
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3.3 Solid-State Micro-Cracking 

Solid-state micro-cracking occurs in the T-HAZ where no melting occurs, and only solid-state phase 

transitions take place. This type of cracking is common in steels, Ni-base alloys, Cu-base alloys, and aluminium 

alloys [81]. In Ni-base superalloys processed by LPBF, high solidification rates result in rapid cooling of the 

microstructure increasing the tensile hydrostatic strains imposed by the surrounding material during cool down. 

These strains can surpass the material’s limited fracture strain at high temperature and induce solid-state cracks 

along high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs).   

Contrary to liquid-state micro-cracking, where hot tears and hot cracks exhibit interdendritic and 

intergranular microstructure morphologies respectively, solid-state micro-cracks (both DDC and SAC) show 

intergranular cracking along straight grain boundaries (see Figure 3-8). Solid-state micro-cracking is observed 

below solidus and is suspected to range between the γ’ solvus temperature and some temperature below the 

maximum ductility temperature (MaxDT). Due to the intergranular features in hot tears and solid-state cracks, it 

is hard to distinguish between the two, and further studies need to be performed to achieve a more 

comprehensive understanding of cracking during the transition from liquid-state to solid-state cracking. Also, 

note that the ductility starts decreasing below MaxDT as the atoms become more closely packed (representative 

of solid structures) and get harder to stretch at lower temperatures. 

 

Figure 3-8: Extension of the Solidification Schematic Showing Approximate Regions for Solid-State Cracking 

and Solidification Cracking in Metal Alloys. The Red Zone Indicates the Approximate Zone for γ’ Solvus 

Temperatures as Variability May Exist due to Microsegregation. (Adapted from [92]). 
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The aim of this section is to provide the background to differentiate between DDC and SAC and 

recognize the main mechanisms responsible for solid-state cracking. Note that a majority of the mechanisms 

covered in this section are based on welding literature and are not specifically directed to LPBF studies. Most 

welding papers deal with instances of DDC in filler or base metals, and in LPBF, the effect of layered deposition 

on powder bed must be taken into consideration. Therefore, the following mechanisms should only be used as a 

reference to obtain general knowledge on the fundamentals of solid-state cracking in rapid solidification 

processing. 

3.3.1 Ductility Dip Cracking 

3.3.1.1 Conditions and Criteria 

Austenitic (FCC) alloys are known to exhibit DDC along grain boundaries in both the weld metal and 

HAZ. Literature survey shows that DDC in weld metals are more common than those in HAZ [14,27]. The 

presence of DDC in the weld metal is justified by a sharp dip in ductility in a temperature range between the 

solidus (𝑇𝑠) and half of the solidus as shown in Figure 3-9 (a) [81]. Materials susceptible to DDC normally show 

a significant reduction in ductility between approximately 0.9𝑇𝑠 and 0.6𝑇𝑠 which corresponds to a temperature 

range between 800 °C and 1150 °C in stainless steels and Ni-base alloys respectively. The formation of DDC is 

dependent on many factors such as grain boundary character, temperature, composition and restraint. The effect 

of restraint on the ductility or minimum strain in the ductile temperature region (DTR) is shown in Figure 3-9 

(b). As the restraint applied to the material increases with increasing temperature, the possibility of DDC crack 

formation increases. This is especially important for high-temperature application of materials, for instance, high 

temperature gradients in LPBF lead to high thermal stresses during solidification. 

 

Figure 3-9: (a) Ductility Dip Signature in DDC, and (b) Effect of Restraint on DDC (Adapted from [81]). 
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3.3.1.2 Mechanism 

Elevated temperature DDC is common in solid-solution strengthened Ni-base alloys, but not significant 

in precipitation-strengthened alloys according to Lippold [81]. This is because the DDC appears along the 

migration grain boundary (MGB) which has a different composition component from its parent solidification 

grain boundary (SGB). These boundaries often represent high crystallographic misorientation (greater than 30°) 

which are typical of HAGBs. Lippold claims that for precipitation-strengthened alloys, the SGB cannot migrate 

due to grain boundary pinning of precipitate particles. Grain boundary sliding (GBS) results in the formation of 

voids at triple points of straight grain boundaries where the stress concentration is the highest. The inclusion of 

precipitates at the grain boundaries make these regions “tortuous” and more resistant to GBS due to the 

mechanical locking effect of the tortuous boundary [81]. Since the stresses are now concentrated at both the triple 

point and the precipitate-grain boundary interface, the possibility of DDC formation in the material is lowered 

due to stress distribution.  

Many other scientists before Lippold have proposed that grain boundary shearing [101], sulfur 

segregation and embrittlement [102], a combination of effects up to recrystallization temperature [103], GBS and 

microvoid formation [104], and carbide distribution and morphology at the grain boundary [105] could be 

responsible for DDC formation [15]. A rather contradictory theory to Ramirez [104] and Lippold [81], involving 

precipitation-induced cracking, was suggested by Young et al. in 2008 [106]. Carbide precipitation at the grain 

boundaries and stresses induced during heating and solidification result in the creation of microscopic voids (see 

Figure 3-10 (a)). These voids act as crack initiation points under large stresses produced by thermal or mechanical 

restraint imposed on the material during processing. Recently, Boswell et al. [107], further highlighted the 

difficulty in pinpointing the mechanism of DDC formation. Cracks showing ductility dip appeared at grain 

boundary irregularities such as carbides and triple points, which is consistent with Watanabe’s theory proposed 

in 1983 [108].    

 

Figure 3-10: Illustration of the DDC Mechanism Using a (a) Schematic [1,106], and (b) SEM Image [107]. 
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Since the cracking mechanism linked to DDC is still highly unclear, and widely debated amongst 

materials scientists, this is an avenue which needs further investigation. Special attention to the formation of 

HAGB cracking typical of DDC in LPBF Ni-base superalloys is needed, as the phenomena is not well studied in 

laser AM. Qian et al. recently reported that edge-type dislocations are responsible for introducing high stress 

concentrations at HAGBs in a 3D printed Ni-base superalloy [109]. This was attributed to high thermal gradients 

and the accompanying tensile thermal stresses activating geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs). 

Ultimately, it was suggested that discontinuities at these HAGBs result in local strain which surpass the material 

ductility leading to void formation, coalescence and eventual crack formation [109]. Note, that this conclusion 

was made solely from a µXRD-based statistical study, and further studies are required to better predict the DDC 

mechanism.      

3.3.2 Strain Age Cracking 

3.3.2.1 Conditions and Criteria 

Unlike DDC, strain age cracking (SAC) has been identified as a common cracking mechanism in 

precipitation-strengthened materials, specifically high-γ’ Ni-base superalloys. In most Ni-base superalloys alloys 

with Al+Ti ratios greater than 6-7% [110], the SAC susceptibility is high due to large content of γ’ in the matrix 

(see Figure 3-11). The line (referred to as the “weldability line”) representing the susceptibility threshold is 

highlighted in red and shaded on either side to emphasize the effect of restraint on SAC. Metal alloys exhibiting 

SAC behavior are considered unweldable due to the high residual stresses imposed during welding. 

Most authors have linked the occurrence of SAC to the stresses generated as a result of precipitation and 

thermal stresses introduced during heating and cooling [15,81,104]. If the rate of precipitation is faster than the 

rate at which the surrounding material relaxes by creep deformation, the chances of SAC are higher. 

Consequently, as precipitation increases, the likelihood of SAC occurring during reheating or post-weld heat 

treatment (PWHT) increases. A good representation of such behavior is observed when the C-curve is overlapped 

with the heating curves for the alloy as shown in Figure 3-12 (a). The C-curve indicates the effect of temperature 

and time on precipitation. Both heating curves intersecting the C-curve show tendencies of cracking, while the 

other heating curves show resistance to cracking. The importance of thermal history to the development of 

residual stresses, stress relaxation and precipitate aging during welding (or laser AM) is further emphasized in 

Figure 3-12 (b), and the associated mechanism is presented in the following section.   
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Figure 3-11: Effect of Al and Ti content on susceptibility to SAC (Adapted from [111]). 

 

Figure 3-12: (a) Effect of Heating Rate and Precipitation Behavior on SAC Susceptibility [112], and (b) 

Thermal History During Welding and PWHT of Ni-Base Superalloys [113]. 

3.3.2.2 Mechanism 

Similar to DDC, the strain-age-cracking mechanism in Ni-base alloys is not clearly defined, but previous 

studies show that SAC is dependent on compositional and restraint factors affected by the thermal profile [81]. 

According to Lippold [81], rapid heating to subsolidus followed by rapid cooling initiates grain growth depending 

on the thermal cycle and base material microstructure. This could also be accompanied by HAZ liquation 

(synonymous to hot cracking as per the terminology introduced in Section 2.3.1) at the fusion boundary. In stage 

B, the liquid films solidify, and residual stress begins to accumulate in the system. Reheating to a solution-

annealing temperature slightly above 0.5𝑇𝑠 results in some stress relaxation, but upon heating into the 
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precipitation temperature range, contraction stresses accumulate due to precipitation. A culmination of 

precipitation and relaxation stresses promotes intergranular cracking in stage D. 

A simpler take on the SAC mechanism involves considering a stress-strain plot showing two different 

curves (Figure 3-13 (a)) – one showing ductile fracture (marked in red), and the other showing brittle fracture 

(marked in blue). Initially, the precipitation rate is slower than the relaxation of stresses by creep deformation, 

therefore the material exhibits ductile behavior, and the strain to fracture is high. As the precipitation rate becomes 

faster than the rate of relaxation, the material strength increases, ductility decreases and the strain to fracture 

decreases. Depending on the cooling rate, the morphology of γ’ changes (as discussed in Section 2.3.1.3) and the 

ductility due to precipitation is affected. The latter case suggests that the material is more susceptible to SAC 

when precipitation stresses exceed the relaxation stresses. Figure 3-13 (b) indicates that Ni-based superalloys 

with higher Al + Ti content are more susceptible to SAC due to higher amount of precipitation and faster 

precipitation rate [81]. The material with high Al + Ti content requires finer control of the heating rate to suppress 

precipitation and reduce cracking propensity.  

 

Figure 3-13: (a) Stress vs. Strain Plot Showing the Effect of Precipitation Rate on SAC Formation. (b) Graph 

Showing the Susceptibility Difference of Alloys with High and Low Al + Ti Content Respectively [81]. 

In summary, superalloys that are intentionally designed to exhibit high-strength characteristics at 

elevated temperatures are susceptible to SAC due to the rapid precipitation by the high volume fraction of γ’ 

precipitates. In laser AM, the high temperature gradients and cooling rates result in ductility reduction, solute 

trapping, and increased precipitation rates which promote micro-cracking. 
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3.4 Micro-Cracking in LPBF-Processed High-γ’ Ni-Based Superalloys 

Weld cracking of Ni-based superalloys has been well documented in literature [4,15,28,81], however 

interest in LPBF micro-cracking of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys has only blossomed recently [1,111,114–116] 

to meet rising demands to produce parts with complex geometries. Recent research has underlined the importance 

of optimizing process parameters on the temperature distribution and the residual stresses during laser AM 

processing [48,117,118]. However, the alloy composition must be adapted to the LPBF process to produce high 

quality complex parts. This can be achieved by distinguishing the micro-cracking mechanisms, identifying the 

root causes of micro-cracking, and proposing an appropriate solution to mitigate cracking during LPBF. For 

instance, if the dominant micro-cracking mechanism is liquid-state micro-cracking and the root cause is 

solidification or micro-segregation, then the solidification range must be reduced.  Conversely, if DDC is observed 

and the root cause is GB and void precipitation at GBs, then the composition must be modified to reduce the GB 

precipitates. If the method of micro-cracking is SAC and the root cause is the competing stresses due to 

precipitation and stress relaxation by creep deformation, then the volume fraction of γ’ must be modified. 

Therefore, further investigation is required to realize a sound thermomechanical model including metallurgical 

considerations predicting the micro-cracking behavior in laser AM. The following section explains the 

significance of different factors affecting micro-cracking in LPBF-processed high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys.     

3.4.1 Factors Affecting LPBF Micro-Cracking 

The difficulty with laser processing lies in the challenge of controlling many different factors to mitigate 

micro-cracking in the sample. Specifically, for layer-by-layer printing using LPBF, rapid cooling rates result in 

strains and anisotropic microstructures which could promote micro-cracking. Similarly, porosities and lack of 

fusion defects due to gas bubbles and incomplete melting of the powder particles lead to increased crack 

propensity. Among many factors affecting micro-cracking, material composition, scanning strategies, laser 

process parameters, powder thickness and part geometry have shown profound effect on the product quality [42]. 

Fine control of these parameters is essential to maintain mechanical integrity due to micro-cracking.  

As highlighted in Chapter 1, high-temperature control is necessary to avoid material failure during 

thermal cycling representative of the on and off cycles experienced by the gas turbine engine during take-off and 

landing in airplanes. Hence, factors affecting micro-cracking need to be elucidated to learn the actual behavior 

of the material from a microstructural point of view during LPBF processing. Specifically, three factors are 

chosen to emphasize the combined effect of part geometry, laser scanning, and material on micro-cracking, and 

these are: (1) build part thickness, (2) laser scan (vector) length, and (3) alloy composition. Build part thickness 

is a critical factor due to the challenges arising from the fabrication of parts with complex geometries and serpent-
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like shapes such as nozzle guide vanes and turbine vanes. Vector length is considered because it affects the melt 

pool size and allows the melt pool to remain in the conduction zone without decreasing the build speed, hence 

reducing costs. Alloy composition is chosen to facilitate transition and enable adaptation of high-γ’ superalloys 

from slower (101 °C/s) conventional manufacturing processes to the faster (106-107 °C/s [80]) LPBF process.  

3.4.1.1 Part Thickness 

Few authors have explained the influence of build part thickness on the processability of thin-wall parts 

using LPBF. For instance, Ahmed et al. [119] reported significantly reduced distortion above a wall thickness of 

0.5 mm (Figure 3-14 (a)). The authors attributed this behavior to reduced thermal strains, shrinkage and bending 

as the wall thickness increases. The thinner samples between 0.5 to 1.5 mm show statistically larger variations in 

distortion (Figure 3-14 (b)) compared to the thicker samples due to increased susceptibility to residual stresses 

developed from laser heat thermal cycling [119]. Wu et al. [120] performed a detailed study on the fabrication 

limits of thin-wall parts produced using LPBF and demonstrated high surface roughness in parts thinner than 0.3 

mm. The authors suggested using different scan strategies for different ranges of wall thicknesses to optimize part 

fabrication and recommended adding support structures with spacings smaller than 60 mm to avoid part failure 

due to distortion. Support structures are useful in minimizing the effect of material shrinkage and the inherent 

stresses in LPBF, but they are expensive and generate material waste [121]. 

 

Figure 3-14: (a) Distortion Profile of AlSi10Mg, and (b) Distorted Thin-Wall Sample (Taken from [119]). 

Both studies highlighted the significance of high thermal stresses due to rapid cooling (105-106 °C/s) on 

thin-wall processability. Increased in-process tensile stresses promote micro-cracking during part construction. 

Therefore, it is important to correlate the thickness effect on in-process stresses with the micro-cracking behavior 

at the microstructure level. So far, no scientific studies have directly examined the effect of thin-wall thickness on 
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micro-cracking and there exists no clear correlation between micro-cracking and in-process failure for LPBF-

processed parts. 

3.4.1.2 Alloy Composition  

Cracking literature presents the importance of material composition on the crack susceptibility of LPBF-

processed Ni-based superalloys [13,49,107,122]. For instance, Chauvet et al. highlight hot cracking as the root 

cracking mechanism in a high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy composed of Ti + Al wt% = 8.6 [13]. Borides (of the MB, 

M2B and M5B3 type) rich in Cr and Mo are shown to reside along grain boundaries close to cracked regions (see 

Figure 3-15 (a) and (b)). The intergranular HAGB cracks in a sample cross-sectioned in the XZ plane parallel to 

BD (Figure 3-16 (a)) coincide with the presence of continuous liquid films, and dendritic morphology (see Figure 

3-16 (b)), which according to the terminology adopted in Section 3.2, reflect hot tearing and the onset of hot 

cracking respectively. These low-melting point phases are formed due to the increased tendency of borides to 

segregate to the grain boundaries [123], which lowers the solidus temperature and increases the solidification 

range. As the solidification range increases, the susceptibility of the material to solidification cracking (or liquid-

state cracking) increases. This is especially important in laser melting because remelting of previous layers 

promotes dissolution and cooling of the intergranular boride precipitates, which, in combination with low eutectic 

wetting of the GB enhances the severity of microsegregation and aggravates cracking at the grain boundaries. The 

uncracked region is claimed to have dimples and isolated liquid drops (Figure 3-16 c)) linked to the coalescence 

of secondary dendrite arms [13]. 

 

Figure 3-15: (a) Borides (indicated by white arrows) at the Grain Boundaries of a High-γ’ Ni-Based Superalloy 

with Ti + Al wt% = 8.6 Observed at the Tip of a Crack, (b) Concentration Profile Analysis at γ’/M2B Interface 

Showing Concentration of Ni, Al, Co, Mo, B and Cr Based on Atom Probe Tomography (APT) Near Crack 

Tips. The Red Shaded Region Indicates Suspected Liquid Film (Taken from [13]). 
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Another hard-to-weld Ni-based superalloy, CM247LC (variant of R108), composed of Al + Ti wt% = 

6.2, was manufactured by LPBF and subjected to post-process heat treatments to determine the main causes for 

cracking [107]. Evidence of DDC and SAC was shown through SEM images, and attributed to the presence of 

carbides (see Figure 3-10 b)), observation of triple point cracks (see Figure 3-17 (a)) and void coalescence at 

higher temperatures indicative of creep fracture (see Figure 3-17 (b)) [107].  This shows that solid-state cracks 

are also possible in high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys produced by LPBF depending on the thermal history. On the 

contrary, Lee et al. [122] show that segregation of minor elements such as Ta and W contribute to liquid-film-

based cracking in the final stages of solidification of LPBF Mar-M247 (Al + Ti wt% = 6.2%). The difference 

between the cracked and crack-free region is clearly discernible as the crack-free region does not exhibit any 

elemental segregation. 

 

Figure 3-16: (a) Optical Micrograph Showing Macrostructure of Sample Cross-Sectioned in the XZ Plane 

Parallel to the Build Direction along the Z Axis. The Top Half of the Sample has Cracks and the Bottom Half 

does not have Cracks. (b) Fracture Morphology of the Cracked Region Showing Dendritic Morphology. (c) 

Fracture Morphology of the Uncracked Region Showing Dimples (Marked by Red Arrows) and Suspected 

Isolated Liquid Drops (Highlighted using Red Circles) (Taken from [13]). 

Zhang et al. [49] demonstrate the appearance of DDC cracks at GB triple points (Figure 3-18 (a), (b) 

and (c)) and at the bottom of liquation cracks (Figure 3-18 (d)). Cracking is attributed to high accumulated stress 

at the GBs which occurs due to the precipitation of γ’ and carbide formation (Figure 3-18 (d)) leading to cavity 
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nucleation. Oxides rich in Al are also observed near the triple points as shown in Figure 3-18 (c). Such behavior 

is claimed to be a product of dynamic embrittlement (DE) and stress assisted grain boundary oxidation (SAGBO) 

which is attributed to short and long range diffusion of oxygen in front of the crack-tip [49].  The authors make 

this claim based on the deduction that the necessary conditions for in-process LMD cracking are similar to that 

of fatigue crack mechanisms. 

 

Figure 3-17: Effect of Post-Processing on LPBF CM247LC Cracking: (a) DDC (b) SAC (Taken from [107]). 

All the examples described above signal the significance of alloy composition on cracking observed in 

LPBF-processed Ni-based superalloys. Both Chauvet et al. [13] and Lee et al. [122] propose liquid-state cracking 

as the dominant cracking mechanism during e-beam and laser processing respectively. Conversely, Boswell et al. 

[107] suggest that solid-state cracking is prevalent in post-processed LPBF parts. Others such as Zhang et al. [49] 

argue that DDC is observed with liquation or “hot” cracks. However, none of these authors provide a complete 

picture of the cracking behavior associated with high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys fabricated by LPBF. Moreover, the 

explanations for the claimed cracking mechanisms are not conclusive due to a lack of advanced microstructural 

characterization (such as APT or Transmission Electron Microscopy – TEM), thermomechanical modelling and 

FEM-based modelling to further validate the claims.  

For instance, the SEM images showing carbides (Figure 3-10 (b)) and borides (Figure 3-15 (a)) appear 

the same, and Boswell et al. [107] do not perform high magnification microstructure characterization to show the 

formation of fine M23C6 at elevated temperatures. They claim that the appearance of a Cr peak observed through 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the cracked region is associated with the transformation 

of MC to M23C6 plus γ’ [107]. On the other hand, Chauvet et al. [13] are not able to clarify the exact reason for 

the crack. They also suggest that unknown black regions (refer to Figure 3-16 (c)) are entrapped liquid drops, 

and the uncracked region shows signs of ductile failure. The latter proposition is not clear from the SEM image, 

and further evidence is required to differentiate the cracked and uncracked regions. In both cases, the crack 
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mechanism is not well defined, and any thermodynamic analysis performed is not representative of the type of 

crack formed (for example, the solute fraction determined by Chauvet et al. [13] indicates hot cracking, not hot 

tearing as claimed by the authors). This might also have to do with a lack of consistency in the terminologies used 

to define cracking in materials processed by LPBF. 

Finally, recall that the reasoning for crack category diversifications stems from old terminologies such 

as “solidification crack” or “liquation cracks”, not clearly distinguishable by solute fractions. Moreover, papers 

considering solute fraction use the Scheil-Gulliver equation [124,125], which assumes complete mixing in liquid 

and no diffusion in solid state. Most authors who present thermodynamic analyses use the Scheil-Gulliver 

equation to predict the lower bound for solidus and obtain a larger solidification temperature range. For non-

equilibrium solidification, common in LPBF, Brody and Flemings [126] provide a better estimate of the actual 

solidus temperature due to the inclusion of a back-diffusion coefficient during thermodynamic calculations. 

Furthermore, there are many variants of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys with very different alloy compositions 

which could contribute to different cracking behaviors. Therefore, there is a significant need to distinguish 

cracking regimes for LPBF-processed Ni-based superalloys by implementing appropriate crack resolution 

strategies through the means of advanced microstructural characterization and modelling methods. 

 

Figure 3-18: (a) DDC observed at GB Triple Point. (b) Close-up Image of Triple Point Crack. (c) Presence of 

Nanometer-Scale Oxide Particles Near the DDC. (d) DDC Embedded in the Base of Liquation Crack Showing 

Coarse MC Carbides Near the Cracked Region (Taken from [49]). 
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3.4.1.3 Vector Length 

The effect of scan strategies on LPBF micro-cracking has been studied extensively by the likes of Carter 

et al. [96], Cheng et al. [127], Catchpole-Smith et al. [128] and Li et al. [117]. Island scan strategies (Figure 3-19 

(a)) have been recommended to distribute the heating more evenly [96], while 45° line scanning and 67° rotate 

scanning method have been implemented to reduce the effect of reheating on the previously printed layer [127]. 

All three methods attempt to reduce the accumulation of thermal strains minimizing the possibility of crack 

formation. However, there is limited literature directly demonstrating the effect of laser scan length on LPBF 

micro-cracking and thin-wall part in-process failure. 

Fractal scan strategies with reduced vector lengths in the order of 100 µm (Figure 3-19 (b) and (c)) have 

been suggested by Catchpole-Smith et al. [128] as means to increase bulk density (Figure 3-19 (d)) and reduce 

crack length density (Figure 3-19 (e)). Uniform thermal strains are generated due to the mathematical area filling 

strategy which reduces thermal anisotropy representative of contour and raster scans.  

Li et al. [117] show that the thermal stresses in thin-walled parts built on a Ti6Al4V powder bed (see 

Figure 3-20 (a)) are influenced by the scan length. The neighboring scan vector produces the highest temperature, 

and the second peak temperature is above the melting point, implying formation of a molten pool in the 

neighboring region (see Figure 3-20 (b)). As scan length increases, the maximum temperature remains 

unchanged, but the second peak temperature decreases as shown in Figure 3-20 (c). This is attributed to wider 

heat spread for longer vector lengths and more homogeneous temperature field distribution for shorter vector 

lengths. Asymmetry in heat flow increases the generation of non-uniform thermal strains resulting in increased 

crack susceptibility during LPBF material processing.   

Deficiencies in describing the micro-cracking mechanisms linked to the observed trend for scan length 

versus temperature and thermal stresses prevents the reader from forming a clear connection between the residual 

stress and crack formation. It is not apparent if the thermo-mechanically-induced strains are accumulated during 

solid-state or liquid-state, and further information is necessary to determine the location of void formation, 

coalescence, and ensuing development into micro-cracks. In addition, there appears to be no clear identification 

for scan length cut-off in LPBF cracking. 
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Figure 3-19: (a) Optimum Island Scan Strategy Determined by Carter et al. [96] – 5 mm x 5 mm Islands with 

Contour and Raster Fills. Fractal Scan Strategies Employing Mathematical Area-Filling Curves with Scan 

Vector Lengths in the Order of 100 µm: (b) Hilbert and (c) Gosper. Effect of Scan Strategy on (d) Bulk Density 

and (e) Crack Length Density in the YZ Plane Parallel to the Build Direction (Taken from [128]). 

 

Figure 3-20: (a) 3D FEM Model Showing a Single Layer Thin-Walled Part Built on Ti6Al4V Powder Bed. (b) 

Variations of Temperature at Node 1, Node 2 and 3. (c) Temperature Variations at Node 2 for Different Scan 

Lengths (Taken from [117]). 
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3.4.2 Knowledge Gaps 

Through thorough literature survey of failure in AM thin-wall structures (key works detailed in the 

preceding sections within this chapter), the following knowledge gaps were identified: 

1. There are no studies on the mechanism for macro-scale failure of thin-wall components. Most literary works 

on LPBF thin-wall structures elucidate the influence of wall thickness on build defects such as distortion, 

surface roughness, and residual stresses. The presented studies clearly explain the significance of wall 

thickness on final part quality and printability but fail to provide the underlying reason for part failure. 

Industrially, it is widely understood that thin-wall structures fail due to in-process cracking, but this 

hypothesis has not been proven in literature. Further studies on the matter can help better understand and 

mitigate thin-wall macro-scale failure.  

2. No clear consensus on the micro-cracking phenomena of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys has been reached yet. 

Authors are primarily split between the solidification cracking (liquid-state) and SAC (solid-state) 

mechanisms. To reduce micro-cracking, improve printability, and facilitate the development of the next 

generation of superalloys for application in LPBF processes, the following untouched subjects must be 

investigated in detail: 

a. The effect of part geometry on the micro-cracking mechanism remains unexplored. The effect of wall 

thickness and build position along the part height on micro-cracking phenomenon is especially pertinent 

to thin-wall part design.  

b. The influence of alloy composition on the micro-cracking mechanism has not been discussed in depth 

for a wide range of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys. For instance, alloys richer in hafnium can promote the 

formation of Hf-rich carbides, which could promote solidification (liquid-state) cracking. Conversely, 

alloys richer in Al and Ti are reported to exhibit the strain age (solid-state) cracking mechanism. 

Advanced microstructural characterization and numerical simulations must be conducted to isolate the 

root causes and understand how to mitigate internal micro-cracking mechanisms in superalloys.  

3. Processing parameters can greatly affect the stresses and minimize LPBF build defects. However, there is no 

known notable work on the effect of laser vector length on the micro-cracking tendencies to-date. The  

continuous 67° scan rotation strategy is widely considered the optimal processing strategy for LPBF parts. 

However, the effect of the optimal scan strategy has not been investigated for different part geometries. More 

particularly, there are no studies performed on the correlation between scan strategies and the micro-cracking 

mechanism. Vector length modification is an easier and cheaper process alteration approach to study the 

mitigation of micro-cracking tailored for LPBF thin-wall parts.  
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Chapter 4 

Research Overview 

4.1 Research Strategy 

To address the knowledge gaps highlighted in Section 3.4.2, the research is broken down into five key 

areas to explain LPBF thin-wall build failure at the macro- and micro-scales, with special emphasis on micro-

cracking in high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys. The studies employ extensive experimental and simulation analyses, 

providing both metallurgical and mechanistic information to obtain optimal thin-wall part processability. 

4.1.1 Analysis of the Macro-Scale Failure Mechanisms in LPBF High-γ’ Ni-based 

Superalloy Thin-Wall Parts – Knowledge Gaps 1&2, Paper 1, Chapter 5 

This study combines experimental and numerical modelling techniques to examine the causes of macro-

scale failure in LPBF thin-wall parts. In-process failure is quantified using the limiting build height (LBH) 

parameter that defines the height at which the thin-wall part aborts during LPBF fabrication. Microstructure 

characterization and statistical analyses are performed for two different types of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys 

covering the lower and upper extremes of micro-cracking. Evaluation of micro-cracking is especially significant 

as industries have previously correlated macro-scale failure to high micro-cracking in thin-wall parts. Micro-crack 

densities are analyzed for different wall thicknesses to determine if micro-cracking is a dominant cause of the 

LBH. Numerical modelling techniques are employed to evaluate the effect of in-process stresses, strains, and part 

distortion on LBH. Experimental and simulation results are compared and a theory for macro-scale failure in 

LPBF-based thin-wall parts is proposed. 

4.1.2 Explaining the Micro-Cracking Phenomenon in High-γ’ Ni-Based Superalloy 

Thin-Wall Parts Produced by LPBF – Knowledge Gap 2b, Paper 2, Chapter 6 

The micro-cracking mechanism in thin-wall parts produced by LPBF is investigated as micro-cracking 

affects processability and diminishes final part quality. The main focus of this work is to study the effect of part 

thickness on micro-cracking. Experimental characterization, image and statistical analysis, and numerical 

modelling techniques are used to understand the micro-cracking mechanism. The importance of stress triaxiality 

on the micro-cracking mechanism is demonstrated using numerical simulations. The simulated results are 

correlated to experimental findings explaining the metallurgical factors responsible for micro-cracking. A theory 

for micro-cracking in LPBF-processed thin-wall parts is proposed based on the results. 
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4.1.3 Investigating the Effect of Build Position on Micro-Cracking in LPBF-Based 

Thin-Wall Components – Knowledge Gap 2a, Paper 3, Chapter 7 

To further understand the significance of stress triaxiality on micro-cracking, the effect of build position 

on micro-cracking densities is investigated using experimental and numerical simulation methodologies. The 

LPBF process is known to exhibit variation in microstructure and generate in-process stresses along the part 

height due to the rapid heating and cooling effects. The degree of change in micro-cracking along the part height 

is examined using statistical methods and compared using stress triaxiality plots created using numerical 

simulation methods. The results agree well with the view that stress triaxiality causes micro-cracking in LPBF 

thin-wall parts.  

4.1.4 Examining the Effect of Composition on Micro-Cracking in High-γ’ Ni-Based 

Superalloy Thin-Wall Structures Produced by LPBF – Knowledge Gap 2b, Paper 5, 

Chapter 8 

This work elucidates the effect of composition on micro-cracking observed in high-γ’ Ni-based 

superalloys processed with LPBF. Fabrication of crack-free parts are especially challenging for these alloys and 

is further complicated by the rapid solidification process and fine-scale geometries representative of thin-wall 

components. Two different alloys with varying levels of γ’ contents are studied to explain the metallurgical factors 

responsible for micro-cracking. Experimental approaches are used to determine the micro-crack statistics for the 

two alloys under fixed processing conditions and wall thickness. Advanced microstructure characterization tools 

are employed to investigate the differences in compositions and their effects on the micro-cracking behaviors. 

4.1.5 LPBF Thin-Wall Part Micro-Cracking Mitigation Using Laser Scanning 

Strategies – Knowledge Gap 3, Paper 4, Chapter 9 

Due to the heightened significance of in-process stresses and stress triaxialities (as discussed in previous 

sections), the effects of wall thickness and scan strategies on the in-process stresses, stress triaxialities, and micro-

cracking propensities in LPBF high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy thin-wall parts are investigated. A large-scale design 

of experiment (DOE) encompassing four different wall thicknesses between 0.25 mm and 1 mm and ten different 

laser scan strategies are developed to minimize micro-cracking. Experimental and statistical analyses are used to 

explain the micro-cracking tendencies for different build conditions. The experimental findings are linked to in-

process stresses and stress triaxialities, predicted using numerical modelling methods, to gain comprehensive 
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understanding of LPBF thin-wall micro-cracking. Based on the presented findings, scan strategies to minimize 

in-process stresses and mitigate micro-cracking are proposed. 

4.2 Research Map 

To provide a holistic view of the correlations between the research strategies (Section 4.1), goal (Section 

1.2), and objectives (Section 1.2), a research map is presented in Figure 4-1. The in-process failure study 

presented in Chapter 5 (Paper 1) covers knowledge gaps 1 and 2, whereas the micro-cracking works presented 

in Chapter 6-Chapter 8 (Papers 2, 3 and 5) cover knowledge gap 2. The effect of changing vector length on 

micro-crack mitigation (knowledge gap 3) is presented in Chapter 9 (Paper 4).  

 

Figure 4-1: Research Map Demonstrating Correlations Between Research Strategies Presented as Papers. 
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Chapter 5 

Analysis of the Macro-Scale Failure Mechanisms in LPBF High-γ’ 

Ni-Based Superalloy Thin-Wall Parts 

 

In this chapter, a mechanism for macro-scale thin-wall part failure during LPBF processing is proposed. 

Experimental and numerical simulation techniques are employed to evaluate the effect of micro- and macro-scale 

factors on part failure. Statistical tools are used to evaluate the micro-cracking propensities of two different crack-

susceptible materials. High-γ’ Ni-based superalloys are used as they are known to be susceptible to micro-

cracking under rapid solidification processing conditions. Numerical simulation approaches are used to depict the 

effect of macro-scale factors such as stresses, strains, and part distortion on part failure. The experimental 

observations are successfully verified using simulated results.2 
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5.1 Introduction 

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is a type of laser additive manufacturing (AM) technique that enables 

cost-effective production of parts with complex shapes [42,129]. Aerospace applications such as serpentine-

shaped turbine vanes and curved thin-wall fuel nozzles have greatly benefited from the growth of LPBF 

technologies worldwide [30,130]. Conventional fabrication of these critical aircraft components by casting and 

welding technologies have employed high gamma prime (γ’) Ni-based superalloys, which provide high-

temperature creep and fatigue strength coupled with excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance [131–135]. 

Processing of these high-strength alloys through LPBF provides a promising route to construction of near-net 

shape, tight-tolerance components capable of withstanding extreme environmental and loading conditions [96]. 

The LPBF manufacturing process is complex and requires optimization of process parameters to 

fabricate defect-free, high-quality parts. Thin-wall part fabrication using LPBF is especially challenging and the 

thinnest parts successfully produced to-date measure 100 µm [136]. Rapid solidification of small powder particles 

[115] could generate undesirable properties and consequently reduce final part integrity [119,137,138]. Internal 

micro-cracking has been identified as a source of failure in LPBF-based thin-wall parts [15,28]. Alloy 

composition significantly affects in-process micro-crack formation in precipitation-strengthened Ni-based 

superalloys [13,124,139]. The formation of solidification and solid-state micro-cracks are attributed to insufficient 

liquid feeding and brittle grain boundary (GB) phases such as carbides and borides. Changes in macro properties 

(such as stresses and distortion) between 0.25 and 1 mm [119,140] wall thickness also contribute to part failure. 

Thermal stresses develop from large thermal strain fluctuations induced by rapid heating and cooling of material, 

which could upset the overall stress balance and affect the final build [117,141]. Part distortion has been attributed 

to phenomena such as temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) [48] and constraining force-induced distortion 

(CFID) [137,142]. According to Yang et al. [137], longer and taller thin-wall structures are more vulnerable to 

distortion due to inconsistencies in microstructures and melt pool boundaries. Despite concerted efforts in 

identifying specific causes for part failure in complex LPBF-based structures, systematic studies on the failure 

mechanism(s) in thin-wall sections are yet to be conducted. 

The aim of this study is to explore the effect of internal micro-cracking, thermal stresses, and distortion 

on the limiting build height (LBH) of LPBF-based thin-wall parts. Statistical image analysis and microstructure 

characterization techniques are used to determine if internal micro-cracking leads to part failure. Subsequently, 

finite element modelling (FEM) is employed to determine stress distributions with respect to part thickness. 

Finally, displacements from experiments and simulations are compared to demonstrate the effect of distortion on 

LBH. 
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5.2 Experimental Procedures 

5.2.1 Materials 

Two different high γ’ Ni-based superalloys, RENÉ 65 (R65) and RENÉ 108 (R108), were used for 

LPBF. Both alloys contain high Al + Ti content and high γ’ volume fraction: (1) R65 has a Al + Ti wt.% content 

of 5.6 and γ’ volume fraction of 42% [73], and; (2) R108 has a Al + Ti wt.% content of 6.15 and γ’ volume 

fraction of 63% [74]. These alloys are categorized as crack-susceptible materials according to welding literature 

[110]. The initial R65 and R108 powders were gas-atomized by ATI Powder Metals and Powder Alloy 

Corporation (PAC), respectively. Both R65 and R108 constitute of mostly spherical powder particles with a size 

range (D10-D90) of 12-40 µm.  The median particle sizes (D50) for both R65 and R108 are ~19 µm. Both powders 

contain small fraction of satellite particles attached to larger particles. Sample images of the powder morphology 

and particle size distribution (PSD) of R108 are shown in Figure 5-1 (a) and (b), respectively. Chemical 

compositions of both alloys are given in Table 5-1. The elemental contents (in wt.%) were determined by 

inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) at Activation Laboratories (ACTLABS 

© Canada).  

 

Figure 5-1: (a) SEM Image Showing R108 Powder Morphology. (b) Cumulative Particle Size Distribution of 

R108 Powder. Both R65 and R108 had Similar Powder Morphologies and Particle Size Distributions. 

Table 5-1: Powder Compositions of R65 and R108 in wt.%. 

Alloy Ni Co Fe Cr Al Ti Ta Nb W Mo Hf B Zr 

R65 Bal. 13.22 1 15.86 2.15 3.65 0.04 0.75 4.25 4.03 0 0.01 0.05 

R108 Bal. 10 0.9 8.64 5.36 0.75 3.02 0 10.03 0.53 0.87 0.01 0.01 

    (a) (b) 
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5.2.2 LPBF Printing 

Parts were constructed using the AconityTM MIDI under the build conditions listed in Table 5-2. A 

design of experiment (DOE) including two different alloy compositions – R65 and R108 – and three different 

part thicknesses – 0.25 mm, 1.00 (1) mm and 5.00 (5) mm – was constructed. A three-dimensional (3D) view of 

the setup, including the three parts and the build substrate, is shown for one sample plate in Figure 5-2 (a). The 

three thin-wall parts (5 mm, 1 mm and 0.25 mm) were printed at the center of the build plate and had the same 

scan orientations. Two repeats for both alloys were printed to demonstrate the repeatability of the experimental 

results. Overall, four build plates, one for each alloy and its repeats for the three part thicknesses, were used to 

avoid build variation due to neighboring parts during printing. 

 Bidirectional scan strategy with a hatch angle of 15 degrees (Figure 5-2 (b)) with respect to the part 

thickness was employed to print the first layer and scans were not rotated for subsequent layers. All scans were 

performed at an angle of 45 degrees relative to the recoating direction to avoid sample printing perpendicular to 

the recoater’s movement. No further parameter optimizations were performed for the purpose of this study. 

Finished parts with smaller wall thicknesses exhibited reduced LBHs (Figure 5-3), corresponding to the final part 

heights after printing. 

Table 5-2: Build Parameters for LPBF-Based R65 and R108 Thin-Wall Parts. 

Build Parameter Value 

Laser Power, P (W) 

Scan Speed, v (mm/s) 

Spot Size, dspot (µm) 

Hatch Spacing, h (µm) 

Hatch Angle, θ (°) 

Powder Layer Thickness, t (µm) 

Designated Part Height (mm) 

Part Thickness, tpart (mm) 

200 

1000 

120 

90 

15 

40 

50 

0.25, 1, 5 
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Figure 5-2: CAD Model of a Printed Plate with the Three Thin-Wall Parts. In (a) 3D View and (b) Top View 

Showing Thin-Wall Parts with Thicknesses of 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 mm, Respectively. The Red Box in (b) 

Highlights the 5 Mm Thick Part with a Corresponding Close-Up Image Shown as an Inset. Blue Arrows 

Indicate Bidirectional Scan Strategy at a Hatch Angle of 15 Degrees with respect to the Part Thickness, 

Employed for all the Thin-Wall Samples. The Laser was Scanned at a 45-Degree Angle with Respect to the 

Recoating Direction (Top Right). 

 

Figure 5-3: (a) As-Built LPBF R108 Thin-Wall Parts Arranged in Order of Increasing Thicknesses (0.25 mm - 

1 mm – 5 mm) from Left to Right. The Red Dashed Line Shows the Variation in LBH for Each Part. (b) 

Example of a Specimen Taken from the Center Region of a 1 mm Sample for Metallurgical Studies. 

5.2.3 Microscopic Characterization 

Optical micrographs were analyzed to calculate the crack densities for the different conditions 

considered in the DOE. As-printed samples were extracted from the build plate (Figure 5-3 (a)) and the YZ-plane 

midsection (Figure 5-3 (b)) was selected for metallurgical studies to avoid heterogeneities in microstructure at 

    

  

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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the part edges. Sectioned specimens were mounted, ground, and polished for microstructure observation. Final 

polishing was performed using 0.04 µm colloidal silica finish and the polished samples were viewed under the 

Keyence VK-X200 confocal optical microscope.  

Failure analysis of the as-built parts was performed under the JEOL JSM-7600F FEG-SEM equipped 

with an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector. Key metallurgical 

attributes such as pores, particles and lack of fusion zones were identified to help explain possible sources of 

failure associated with the LBHs observed in Figure 5-3 (a). 

5.2.4 Image Analysis and Internal Micro-Crack Quantification 

To determine internal micro-crack propensity of the as-built parts, crack area fractions were quantified 

using the procedure outlined and shown in Figure 5-4. The crack area fraction (CAF) is defined as a percentage 

of the total area of cracks in an image normalized by the image area. All samples were ground and polished five 

(5) times to provide an adequate number of planes (approximately 1 mm inter-planar distance) for CAF analyses. 

The XZ plane was chosen to observe cracks along BD over a larger area across the part thickness. Total sample 

image area was between 2.5 mm2 and 32 mm2 depending on part thickness. More than 30 optical images per plane 

were collected from the midsection of each polished thin-wall specimen. The image analysis program ImageJ was 

employed to segregate the cracks from the parent matrix and compute the average CAF values with 95% 

confidence levels for each sample. 

 

Figure 5-4: Image Analysis Process for Crack Quantification of R65 Thin-Wall Samples. The Red Dots in The 

Processed Image Indicate Cracks Identified by ImageJ. 
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5.3 Modeling Methodology 

Rapidly changing stresses cannot be extracted experimentally, therefore, the in-process thermal stresses 

were predicted through finite element modelling (FEM) of thin-wall parts with different wall thicknesses. The 

ABAQUS-based FEM methodology proposed by Yang et al. [141] was used to simulate these stresses. Both 

substrate and thin-wall part were modelled with identical experimental setups. An example of a 5 mm thick sample 

is shown in Figure 5-5. A simplified layer-heating approach was used to reduce the computational time of the 

simulations [143]. Each element layer was composed of 5 build layers (40 µm powder layer thickness) in the 

build direction. A sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical procedure was used to obtain thermal strains and 

stresses [144].  This method allows accurate prediction of mechanical results such as strain, stress and distortion 

[145] according to Yang et al. [143]. RENÉ 65 was chosen to simulate the effect of thermal stresses on the LBH 

phenomenon. Temperature-dependent material properties of R65, including density, specific heat, latent heat, 

thermal conductivity, Young’s modulus, plasticity, and thermal expansion, were applied.  

 

Figure 5-5: The FE Model Geometry and Mesh of Thin-Wall Structure Printed on Substrate. Mesh Size is 

Refined for the Printed Wall and Coarse for The Substrate. 

Thermal analysis was performed with three steps for each element layer – deposition, heating, and cool-

down. The heating time was determined by the laser interaction time with the powder (t), and the cooling time 

consists of both the time required to cool the powder (9 seconds) and the powder recoating time (1 seconds). The 

simulation began with the build plate and sequentially activated each mesh layer using an activation time 

resembling the real printing process. Each layer included 196 scanning lines lumped into one concentrated heat 

source, which along with reduced number of model elements increases the time efficiency [143]. Laser scanning 

pattern was implemented using event series replicating the movement of the laser scanning strategy 
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[141,146,147]. Based on the mesh sensitivity study, four elements in the X direction and one hundred elements 

in the Y direction were found adequate. The element type used for the thermal study was DC3D8. Build 

parameters identical to the actual LPBF printing conditions (Table 5-2) were used to create the thermo-

mechanical models. Standard equations for heat loss due to convection and radiation accounted for the surfaces 

exposed to the environment [143]. 

After completion of the thermal model, the thermal history was imported as a predefined field in the 

mechanical analysis to drive the prediction of thermal stresses and distortion in the thin-wall parts. The 

mechanical model mesh setup was identical to the thermal model. For the mechanical boundary conditions, all 

the nodes on the substrates’ surfaces were fixed in every direction to ensure no displacement [23]. The element 

type used for the mechanical model was C3D8.  

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Limiting Build Height and Internal Micro-Cracking 

The effects of part thickness (PT) on LBH for R65 and R108 are shown in Figure 5-6 (a). Full build 

height is achieved at 5 mm thickness for both alloys: the average LBH values are (1) R65 – 47.45 mm, and (2) 

R108 – 47.92 mm. The small variation in LBH for the 5 mm thick part is associated with inexact sample removal 

from the build plate. As PT decreases below 5 mm, LBH average value also decreases: (a) at PT = 1 mm, LBH 

values were 31.62 mm and 31.17 mm for R65 and R108, respectively, and (b) at PT = 0.25 mm, LBHs were 8.70 

mm and 9.95 mm for R65 and R108, respectively.  

CAFs of R65 and R108 for part thicknesses of 5 mm, 1 mm and 0.25 mm are quantified in Figure 5-6 

(b). For both alloys, CAF is relatively stable at 5 mm and 1 mm and decreases rapidly at 0.25 mm. As PT decreases 

from 1 mm to 0.25 mm, CAF decreases by approximately 99% from 0.462% to 0.006% for R65 and by 

approximately 77% from 1.980% to 0.454% for R108. Alloy composition also significantly affects internal micro-

cracking, as observed by higher CAF values for R108 compared to R65. As the material changes from R108 to 

R65, (1) at PT = 5 mm, CAF decreases by 80% from 1.781% to 0.352% , (2) at PT = 1 mm, CAF decreases by 

77% from 1.98% to 0.462%, and (3) at PT = 0.25 mm, CAF decrease by approximately 99% from 0.454% to 

0.006%. The large error bars for PT = 1 mm in Figure 5-6 indicate inconsistencies in internal micro-cracking due 

to inter-planar crack-density variation.  

Cracks for both alloys are aligned with BD as demonstrated by optical micrographs of parts with wall 

thicknesses of 5 mm (Figure 5-7). However, the number of cracks in R108 are visibly higher than R65. 

Furthermore, the crack morphologies are straighter in R65 (Figure 5-7 (a)) and more serrated in R108 (Figure 
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5-7 (b)). Micro-cracking in high gamma prime superalloys takes place by solidification and ductility dip cracking 

[148]. 

 

Figure 5-6: (a) Effect of Part Thickness on the LBH of 3D-Printed Thin-Wall Parts. The Intended Build Height 

for the Printed Features was 50 mm. Two Parts were Built for Each Alloy. (b) Effect of Part Thickness on the 

Crack Area Fraction. 

 

Figure 5-7: Internal Micro-Cracks Along BD in 5 mm Thick (a) R65 and (b) R108 Thin-Wall Parts. 

5.4.2 Numerical Simulation of 3D Parts 

Since Figure 5-6 (a) demonstrates negligible effect of alloy composition on LBH, only R65 was chosen 

for the FEM simulations.  Three thin-wall parts were simulated to demonstrate the effect of part thickness on 

LBH and equivalent stress distribution (Figure 5-8). The simulations for parts with wall thicknesses of 0.25 mm 

(Figure 5-8 (a)) and 1 mm (Figure 5-8 (b)) terminated prematurely due to negative Jacobian matrices caused by 

excessive mesh distortion, while the 5 mm thick part (Figure 5-8 (c)) simulated to the full designated build height 

   

   

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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(50 mm) similar to the actual test runs. The 0.25 mm part simulation of distortion began experiencing convergency 

issues at a height of 6.20 mm and consequently aborted at 8.50 mm. The corresponding as-built 0.25 mm parts 

failed at average heights of 8.70 mm and 9.95 mm for R65 and R108, respectively (see Figure 5-6 (a)). Similarly, 

the 1 mm part simulation first demonstrated convergency problems at a height of 24.0 mm and consequently 

aborted at 25.8 mm. The corresponding as-built 1 mm parts failed at average heights of 31.62 mm and 31.17 mm 

for R65 and R108, respectively (see Figure 5-6 (a)).  

 

Figure 5-8: Simulated Von Mises Stress Distribution in Fully Printed LPBF Thin-Walled Structures with 

Varying Thicknesses (a) 0.25 mm, (b) 1 mm, and (c) 5 mm. Thicknesses Lower than 5 mm Show LBH. 

5.4.3 Predicted Stress Distributions in 3D Parts 

In-process stress distributions in the 0.25 mm, 1 mm and 5 mm parts were predicted using FEM 

simulations. The stresses along the X (thickness), Y (length) and Z (BD) directions were investigated carefully. 

The stress distribution along BD is found to be more relevant since it helps capture the evolution of the stress 

with respect to the LBH. The regions chosen to examine stress distributions in the thin-wall parts are shown in 

Figure 5-9. Stresses are computed at the edge and center within the midsection (YZ mid-plane) of each part as 

shown in Figure 5-9 (a). The mid-plane was chosen because the temperature distribution is more homogeneous 

in the middle. The lines were placed parallel to BD along the edge and center of the XZ plane as shown in Figure 

5-9 (b). Since the model applies the heat uniformly on each subsequent build layer, the stress distribution through 

the X and Y directions are symmetric. Therefore, only one of the edges was chosen to extract stresses near either 

part edge. The stresses were extracted one second after the deposition of the final layer.  

 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 5-9: (a) 3D Cross-Section of a 5 mm Thin-Wall Part Taken from the Middle of the Y Axis Showing 

Center and Edge Dashed Lines Used for Extraction of Stress Data. (b) Cross-Section of the XZ Plane Showing 

the Locations of the Extracted Stresses and Demonstrating Symmetrical Stress Distribution in the Part. 

Stresses were computed at a common restricted part height of 6 mm (corresponding to the height 

observed in the 0.25 mm part) to develop a fair comparison between parts with different wall thicknesses. Figure 

5-10 (a) and (b) show Mises stress distributions computed at different positions after all parts grow 6 mm tall. 

Stress plots along the part edge (Figure 5-10 (a)) show that the stresses are highest in the 5 mm part and remain 

relatively constant at different positions along the restricted part height. The stress behavior in the central section 

(Figure 5-10 (b)) indicates higher stresses in thinner parts at some locations near the final part height. For 

instance, the stress taken at 5 mm along the restricted part height is around 900 MPa for the 1 mm part but is 850 

MPa for the thicker 5 mm part. Generally, though, the stress component magnitudes are higher in thicker parts. 

This is also observed in the X and Y directions (not shown here).   

To determine the effect of in-process stress variations on LBH of thin-wall structures, it is necessary to 

evaluate the stress direction (tensile or compressive) for each part. The stresses along BD are compared in Figure 

5-10 (c) and (d) for the three thicknesses. The stress is compressive at the edge (Figure 5-10 (c)) and becomes 

tensile closer to the center (Figure 5-10 (d)) for all simulated parts. Thicker parts have higher stresses near the 

substrate and lower stresses near the top surface. Stresses along the length (Y) direction are also shown for the 

three thicknesses in Figure 5-10 (e) and (f). These stresses are compressive and of comparable magnitude through 

the part thickness. In some regions, thinner parts (1 mm and 0.25 mm) have even higher stress magnitudes than 

the thicker part. For example, the stresses extracted at 5 mm along the restricted part height are approximately 

860 MPa for the 1 mm part and 600 MPa for the 0.25 mm part, compared to 540 MPa for the thicker 5 mm part. 

   

(a) (b) 
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Figure 5-10: Simulated Stresses of Thin-Wall Parts with Different Thicknesses Extracted at (a),(c),(e) the Edge 

and (b),(d),(f) the Center. Stress Distributions are Organized as Follows: (a),(b) Von Mises Stresses; (c),(d) 

Stresses in Z Direction; (e),(f) Stresses in Y Direction. The Inset in (d) Shows Close-Up of the Compressive 

Stresses Observed in the Final Layers for the Thinner 0.25 mm and 1 mm Parts. The Stress Distributions were 

Taken at Different Positions Along the Build Direction, as Shown in Figure 5-9. 

  

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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5.5 Discussion 

Analysis of the experimental results indicates no correlation between the internal micro-cracks and 

LBHs. Internal micro-cracks are parallel to BD (Figure 5-7) while LBHs result from failure perpendicular to BD 

(Figure 5-3 (a)). Parts with thinner walls have fewer internal micro-cracks and lower LBHs, while parts with 

thicker walls have higher number of cracks and larger LBHs. Furthermore, when the alloy composition changes 

from R65 to R108, there is a significant increase in crack quantity but negligible change in LBH. These findings 

suggest that LBH primarily depends on thickness and is minimally affected by the build material and internal 

micro-cracks.  

In general, Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-10 show that stresses are higher in parts with thicker walls. 

Considering the successful build completion of the 5 mm part, it is evident that the stress magnitude is not the 

most important parameter contributing to part failure. Accordingly, the top surfaces of the failed parts (0.25 mm 

and 1 mm) do not exhibit features associated with fractures observed in metals. An example of a SEM image 

showing the top surface of a R65 part with a wall thickness of 0.25 mm is shown in Figure 5-11. The surface 

exhibits features associated with the powder melting process [98,149,150]. Lack of fusion zones (red box in 

Figure 5-11 (a)) and track irregularities (black arrow in Figure 5-11 (b)) represent typical solidification defects 

in the LPBF process. In addition, Figure 5-11 (b) shows dendritic morphologies depicting solidified regions. 

These observations show that the LBH phenomena is not associated with a conventional fracture mode [151].  

 

Figure 5-11: Top Surface SEM micrographs of 0.25 mm Thick R65 As-Built Thin-Wall Part Indicating a (a) 

Lack of Fusion Zone and (b) Track Irregularity Surrounded by Dendritic Features Showing Material 

Solidification. 

In thin-wall structures, the stress direction (tension versus compression) plays an important role in the 

stability of the structure. Long and slender members are susceptible to lateral deflection when subjected to 

   

(a) (b) 
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compressive loading. To explain the LBH observed in thinner parts during LPBF processing, two factors will be 

considered in the following sections. Firstly, the effect of part thickness on stress state will be discussed. The 

cross-section area affects the cooling rate and in-process stress distribution in the part. Secondly, the effect of in-

process local distortion on the final built part integrity will be discussed. Thinner walls can support less stress and 

are more susceptible to warpage during LBPF. 

5.5.1 Effect of Part Thickness on Stress Rate 

Closer evaluation of the stresses at different positions along BD in Figure 5-10 (c) and (d) shows fully 

compressive stresses aligned with BD in the last deposited layers (from the edges (Figure 5-10 (c)) to the center 

(Figure 5-10 (d)) in the thinner walls, as observed at a height of 5.8 mm for the 1 mm and 0.25 mm parts. The 

inset in Figure 5-10 (d) shows compressive stresses of 105 MPa and 20 MPa in 0.25 mm and 1 mm parts, 

respectively. Conversely, the stress along the center reaches approximately zero at the same height for the 5 mm 

part. A top view (X-Y plane) of the last layer deposited at 6 mm part height is shown in Figure 5-12. In the 5 mm 

part, most of the cross-section is under tensile stress along the BD and a small area along the edges is in 

compression. On the other hand, the entire surface of the 0.25 mm and 1 mm parts remain in compression one 

second after the completion of the build. 

The simulation results shown in Figure 5-10 (e) and (f) also indicate that the parts are under compressive 

stresses of similar magnitude along the Y direction for all part thicknesses. Compression from the Y and Z 

directions in the last deposited layer constrains the thinner parts, favoring warping along the X direction. 

 

Figure 5-12: Stress Distribution in the X-Y Plane of the Last Layers Taken at 6 mm Build Height. It 

Corresponds to the Inset Region in Figure 5-10 (d). The Red and Blue Colors Highlight Regions Undergoing 

Compressive and Tensile Stresses, Respectively. 
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5.5.2 Effect of Part Thickness on Local Distortion 

To evaluate the effect of lateral deflection of the parts on LBH, Figure 5-13 shows the maximum part 

displacement in the X direction as a function of position along the unrestricted part height for the three thicknesses 

investigated in this study.  These displacements are measured after the deposition of each layer up to the part 

surface. Each data point represents the maximum displacement extracted from the entire part up to a position 

along the unrestricted part height. For instance, in the 5 mm part, the maximum displacement for the entire part 

at 10 mm of the build height is around 0.04 mm. 

The maximum displacement in the 5 mm part increases rapidly up to a part height of approximately 4 

mm and remains relatively constant afterward. For the first built layer, the heating mass increases due to the 

specific heat capacity. When a new layer is added to the structure, it conducts heat to the previous layers increasing 

the total mass contributing to the distortion of the part. As the build progresses, the heat affected zone reaches a 

constant mass leading to the steady state displacement regime observed in Figure 5-13. The steady state 

displacement is smaller in thinner parts as the mass of material that is undergoing contraction during cooling is 

smaller. 

 

Figure 5-13: Maximum Part Displacement Along the X (Part Thickness) Direction as a Function of the Position 

Along the Unrestricted Part Height (See Figure 5-12 for Reference Axes). Three Different Part Thicknesses 

(0.25 mm, 1 mm, and 5 mm) are Compared Here. The Experimental LBH Values are also Marked Using 

Dashed Lines. 
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The displacements rise sharply in the thinner parts near the final part height due to high distortion in the 

top build layers. Close-up images of distortion observed in the as-printed and simulated cases for the 0.25 mm 

R65 thin-wall part are shown in Figure 5-14 (a) and (b). In both cases, major distortion is observed close to the 

prematurely terminated built height. In Figure 5-14 (a), the distortion along X direction near the part surface is 

exemplified by the red-dashed line indicating displacement of the center (blue-dashed) line. This coincides with 

the compressive stresses constraining the thinner parts in the Y-Z directions as explained in Section 5.5.1. The 

simulated 3D model in Figure 5-14 (b) also displays warp-like distortion along the X-direction and significant 

distortion near the terminated part height. 

 

Figure 5-14: Part Distortion Observed in the R65-0.25 mm Thin-Wall Part in (a) As-Printed and (b) Simulated 

Conditions. 

The propensity of a thin-wall part for distortion can be analyzed with the slenderness ratio (𝑆). The 

slenderness ratio is the critical geometrical factor for calculation of the Euler buckling defined as  

 
𝑆 =

𝐿𝑒

𝑟𝑔

, (5-1) 

where the effective height of a fixed free support (Le) is twice the LBH of the part. The average LBH shown in 

Figure 5-6 (a) is used for buckling calculations. The radius of gyration (𝑟𝑔) is calculated from the second moment 

of area (I) as  

 

𝑟𝑔 = √
𝐼

𝐴
. (5-2) 

 

    

(a) (b) 
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The lowest Ixx and Iyy values are used to determine the slenderness ratio. Finally, the area (A) represents the cross-

sectional area of the X-Y plane. 

The slenderness ratios for R65 and R108 are shown in Table 5-3. The reduced LBHs observed in the 

0.25 mm (~9 mm LBH) and 1 mm (~31 mm LBH) parts are associated with similarly high slenderness ratios of 

~215 and ~275, respectively. The 5 mm parts have a much lower ratio (~66) even though the effective height 

used for the calculation is much higher (~47 mm). This clearly demonstrates that the thinner parts are more 

susceptible to buckling during LPBF and that the LBH correlates well with the slenderness ratio of the part build. 

Table 5-3: Slenderness Ratios for R65 and R108 Thin-Wall Parts. 

Part thickness 

(mm) 

Slenderness 

ratio (R65) 

Slenderness 

ratio (R108) 

0.25 241.1 275.7 

1 219.0 215.9 

5 65.7 66.4 

5.5.3 Effect of Thin-wall Distortion During LPBF 

The simple FE models presented in Figure 5-8 are valuable means to estimate the LBH phenomena. The 

built heights derived from the three model predictions of distortion for part failure match well with measured 

LBH values for actual as-built thin-wall parts (~95%, ~86% and 100% accuracy for the 0.25 mm, 1 mm, and 5 

mm R65 parts, respectively). When lateral bending begins in the parts due to buckling, the new layer becomes 

shifted from the previous plane. This causes the compressive stresses to be applied off the centerline of the part 

leading to more distortion. The model cannot capture the excessive distortion generated in the thinner walls. 

Hence, the simulation underestimates the maximum build height associated with the part thickness as discussed 

in Section 5.4.2. 

In real life, this mechanism would likely cause part failure due to excessive stress applied on the side of 

the parts. However, the LBH observed in thin-wall parts is not caused by a fracture mechanism, as discussed 

previously. Hence, the LBH cannot be caused solely by the buckling observed during the simulation. During 

LPBF manufacturing, the subsequent layers become harder to build when lateral displacement of the solid section 

happens. Figure 5-15 (a) shows that a new layer cannot be placed on the previous layer of the build when the 

thin-wall displaces by δ in the X direction. Thus, there would be an overhang region between the new and 
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previously printed layers. Accordingly, the build becomes staggered in Figure 5-14 (a) when the part begins 

bending along the X-axis, ultimately leading to part failure. This effect becomes less detrimental when part 

thickness increases. If the wall thickness shown in Figure 5-15 (a) becomes four (4) times larger (Figure 5-15 

(b)), the new layer would be printed and overlapped on top of the previous layer and the printing process would 

continue. 

 

Figure 5-15: Schematic Demonstrating the Mechanism Associated with Limiting Build Height in Thin-Wall 

Parts. Thinner Parts like (a) are More Sensitive to Displacement in X Compared to Thicker Parts like (b) – 4X 

Thicker than (a). 

5.6 Conclusions 

The effect of part thickness on the LBH in LPBF-based thin-wall structures was investigated. The 

materials studied were chosen for two hard-to-weld high γ’ Ni-based superalloys with different levels of γ’ volume 

fraction to initially identify differences in internal micro-crack mechanisms and later determine LBH in as-

processed thin-wall parts. As-printed samples were examined at the microscopic and macroscopic levels for both 

alloys to discover the causes behind reduced LBH observed in thinner walls. Three main potential sources of 

failure were studied – internal micro-cracks, in-process stresses, and part distortion. 

The internal micro-cracks were significantly affected by alloy composition and part thickness, and were 

all aligned parallel to BD. The R108 samples had higher internal micro-cracks than R65 and the thicker walls 

exhibited higher crack densities. These results indicated no correlation between reduced LBH and internal micro-

cracking. FEM simulations of the stress distributions along the build heights of R65 thin-wall parts showed that 

the stress component magnitudes also do not contribute to LBHs as the stresses generally increase with part 

    

(a) (b) 
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thickness. Analysis of surface morphology showed identical surfaces for both fully-built and failed thin-wall 

parts. These results showed reduced LBH is not related to fracture mechanisms. 

Experimental observations coupled with FEM simulations showed reduced LBH is a distortion-related 

build problem in as-built thin-wall parts. Higher in-process distortion results in subsequent layer misalignment 

with the part centerline as the build progresses along the part height, causing LBH. Walls thinner than 5 mm were 

found to be more susceptible to in-process distortion in the current study. A combination of compressive stresses 

in the length (Y) and height (Z) directions is observed in the last layers of the thinner walls. The unbalanced 

stresses constrain the thinner parts leading to warpage, hence reducing LBH. It is suggested that thinner wall 

sections in complex AM components are designed carefully with respect to part geometry and build parameters. 

Thereupon, the slenderness ratio appears to be a valuable tool to evaluate the propensity for lateral deflection and 

LBH in thin-wall parts. To reduce the distortion and increase the build to design height ratio, it is also important 

to reduce the variation of thermal stresses and strains during processing. This can be achieved by reducing the 

thermal gradients and cooling rates, which affect the thin-wall parts more severely than the thicker parts. For 

example, the scanning strategy, substrate temperature or part width are among engineering solutions that can 

reduce the thermal constraints and increase the LBH.  
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Chapter 6 

Explaining the Micro-Cracking Phenomenon in High-γ’ Ni-Based 

Superalloy Thin-Wall Parts Produced by LPBF 

 

In this chapter, a mechanism for inherent micro-cracking in thin-wall parts during LPBF processing is 

proposed based on both experimental and numerical simulation methods. Micro-cracking is a significant 

challenge as it adversely affects the part processability and quality. This is especially true for hard-to-weld Ni-

based superalloys and thin-wall structures used in aerospace applications such as turbine vanes and fuel nozzles. 

Microstructure characterization and statistical analysis tools are used to quantify micro-cracking for a high-γ’ Ni-

based superalloy, RENÉ 108, for different wall thicknesses. Advanced microstructure characterization techniques 

are used to identify metallurgical factors (such as phases) responsible for micro-cracking. Numerical simulation 

approaches are used to predict the stresses and stress triaxialities at the layer and beam scales. The experimental 

observations are successfully verified using simulated results.3 
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6.1 Introduction 

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing (AM) is of great interest to automotive, 

aerospace and medical industries for near net-shape metal part fabrication [50,152,153]. The LPBF technology is 

especially useful for fabricating complex serpentine-shaped cooling paths in combustors, diffusors, and nozzles, 

prevalent in the aero-engine and gas turbine power industries. Such components are conventionally produced 

using stamped sheet metals, composed of cast or welded nickel-based (Ni-based) superalloys, at low yields and 

high costs. Befittingly, LPBF offers a viable alternative due to added design flexibility and higher part tolerances 

(≥100 µm) at increased production speeds and reduced costs for greater part complexities [154,155]. However, 

studies highlight significant manufacturing challenges, which must be overcome to successfully produce thin 

metallic parts [120,156,157].  

Wu et al. [120] reported difficulties in producing parts with wall thicknesses smaller than 300 µm. 

Material shrinkage and scan strategies affect the final wall thickness and as-printed part quality. Part distortion 

has also been identified as a major challenge in the fabrication of thin-wall components. Yang et al. [137] found 

that longer and taller structures are more susceptible to distortion due to larger variation in microstructure, while 

Ahmed et al. [119] demonstrated larger distortion for thinner parts. Conversely, Brown et al. [140] suggested that 

parts thinner than 0.25 mm are not feasible for fabrication due to high surface roughness and imperfections. 

Furthermore, Chakraborty et al. [158] recently showed that the limiting build height (LBH) effect must be 

considered for varying part thicknesses. Smaller LBHs for thinner walls are attributed to part distortion and larger 

slenderness ratios. Hence, the wall thickness must be controlled carefully to maintain part integrity during 

processing.  

Furthermore, common LPBF material defects, such as pores, lack-of-fusion voids, spatter particles and 

micro-cracks, can negatively influence mechanical properties, bulk density, and final part integrity. Pores can be 

generated due to high power densities, gas entrapments or insufficient melt pool penetration into the previous 

layers during building [42,159]. Inadequate melt pool penetration can also produce elongated lack-of-fusion 

voids, which are much larger than the gas-induced porosities [160]. In addition, spatter particles can be produced 

in high power densities due to high recoil pressure resulting in ejection of molten droplets from the melt pool 

[161]. Micro-cracking also occurs due to stresses which accumulate along the grain boundaries due to the rapid 

heating and cooling of the surrounding material during processing. Defects can be minimized by selective 

manufacturing of powder with optimized rheology, morphology and particle size distribution (PSD) to improve 

powder flowability, packing density and thermal conductivity [162]. For thin-wall part fabrication, fine spherical 

powders with median sizes (D50) between 16 μm and 24 μm are beneficial to achieve fine features with small 
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layer thicknesses [115]. Provided optimal powder characteristics for the construction of thin-wall parts, micro-

cracking is difficult to eliminate for hard-to-weld materials processed using LPBF. 

Several micro-cracking mechanisms have been reported in literature for high gamma prime (γ’) Ni-based 

superalloys [13,96,139,146]. Laser processing parameters strongly influence micro-crack formation during part 

fabrication. Carter et al. [96] observed different micro-cracking mechanisms by varying laser scanning conditions. 

The authors proposed that lower energy densities are linked to straight micro-cracks aligned with the build 

direction, while higher energy densities promote melt-pool micro-cracking. The melt-pool micro-cracks were 

shown to be more sensitive to energy density variation. Li et al. [117] modified part lengths to examine the 

influence of scanning length on stresses. The authors demonstrated larger stress variation with increasing scanning 

length. Cheng et al. [127] performed a detailed study on the effect of scan strategies on stresses and deformation. 

The authors found that the scan vector angle and interlayer scan rotation affect the residual stresses and the heat 

distribution. These studies show the importance of laser parameters on heat distribution, residual stresses, and 

micro-cracking, but they do not consider the effect of part thickness, which can alter the scanning length and the 

thermal gradients during processing. The effect of part thickness on micro-cracking largely remains unexplored 

and requires thorough investigation. 

In this study, the effect of part thickness on the micro-cracking mechanism in a LPBF-processed high γ’ 

Ni-based superalloy is investigated using microstructure characterization and numerical modelling techniques. 

Statistical crack analysis is performed to quantify and categorize micro-cracks observed in the microstructure. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) are employed to assess micro-crack morphologies, evaluate cooling rates and identify phases 

assisting micro-crack formation and growth. Finally, finite element modelling (FEM) methodologies replicating 

the experimental conditions are developed to simulate the in-process stresses and stress triaxialities. 

6.2 Experimental Procedures 

6.2.1 Materials 

The crack-susceptible Ni-based superalloy RENÉ (R108), comprised of 6.15 wt.% Al+Ti content and 

63% γ’ volume fraction [74], was used to fabricate LPBF-based thin-wall structures. Gas-atomized R108 powder 

provided by Powder Alloy Corporation, consisting of mostly spherical powder particles with a size range (D10-

D90) of 12-40 µm and median particle size (D50) of ~19 µm, was used for this study. The as-received powder 

contains a small fraction of satellite particles attached to larger particles. Images of the powder morphology and 

PSD are shown in Figure 6-1 (a) and (b), respectively. Chemical composition, including contents (in wt.%) of 
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the alloying elements determined by inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) at 

Activation Laboratories (ACTLABS © Canada), is provided in Table 6-1.  

 

Figure 6-1: (a) SEM Image Showing R108 Powder Morphology. (b) Particle Size Distribution of R108 

Powder. 

Table 6-1: Powder Composition of R108 in wt.%. 

Ni Cr Co Al Ti Ta W Mo Hf B Zr C 

Bal. 8.64 10 5.36 0.75 3.02 10.03 0.53 0.87 0.01 0.01 0.01 

6.2.2 LPBF Printing 

In this study, thin-wall parts were directly built on a stainless steel substrate in an AconityTM MIDI LPBF 

printer using the build parameters given in Table 6-2. The parameters were selectively chosen to achieve optimal 

final part quality with minimal defects such as pores, voids, and micro-cracks. A three-dimensional (3D) view of 

the full setup including the parts and the substrate is shown in Figure 6-2 (a). Bidirectional scan strategy with a 

hatch angle of 75 degrees (Figure 6-2 (b)) to the thickness axis (X) was utilized to print all build layers and no 

scan rotation was employed between layers. The laser was scanned at an angle of 45 degrees relative to the 

recoating direction to avoid processing the parts perpendicular to the recoater’s movement. Three thin-wall parts 

with wall thicknesses of 5.00 (5) mm, 1.00 (1) mm and 0.25 mm were used, and a single sample was printed for 

each condition, as shown in Figure 6-2 (b). The design part height and width for each specimen was maintained 

at 50 mm. The thickest part reached the design height, but the 1 mm and 0.25 mm parts failed at LBHs of 30.12 

mm and 9.53 mm, respectively. The cause for reduced LBH in thinner parts is explained in detail by Chakraborty 

et al. [158]. According to the authors, the LBH effect is repeatable for different wall thicknesses under fixed 

processing conditions. 

    
(a) (b) 
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Table 6-2: Build Parameters for LPBF-Based R108 Thin-Wall Parts. 

Build parameter Value 

Laser power, P (W) 200 

Scan speed, v (mm/s) 1000 

Spot size, dspot (μm) 120 

Hatch spacing, h (μm) 90 

Hatch angle, θ (°) 75 

Powder layer thickness, t (μm) 40 

Designated part height (mm) 50 

Part thickness, tpart (mm) 0.25, 1, 5 

  

Figure 6-2: Print Model of LPBF Thin-Wall Parts in (a) 3D View and (b) Top View Showing Thin-Wall Parts 

with Thicknesses of 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 mm, Respectively. The Red Box in (b) Highlights the 5 mm Thick 

Part with a Corresponding Close-Up Image Shown as an Inset. Blue Arrows Indicate Bidirectional Scan 

Strategy at a Hatch Angle of 75 Degrees with respect to the Part Thickness, Employed for All the Thin-Wall 

Samples. Laser Scanning is Performed at a 45-Degree Angle Compared to the Recoating Direction (Top Right).  

    

(a) (b) 
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6.2.3 Microstructure Characterization 

6.2.3.1 Optical Microscopy 

The as-printed parts were removed from the build plate and thin-wall sections, 5 mm x 15 mm (length-

Y x height-Z) in dimension, were extracted for metallurgical sample preparation. Due to the varying LBH values 

and to evaluate the effect of part thickness, centrally-located regions along the XZ plane were taken at different 

heights (24 mm for 5 mm, 15 mm for 1 mm and, 4.75 mm for 0.25 mm) with respect to the base plate. The center 

location was chosen for microstructure analysis to avoid microstructure heterogeneities generally observed near 

the edges and in the vicinity of the base plate.  All specimens were mounted, ground, and polished using standard 

metallography methods. Final polishing was performed using 0.04 µm colloidal silica finish and the polished 

samples were viewed under the Keyence VHX7000 digital microscope. Optical micrographs were analyzed to 

calculate statistical micro-crack attributes such as crack densities, lengths, widths, and eccentricities. 

6.2.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

As-polished samples were etched with glyceregia (15 mL HCl, 10 mL Glycerol, 5 mL HNO3) for 10 s 

to reveal melt pools, dendrites, and micro-cracking tendencies. Microstructure characterization was performed 

using a JEOL JSM-7600F field emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM) equipped with an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 

mm EDX detector. Low, medium, and high magnification SEM micrographs were obtained to examine micro-

crack morphologies for different part thicknesses. Elemental analyses were performed using EDX at an 

accelerating voltage of 10 kV, beam current of 1.9 nA, and aperture of 110 μm to qualitatively identify detrimental 

phases in the as-processed microstructures. Advanced microstructure characterization was conducted using a 

Thermo Scientific Quattro Environmental FEG-SEM equipped with Thermo Scientific Lumis EBSD detector. 

Five different regions from the 5 mm, 1 mm and 0.25 mm parts were analyzed at an accelerating voltage of 20 

kV using a step size of 200 nm to generate EBSD plots with respect to the build direction (BD). The EBSD data 

was further processed using TSL OIMTM coupled with a MATLAB script to obtain maps showing grain 

misorientations (GMOs) and kernel average misorientations (KAMs). KAM maps illustrate the average 

intragranular misorientations and serve as good indicators of strain in crystalline materials. The acquired data was 

used to identify differences in local and intergranular misorientations, and qualitatively analyze strain 

distributions at high angle boundaries (HABs) for different micro-crack morphologies.   

6.2.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

A 1x3 mm XY section near the center position along the part height of an as-printed 1 mm thick part 

was extracted, mounted, ground and polished using standard metallography methods. The XY plane was selected 

to allow the use of the lift-out method in focused ion beam (FIB). A final sample thickness (along the Z-direction) 
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of around 1 mm was achieved using a Gatan disc grinder. The FEG-SEM was operated in secondary electron 

(SE) and backscatter electron (BSE) modes to select a region containing a HAB close to a micro-crack. The 

specimen was fixed to a copper lift-out TEM grid, and a thin lamella (5 μm x 10 μm x 100 nm – X x Z x Y) was 

selectively extracted using a HITACHI FB-2000A Ga-FIB. Microstructure on the lamella, perpendicular to the 

XY plane, was examined using a JEOL 2100 FEG-TEM, equipped with an Oxford Xplore TEM EDX detector. 

Imaging and phase analysis at the HAB was performed at 190 kV in both conventional TEM and scanning TEM 

(STEM) modes. 

6.2.4 Image Analysis and Internal Micro-Crack Quantification 

Image analysis software, ImageJ [72], and custom VB scripts were used to distinguish micro-cracks from 

other characteristics such as pores, voids, and contaminations through comprehensive examination of around 500 

optical micrographs taken from the as-polished specimen (see Section 6.2.3.1). Feature parameters such as area, 

ellipse minor axis length, aspect ratio, circularity and roundness [163] were used to filter out the unwanted defects 

and extract only micro-crack statistics. Feature areas less than 1500 µm2, minor axis lengths less than 5 µm, aspect 

ratios less than 2.5, circularities less than 0.5 and roundness values less than 0.4 were chosen based on the selected 

images. Micro-crack lengths and widths were calculated by averaging maximum feret and minor axis lengths of 

the filtered features over each optical micrograph.       

Internal micro-crack propensity for different thicknesses were obtained by computing crack area 

fractions and crack count densities using the procedure outlined previously in [158]. Crack area fraction (CAF) 

is defined as a percentage of the total area of micro-cracks per image normalized by the image area. Crack count 

density (CCD) is defined as the total number of micro-cracks per image normalized by the image area. 

Furthermore, crack eccentricities were calculated to distinguish micro-crack morphologies for different 

thicknesses, as done in [164]. Eccentricity (ECC) is defined as a function of the minor (𝑏) and major axis (𝑎) 

lengths of a micro-crack, and is given by: 

 

𝐸𝐶𝐶 = √1 −
𝑏2

𝑎2
 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏 < 𝑎, (6-1) 

where the low ECC values (minimum near zero) indicate circular micro-cracks while high ECC values (maximum 

1) represent elongated needle-shaped micro-cracks.  

All samples were ground and polished five times to generate an adequate number of planes 

(approximately 1 mm inter-planar distance) for micro-crack geometry and density analyses. Micro-crack 

quantification along BD across the part thickness was fully captured by performing image analysis on the XZ 
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plane. Cumulative sample areas of 18.75 mm2, 75 mm2 and 375 mm2 were used for the 0.25 mm, 1 mm, and 5 

mm parts, respectively. Over 150 centrally-situated optical images (30 per plane) were analyzed to compute 

micro-crack quantities including 95% confidence levels for each sample.  

6.2.5 Primary Dendrite Arm Spacing 

Four 5000X magnification BSE-SEM images, from different crack-free regions near straight columnar 

dendrites, were taken at the center of the LBH where the crack analysis was performed for each thin-wall part 

(see Section 6.2.3.1). These regions were located centrally within the melt pool to allow easier quantification of 

dendrites. The images were analyzed using the linear intercept method [165,166] to determine the average primary 

dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) values for the parts. 

6.3 Modeling Methodology 

The effect of varying wall thickness on in-process stresses is evaluated using the FEM technique. 

However, the simulation of the entire part at the laser beam scale is not feasible because of the computation time. 

The LPBF process covers a large length scale, from the laser spot size (50 µm to 250 µm) to the final part scale 

(centimeter range). Accurate modeling of the in-process micro- and macroscopic thermo-mechanical behavior 

using the finite element (FE) method requires a minimum of 106 elements and increment time [167]. In order to 

overcome these limitations, two FE models are used to simulate the material behavior at the micro- and 

macroscopic scales in this study. 

For both models, some common conditions are employed. Convective and radiative heat losses are 

incorporated for all surfaces exposed to the external environment, having a temperature of 25 °C. The convection 

coefficients are adjusted to the part geometry following the procedures described by Chao et al. [168] to account 

for the conduction between the solid build material and the surrounding powder bed. 

  Temperature-dependent material properties of R108 including density, specific heat, latent heat, thermal 

conductivity, Young’s modulus, plasticity, and thermal expansion are applied. The temperature-dependent 

thermal properties between room temperature and 1400 °C were kindly provided by and proprietary to General 

Electric, while the mechanical properties below 1150 °C were taken from Martin et al. [169]. For the mechanical 

properties above 1150 °C, constant yield strength and ultimate tensile strength values were taken from Kissinger 

et al. [170]. The implicit solver in ABAQUS is used for both thermal and mechanical models.  The output from 

the thermal model is fed into the mechanical model to obtain stress-strain properties. This method allows accurate 

prediction of mechanical results such as strain, stress and distortion [141]. 
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6.3.1 Beam Heat Source Model 

For the microscopic evaluation of in-process stresses, a beam-scale model is developed. The laser beam 

heat source is simulated using the exponentially decaying model [171]. The heat input model and phase transition 

were implemented using DFLUX and USDFLD subroutines. The framework and details of implementation are 

explained in [172,173]. Results are computed using a sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical modelling 

procedure similar to [144]. The geometry of the model includes both powder and solidified layers sized 2×1×0.25 

mm as shown in Figure 6-3 (a). Based on a mesh sensitivity study, the region interacting with the laser requires 

element sizes of 30×10×10 μm, as recommended in [173]. In addition, coarser element sizes are used for regions 

further away from the laser track. The element types for the thermal and mechanical models are DC3D8 and 

C3D8, respectively. These are fully integrated brick elements formulated using linear shape functions 

implemented in ABAQUS. Since the track is surrounded by solidified layers, planar symmetric boundary 

conditions are considered for all surfaces. To obtain accurate prediction of the cooling rate and temperature 

distribution, the conduction coefficient of the powder is reduced to 1.5% of solid state as recommended by Sih et 

al. [174] for the packing density of 65%. The initial nodal temperatures from the last layer are incorporated to 

mimic the printing process. The residual stresses from the previous layer are not considered here due to problems 

in transferring stress tensors over different simulation scales. The initial stress state is thus set to zero. The printing 

process continues for 2 ms until the laser reaches the end of the track. The in-process results are captured at the 

center of the track inside the melt pool (40 µm in depth) and at the melt pool boundary (60 µm in depth), as shown 

in Figure 6-3 (a).  

6.3.2 Layer Heat Source Model 

For the macroscopic evaluation of in-process stresses, the ABAQUS-based FEM methodology proposed 

by Yang et al. [141] is employed. Like beam-scale, the coupled FE model is utilized to predict thermal and 

mechanical results for R108 at the layer scale. This model works by lumping all the tracks into a single heat 

source. Five physical layers are combined into a single layer in the model (200 µm thickness) to improve 

computational efficiency.  

All part geometries and boundary conditions are developed based on the experimental setup to replicate 

the effect of wall thickness on thermal stresses during LPBF processing. The total printing time varies between 

3.5 hrs and 4.5 hrs depending on the wall thickness and is replicated in the simulation. The input energy was 

implemented using the toolpath-mesh intersection module that applies uniform heat into pretrained elements to 

calculate the nodal temperature [141,158]. The element preparation and deposition follow machine settings using 

the event series as explained in [141]. All the model preparation settings including heat input definitions and 
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material deposition were conducted using the ABAQUS additive manufacturing plugin [141,146,147]. Element 

sizes of 250 and 200 were used for Y (length) and Z (height), and at least 4 elements were used for the wall 

thickness (as done in [158]) in both thermal and mechanical models. The predicted results have shown to be 

independent of the mesh size. The element types and formulations are the same as those used for the beam scale 

model (see Section 6.3.1). The remaining details of the model are explained in a previous study on LBH, 

conducted by Chakraborty et al. [158]. 

The methodology is described in detail by Chakraborty et al. [158]. Part heights for 5 mm, 1 mm and 

0.25 mm thick samples are normalized using their LBHs to provide comparable evaluation of the predicted results. 

The nomenclature used to describe the normalized heights along the Z direction is labelled build progress (BP).  

A point central to the part thickness (along the X direction) and length (along the Y direction) is used in this study 

for stress analysis as shown in Figure 6-3 (b). The stress is always analyzed at the build height of LBH/2 as this 

was where micro-cracks were characterized. The in-process stress is recorded at this point (BP = 50%) as 

subsequent layers are added up to LBH (BP = 100%). 

  

Figure 6-3: Cross-Section Images Illustrating (a) the Beam and (b) the Layer Heat Source Models Used to 

Simulate the Stresses Experienced by a Thin-Wall Part During LPBF. Results are Extracted at (a) the Black 

Points in the Beam-Scale Model, and (b) the Blue Point in the Layer-Scale Model. 𝑳′, 𝑾′ and 𝑯′ Represent the 

Length, Width, and Height of the Beam-Scale Model, Whereas 𝑳, 𝑾 and 𝑯 Represent the Length, Width, and 

Height of the Layer-Scale model. The Part Thickness (𝒕) Used for this Demonstration is 0.25 mm and LBH 

Represents the Limiting Build Height. 

 

(a) (b) 
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6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Micro-Crack Quantification 

Figure 6-4 (a) shows the effect of part thickness on the average lengths and widths of micro-cracks. As 

the part thickness increases, the micro-cracks grow longer and wider. For instance, the 5 mm part contains micro-

cracks that are 24.55 µm long and 3.62 μm wide on average, while the 0.25 mm part contains micro-cracks with 

average lengths and widths of 9.62 μm and 1.27 μm, respectively. Likewise, Figure 6-4 (b) shows that the 5 mm 

part has higher CAF (0.91%) compared to the 0.25 mm (0.29%) part. However, the 1 mm part breaks the trend 

as the micro-crack propensity is higher (1.46%) and demonstrates larger variation (±0.30%) compared to the 

thicker part. The large variation of CAF in 1 mm reflects significant differences in micro-cracking densities 

between micrographs observed on the XZ plane through 5 mm of the part length (along the Y-direction). This 

means that some planes along the part length demonstrate higher micro-cracking propensity compared to others. 

Similar anomalous micro-cracking behavior, including large inter-planar variations, at the 1 mm part thickness 

has previously been reported in literature for other materials and build conditions [158]. Therefore, the higher 

micro-crack propensity at the 1 mm part thickness found in this study is not uncharacteristic and will be further 

investigated (see Section 6.4.4). 

Typical micro-cracks observed in R108 are shown in Figure 6-5. The micro-cracks are either straight 

(red arrows) or jagged (black arrows) for all the thin-wall parts. Extensive SEM work was completed to ensure 

that the micro-cracks are not caused by lack-of-fusion defects, gas-entrapped porosities, voids, or spatter 

contamination (see Section 6.1). Micro-cracks resulting from these defects exhibit different morphologies, 

dissimilar to those shown in Figure 6-5. In addition, customized ImageJ micro-crack selection criteria (see 

Section 6.2.4) were used to isolate micro-cracks characteristic of the material. Ghoussoub et al. [164] 

distinguished inherent micro-cracking modes in a similar material, CM247LC, using the crack eccentricity 

criterion (see Section 6.2.4). High ECC micro-cracks, such as the straight micro-cracks in Figure 6-5, were 

attributed to the solid-state cracking mechanism, whereas the jagged-shaped low ECC micro-cracks were 

correlated to the solidification cracking mechanism. 

Figure 6-6 demonstrates the distribution of CAFs for different ECCs at part thicknesses of 5 mm, 1 mm, 

and 0.25 mm. The CAF values for the 1 mm part are highest for most ECCs followed by the 5 mm and 0.25 mm 

parts, consistent with the overall CAF results reported in Figure 6-4 (b). Furthermore, the 1 mm part displays 

larger variation (see error bars in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-6) in CAF compared to the other parts. The crack 

density increases with higher ECC for all parts, indicating the tendency to form straighter micro-cracks. 

Subsequently, since the CAF values in  Figure 6-4 (b) and Figure 6-6 result from crack nucleation and growth, 
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both phenomena are considered in the following sections to elucidate the micro-cracking mechanism and discuss 

the effect of wall thickness on CAF. 

 

Figure 6-4: Plots Showing (a) the Average Crack Lengths and Widths, and (b) Average Crack Area fractions 

for Thin-Wall Part Thicknesses of 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 mm. 

 

Figure 6-5: Example Secondary Electron SEM (SE-SEM) Images of (a) 1 mm and (b) 0.25 mm Parts 

Demonstrating Cracks with High ECC (>0.99) in Red and Low ECC (≤0.99) in Black Arrows, Respectively. 

    

    

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 6-6: Plot Showing the Crack Area Fractions for Different Crack Eccentricities Encompassing Thin-Wall 

Part Thicknesses of 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 mm. 

6.4.2 Micro-Cracking Mechanism 

6.4.2.1 Micro-Cracks with High ECC Values (>0.99) 

Straight micro-cracks are aligned with BD for all three parts 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 mm. Figure 6-7 (a) 

shows an example of a straight micro-crack with high ECC (~0.99). Carter et al. [1] also observed straight micro-

cracks in a similar alloy (CM247LC), but could not isolate the crack formation mechanism, suggesting either 

solidification (interdendritic) or solid-state cracking (intergranular). In this case, the dendritic nature of micro-

cracks can be observed clearly in the close-up SEM image in Figure 6-7 (b).  The cracked boundary is sandwiched 

by dendrites of two distinct non-complementary orientations preferentially propagating along BD. EBSD maps 

taken near the three high ECC micro-cracks highlighting the GMO and KAM are shown in Figure 6-8. The GMO 

map in Figure 6-8 (a) shows three micro-cracks propagating towards BD along dendrite boundaries with high 

misorientation angle (>15°). Hariharan et al. [175] observed similar micro-cracks in IN738LC also propagating 

along boundaries with high misorientation angles and classified them as solidification cracks. According to 

Rappaz et al. [176], the liquid film remains more stable and continuous at lower temperatures, hence facilitating 

the formation of micro-cracks. 

Figure 6-7 (b) shows a large amount of fine (~20-50 nm diameter) spherical white particles, 

homogeneously distributed in the matrix. Ramirez and Lippold [177] suggested a solid-state cracking mechanism 

based on high stress concentrations due to the combined effect of grain boundary sliding and locking carbides. 
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Accordingly, the KAM map in Figure 6-8 (b) shows high ECC micro-cracks forming preferentially in highly 

strained regions. 

Detailed microstructure characterization near a HAB region close to a micro-crack is performed using 

bright field TEM (BF-TEM) and dark field STEM (DF-STEM), accompanied with EDX analysis, as shown in 

Figure 6-9.  The small white particles observed in Figure 6-9 effectively consist of carbides rich in Hf, Ti and 

Ta, neighboring lower concentrations of fine oxide particles rich in Hf. However, the carbides appear to be fine 

and discrete particles unlikely to assist solid-state cracking. 

 

Figure 6-7: SE-SEM Micrographs Showing Examples of High-Eccentricity (Straight) Micro-Cracks with 

Eccentricity Values Between 0.99 and 1. A Representative Medium Magnification Image Taken at (a) 2000X 

Showing a Straight Micro-Crack, Propagating Along BD, Indicated by a Red Arrow. High Magnification 

Images Taken at (b) 10000X Showing Dendritic Morphologies for One Such Micro-Crack. 

 

Figure 6-8: EBSD (a) GMO and (b) KAM Maps Demonstrating High-Eccentricity Micro-Cracks. Red Arrows 

Show Three Such Micro-Cracks Propagating Along Columnar Boundaries Parallel to BD. 

     

   

 

       

(a) (b) 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 6-9: Bright Field (BF) TEM and Dark Field (DF) STEM Images with Corresponding EDS Maps at a 

HAB near a Micro-crack. The HAB is Homogeneously Distributed with Precipitate Particles Consisting of Hf- 

and Ti-Rich Carbides and Apparent Hf-Rich Oxides. These Particles Also Contain Trace Quantities of Ta and 

are Depleted in Matrix Elements such as Ni, Co, Cr and Al. 

6.4.2.2 Micro-Cracks with Low ECC Values (≤0.99) 

Two examples of low ECC micro-cracks are shown in Figure 6-10 (a)-(d). The jagged micro-crack 

(~0.98 ECC) in Figure 6-10 (a) is irregular in shape while the second instance (~ 0.95 ECC) in Figure 6-10 (c) 

clearly forms along the melt pool boundary. In both cases, the micro-crack surfaces portray dendritic 

morphologies as shown in Figure 6-10 (b) and (d). The GMO and KAM maps are taken in regions where melt-

pool micro-cracks form as shown in Figure 6-11. These micro-cracks also form along HABs in regions portraying 

high local deformation. Both characteristics suggest solidification cracking during the terminal stage of 

solidification [178], consistent with Carter [1] who observed solidification cracking in a similar alloy, CM247LC, 

under high energy density conditions. 
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Figure 6-10: SE-SEM Micrographs Showing Examples of Low-Eccentricity Micro-cracks with Eccentricity 

Values Between (a)-(b) 0.96 and 0.99, and (c)-(d) Less than or Equal to 0.96. Medium Magnification Images 

Taken at 2000X Showing Different Micro-Crack Morphologies, Indicated by Red Arrows, are Shown in (a) and 

(c). High magnification Images Taken at (b) 10000X and (d) 5000X Showing Dendritic Morphologies for All 

Low-Eccentricity Micro-Cracks. Black Arrows in (c) Point Towards Melt Pool Boundaries Stacked Along BD. 

 

Figure 6-11: EBSD (a) GMO and (b) KAM Maps Demonstrating Micro-Cracks with Low Eccentricities. Red 

Arrows Show Three Such Micro-Cracks Propagating Along Melt Pool Boundaries Perpendicular to BD. 

   

   

       

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 
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6.4.2.3 Evaluation of Micro-Cracking Mechanism Using the Beam-Scale Model 

Irrespective of the micro-crack eccentricity, the formation and propagation of micro-cracks are 

influenced by strains and stresses developed during processing (see Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-11). Moattari et 

al. [179] showed that evaluation of the stress triaxiality is more important than the individual stress components 

for micro-crack initiation and growth along a weld line. Stress triaxiality (T), commonly used in fracture 

mechanics to predict crack initiation and growth [86,179], is defined as a unitless parameter given by the ratio of 

the hydrostatic stress (𝜎𝑚) and the equivalent stress (𝜎𝑒): 

 𝑇 =
𝜎𝑚 

𝜎𝑒

 (6-2) 

The beam-scale model described in Section 6.3.1 is used to evaluate the stress triaxiality state and 

temperature at the melt-pool scale to differentiate between the solid-state and solidification cracking mechanisms. 

Figure 6-12 (a)-(b) show the stress triaxialities and temperature profiles simulated at the center of the melt pool 

(where the >0.99 ECC cracks are observed) and close to the melt pool boundary (where low ECC cracks are 

observed). In both cases, the stress triaxiality is negative under the heat source (~1 ms) and increases rapidly as 

the material cools (>1 ms). The stress triaxiality must be positive for crack nucleation under the absence of 

external loading [180]. Accordingly, the simulation in Figure 6-12 (a) shows that the stress triaxiality becomes 

positive inside the melt pool at a temperature (~1400 °C) situated above the solidus of R108 (1310°C [169]). This 

combination of positive stress triaxiality and super-solidus temperature supports the view of high ECC cracks 

resulting from the solidification cracking mechanism. 

The stress triaxiality becomes positive at a lower temperature (~1200 °C) close to the melt pool 

boundary, as shown in Figure 6-12 (b). This means that the formation of micro-cracks is less favorable along the 

melt pool boundaries compared to the columnar dendrite boundaries. Accordingly, the fraction of low ECC cracks 

is significantly lower than the high ECC micro-cracks in Figure 6-6 for all the parts, which also suggests that 

significant undercooling occurs during LPBF. 

Higher cooling rates result in reduced solidus temperatures, which contribute towards larger 

solidification range [181] and undercooling [182]. The coupled effect of large undercooling and solidification 

range promotes solidification cracking along the melt pool boundaries. Increasing the temperature inside the melt 

pool increases the temperature along the melt pool boundary, potentially achieved by increasing the line energy 

density [183,184]. This could explain why melt-pool micro-cracking increases as the laser power increases and 

scan speed decreases [1]. 
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Figure 6-12: Beam Heat Source Simulation of the Stress Triaxiality and Temperature Variation During 

Processing (a) within the Melt Pool and (b) close to the Melt Pool Boundary. The Red Boxes Highlight the 

Temperatures for the Onset of Positive Stress Triaxialities. 

6.4.3 Effect of Wall Thickness on Micro-Cracking 

Micro-cracking in high γ’ Ni-based superalloys depends on several criteria, including alloy composition 

[175], HAB misorientation and stresses (see Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-11). In this study, the micro-crack variation 

between the different wall thicknesses observed in Figure 6-4 cannot be attributed to composition as the same 

material is used for all the parts. The HAB also plays an important role in micro-crack formation. Figure 6-13 

compares HAB area fractions for different wall thicknesses. The HAB area fraction is highest in the 0.25 mm 

part, however, the CAF value is clearly lowest in the thinnest part as shown in Figure 6-4 (b). This indicates that 

there is no correlation between HAB area fraction and the micro-cracking phenomena observed in the thin-wall 

parts. Part geometry has a significant effect on the in-process stress during LPBF [168]. Consequently, changing 

the wall thickness is likely to affect in-process stresses and micro-cracking. 

6.4.3.1 Analysis of Thermal Stresses Using the Layer Heat Source Model 

To evaluate the effect of wall thickness on stresses, the FE layer-scale model described in Section 6.3.2 

is employed. The time increment used for the layer heat source model produces a uniform heat distribution 

through the layer and is unable to predict the stress state during the early stages of melt pool solidification 

accurately. The model can thus provide limited information on the crack nucleation tendency. However, it is fairly 

accurate in predicting the residual stresses that develop during the cool down of the part as shown by Yang et al. 

[141]. Consequently, the layer-scale model can provide a good indication of the effect of wall thickness on the 

propagation of the micro-cracks.  

   

    

   

 

(a) (b(b) 
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Figure 6-14 shows the stress distributions at the center of the part as a function of the build progress 

(BP) for the three wall thicknesses. Since the final height (LBH) is dependent on part thickness, BP is used to 

provide a comparison of the computed stress distributions for different wall thicknesses during laser processing 

(see Section 6.3.2). When BP = 50%, the layer temperature rises causing thermal expansion of the material. This 

leads to compressive stresses in the material along the X and Y directions as shown in Figure 6-14 (a) and (b). 

When BP increases, the material cools causing thermal contraction and development of tensile stresses at the 

centers of all parts as shown in Figure 6-14 (a) and (b). When BP = 100%, the last layer is heated indicating the 

completion of the part. This expansion-contraction of the material during LPBF is consistent with previous 

observations [185].  

 

Figure 6-13: Plot Showing the Effect of Part Thickness on High Angle Boundary (HAB) Area Fraction. Values 

Computed Using 4 EBSD Scans Taken from Different Regions for Each Part Thickness. 

The effect of part thickness on stress distributions can be explained with respect to the plate theory 

[186,187]. Thin-wall parts can only support loads along the in-plane direction (Y-Z) and the stresses in the 

through-thickness direction (X) are negligible. The plane stress condition is clearly seen in the 0.25 mm part in 

Figure 6-14 where the stress in the X-direction (Figure 6-14 (a)) vanishes rapidly once BP exceeds 56%. 

Increasing wall thickness allows more stress to be supported in the through-thickness direction as seen by the 

increased stress magnitudes for the 1 mm and 5 mm parts in Figure 6-14 (a). The stresses in the Y direction in 

Figure 6-14 (b) are mostly compressive but transition to tensile as BP progresses for the 1 mm and 5 mm parts. 

Interestingly, the Y-stress in the 0.25 mm part remains in compression, increasing continuously with BP until it 

reaches a negative steady state value (~ -300 MPa). 

In the unconstrained Z direction (BD), all parts develop very low compressive stresses at the beginning 

(see Figure 6-14 (c)). As the build progresses, cooling of the compressed upper layer causes material shrinkage 
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towards the laser path introducing tensile stress in BD, as demonstrated in Figure 6-14 (c). The stress magnitudes 

in the Z direction increase with part thickness due to the higher cooling rates and thermal gradients towards BD 

caused by the added wall thickness (see Section 6.4.4.2). This tensile stress is likely to favor the formation and 

propagation of micro-cracks along the melt pool boundaries (note that the stress axis is mostly perpendicular to 

the melt pool plane). Considering the CAF values for 5 mm, 1 mm and 0.25 mm part thicknesses at different 

micro-crack eccentricities (see Figure 6-6), thicker wall structures have higher proportion of melt-pool (ECC 

≤0.99) to straight (ECC >0.99) micro-cracks than thinner walls (3.1, 1.6 and 1.3 in the 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 

mm, respectively). 

 

                                 (a)                                                   (b)                                                    (c) 

Figure 6-14: Layer Heat Source Simulation of the Stresses in (a) X Direction, (b) Y Direction and (c) Z 

Direction (See Figure 6-2 (a) for Axis Reference) Extracted at BP = 50% During the Process up to the End of 

Simulation (BP = 100%). Results Include Stresses for the 5 mm (Black), 1 mm (Red) and 0.25 mm (Blue) Thin-

Wall Parts. 

6.4.3.2 Analysis of Stress Triaxiality Using the Layer Heat Source Model 

The evolution of stress triaxiality calculated at the center of the parts with respect to BP is shown in 

Figure 6-15. The negative stress triaxiality observed when the first layer is activated is due to the large step 

increment and the uniform heat distribution through the layer as mentioned earlier. As the build progresses, the 

wall thickness is shown to impact the residual stress significantly. The stress triaxiality value increases with 

increasing part thickness, suggesting favored micro-crack growth for larger wall thicknesses. This is consistent 

with Figure 6-4 (a) where the micro-crack size increases with the part thickness. The 0.25 mm part rapidly reaches 

steady state at T~ -0.33, corresponding to uniaxial compression in Figure 6-15. Micro-crack growth is thus 

suppressed as the build progresses, which partially explains the significantly lower CAF value in the thinnest part 

(Figure 6-4 (b)). 
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Furthermore, residual stresses from previous layers affect micro-crack growth. Higher residual stresses 

in the part are likely to affect the local stress triaxiality surrounding the melt pool region and delay the transition 

between negative and positive stress triaxialities shown in Figure 6-12. Consequently, increasing the part 

thickness should result in higher propensity to micro-cracking. Accordingly, micro-crack quantification in Fig. 

4b indicates more micro-cracks in the thickest part (5 mm) compared to the thinnest part (0.25 mm), suggesting 

direct proportionality between part thickness and micro-crack propensity. 

 

Figure 6-15: Layer Heat Source Simulation of the Stress Triaxialities for the 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0.25 mm Parts. 

However, the higher CAF in the 1 mm part compared to the 5 mm part represents a discontinuity in this 

trend. A similar micro-crack analysis performed using different build conditions (15° scan angle relative to the 

X-direction) and materials (RENÉ 65 and RENÉ 108) reached similar conclusions [158]. In all cases, the 1 mm 

part always showed higher crack density and higher local variation compared to its counterparts. Therefore, the 

trend of higher crack density for larger wall thickness (Figure 6-4 (b)) clearly exhibits an anomalous behavior 

between 0.25 mm and 5 mm wall thickness. Simple FE models detailed in Section 6.3 are not sufficient for 

explaining the anomalous behavior associated with heterogeneous distribution of micro-cracks in the 1 mm part. 

The macro- and micro-scale models are unable to capture the thermal interaction between adjacent laser tracks, 

thus, the local thermal gradient cannot be captured. To capture the long- and short-range thermal gradients 

responsible for micro-cracking, a more efficient multi-scale LPBF model is required. 

6.4.4 Anomalous Micro-Cracking Behavior in Thin-Wall Structures 

Microstructures are the strategic link between materials processing and behavior. The dendritic structure 

is the most frequently observed pattern in solidified alloys. The microstructural scales of dendrites control the 

segregation profiles, the formation of secondary phases within interdendritic regions, and the micro-cracking 
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behavior. The following sub-sections evaluate the effect of wall thickness on the dendritic structure in an attempt 

to explain the anomalous micro-cracking behavior observed in the 1 mm thick parts. 

6.4.4.1 Effect of Wall Thickness on PDAS 

Figure 6-16 (a)-(c) show sample BSE-SEM images illustrating dendrite morphologies for 5 mm, 1 mm, 

and 0.25 mm parts, respectively. All dendrites exhibit columnar morphologies and small PDASs typical of high 

cooling rates observed in laser AM [80,83,84]. Columnar dendrites near the melt pool centerline are aligned with 

BD. Intersecting dendrites away from the melt pool centerline exhibit a wide range of growth angles with respect 

to BD. These angles vary between 9° and 77° for 5 mm, 5° and 63° for 1 mm, and 7° and 21° for 0.25 mm. 

Deviations in dendrite angles occur due to heterogeneous nucleation sites and varying heat flow directions 

developed along the melt pool boundaries [188,189]. Decreasing the wall thickness leads to more directional heat 

flow and preferential dendrite growth along BD.  

 

Figure 6-16: BSE-SEM Images Showing Fine Columnar Dendrites for Parts with Wall Thicknesses of (a) 5 

mm, (b) 1 mm and (c) 0.25 mm. (d) Plot Showing Effect of Part Thickness on PDAS and Cooling Rate. PDAS 

Values were Measured at the Center of the Melt Pool, and a Solidification Rate of 0.6 m/s was Chosen to 

Calculate the Cooling Rates. 

                        

                       

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 6-16 (d) shows the effect of part thickness on average PDAS calculated from four BSE-SEM 

images for the 5 mm, 1 mm and 0.25 mm parts (see Section 6.2.5). The average PDAS value for columnar 

dendrites is lower for the 5 mm (0.43 μm) part compared to the 1 mm (0.60 μm) and 0.25 mm (0.64 μm) parts.  

6.4.4.2 Effect of Wall Thickness on Cooling Rates 

The measured PDAS values were used to calculate cooling rates for the three parts.  A power-law-based 

model for superalloys defined by Hunt and Kurtz-Fisher was adopted to evaluate the average thermal 

gradientsm(𝐺) and solidification velocities (𝑉) [190,191]. Cooling rates were calculated using the product of 𝐺 

and 𝑉. The general form of the equation is: 

 𝜆1 = 𝐴𝑜𝐺−𝑚𝑉−𝑛, (6-3) 

where 𝐴𝑜 is a proportional constant, and 𝑚 and 𝑛 are power law constants of 𝐺 and 𝑉, respectively. The values 

for 𝐴𝑜, 𝑚 and 𝑛 were set to 832, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively, based on a computational-fluid-dynamics-based 

(CFD-based) solidification model by Sabau et al. [166]. The value of 𝑉 was set to 0.6 m/s to provide a rough 

estimate of 𝐺 and �̇� (𝐺 ∗ 𝑉) at the center of the melt pool. The solidification velocity range likely lies between a 

fraction of the scanning speed (minimum at the bottom of the melt pool) and the full scanning speed (maximum 

at the trailing edge of the melt pool – 1 m/s in Table 6-2). 

Figure 6-16 (d) shows that the average cooling rate decreases as part thickness decreases. The 5 mm 

part exhibits higher cooling rate (2.94 x 106) compared to the 1 mm (1.87 x 106) and 0.25 mm (1.32 x 106) parts. 

Cooling rates for all parts are similar to LPBF cooling rates reported in literature [80]. This observation appears 

to be counterintuitive as thinner parts possess greater surface to volume ratios, implying faster cooling than thicker 

parts. Nevertheless, this can be interpreted using heat transfer/flow operation in the powder bed: 1) surrounding 

powder particles act as insulators, and 2) heat conduction is limited to the solidified part of the build [79]. Builds 

with thicker walls encompass significantly larger masses of solid material within the powder than their thinner 

counterparts. The bulky solid material underneath the melt pool acts as a heat sink conducting heat away rapidly, 

resulting in higher cooling rates in the thicker parts. This is consistent with the stress plots in Figure 6-14 showing 

larger thermal stresses for larger wall thicknesses. The macroscopic thermal gradient increases with part thickness 

leading to higher micro-crack growth rate and a higher number of melt-pool micro-cracks in the thicker parts (5 

mm compared with 0.25 mm), as discussed in Section 6.4.3.1. 
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6.4.4.3 Core-to-Edge Effect on Micro-Cracking in Thin-Wall Parts 

The evaluation of the cooling rates using the PDAS measurements (Section 6.4.4.2) agrees with the 

stress analysis (Section 6.4.3.1). Increasing the wall thickness increases the cooling rate and the associated 

thermal stresses. Interestingly, the 1 mm part shows larger variation in PDAS and cooling rate, implying higher 

fluctuation of the local thermal gradient in the 1 mm part compared to the 0.25 mm and 5 mm parts. This can 

explain the higher amount and variation in CAF for the 1 mm part observed in Figure 6-4 (b) and Figure 6-6. 

The local thermal gradient likely promotes the formation of high ECC micro-cracks aligned with BD. 

The elevated thermal gradient experienced by parts with wall thicknesses between 0.25 mm and 5 mm 

can be attributed to the core-to-edge effect stemming from the heat transfer mechanism during processing. Lower 

heat transfer at the edges due to powder insulation coupled with higher heat transfer in the center through the 

solidified core can lead to high thermal gradient in the part. However, studies of cooling rates based on location-

dependent PDASs were inconclusive. Alternatively, the laser path vector length, proportional to the wall 

thickness, can affect the thermal gradient. In the future, it is of interest to study thin-wall parts with a wider range 

of laser scanning strategies and wall thicknesses to better capture the effect of thermal gradient on the micro-

cracking behavior. 

6.5 Conclusions 

The micro-cracking mechanism in thin-wall LPBF high γ’ Ni-based superalloy, RENÉ 108, was 

investigated. The micro-cracks were statistically analyzed for parts with three different wall thicknesses. Electron 

microscopy characterization was performed to evaluate the micro-cracking mechanism. Finite element analysis 

was conducted to calculate the in-process stresses. Two different FE models, considered at beam and layer scales, 

were used to predict the stress states at the micro- and macroscopic levels. The beam-scale model used an ED 

heat source to mimic the laser beam, while the layer-scale model used a ‘lumped’ heating approach. 

Two types of micro-cracks were observed in the thin-wall parts. Most micro-cracks were straight and 

aligned along the build direction, while others formed along melt pool boundaries. All micro-cracks demonstrated 

dendritic morphologies and formed along high angle boundaries, characteristic of solidification cracking. The 

beam-scale simulation results support the apparent solidification cracking mechanism. The comparison between 

the simulated stress triaxialities and temperatures showed that solidification cracking is favored within the melt 

pool, consistent with the higher fraction of straight micro-cracks observed along the dendrite boundaries. The 

simulation also showed that micro-crack formation is more difficult along the melt pool boundaries. In these 

areas, the stress triaxiality becomes positive when the temperature is significantly lower compared to the center 
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of the melt pool. Laser power, speed and part thickness all influence the temperature within the melt pool, 

consequently affecting the formation of melt-pool micro-cracks. 

With the laser conditions and part thicknesses considered, the cooling rates for all parts were in the order 

of 106 °C/s, typical of laser-based AM. The thicker parts exhibited higher cooling rates compared to the thinner 

parts due to heat transfer mechanisms associated with the part surface area to volume ratio. Accordingly, 

numerical simulations showed higher stresses in thicker walls and more micro-cracks were observed in the 5 mm 

compared to the 0.25 mm part. Micro-crack propagation is favored for builds with thicker walls because the stress 

triaxiality increases with wall thickness. At 0.25 mm wall thickness, the simulation displays compressive residual 

stress state, which transitions to tensile stress state as the build thickness increases. 

The micro-cracking behavior is discontinuous between 0.25 mm and 5 mm, determined by the 

significantly higher micro-crack propensity in the 1 mm part. In addition, microstructure analysis showed 

evidence of higher fluctuation of thermal gradients within the 1 mm part, compared to the other parts. Therefore, 

a small variation in part thickness alone can drastically change the micro-crack volume fraction. Crack density 

increases by 5X when the wall thickness increases from 0.25 mm to 1 mm and decreases by 1.6X when the wall 

thickness further increases to 5 mm. These results reflect the significance and sensitivity of internal micro-

cracking to changing wall thicknesses, which must be weighed carefully during part design. To obtain improved 

empirical evidence for the maximum threshold wall thickness value for micro-cracking, more samples and part 

thicknesses need to be considered. 
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Chapter 7 

Investigating the Effect of Build Position on Micro-Cracking in 

LPBF-Based Thin-Wall Components 

 

In this chapter, the effect of build height on micro-cracking density in a LPBF-printed thin-wall part is 

investigated and a theory for the observed micro-cracking trends is proposed. It is well documented that high 

cooling rates and thermal gradients (inherent in LPBF) influence the formation of heterogeneous microstructures 

during processing. The microstructure variation coupled with the created in-process stresses could affect the 

micro-cracking behavior along the part height. This study combines both experimental and numerical simulation 

techniques to determine the micro-cracking tendencies at three different positions along the LBH. A RENÉ 108 

1 mm thin-wall sample is chosen as it demonstrates high micro-cracking propensities. The effect of PDAS, 

cooling rates and in-process stresses on micro-cracking are discussed for the three cases.4 
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7.1 Introduction 

Additive manufacturing of metallic components is of particular interest to fabricate complex features 

with thin-wall sections for aerospace and land turbine engine applications [30]. Sustainable high-temperature 

materials such as Ni-based superalloys, which provide good creep and fatigue strength in conjunction with 

excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance [131–135,169], are required to produce parts such as serpentine-

shaped fuel nozzles and turbine vanes. However, many challenges arise during the production of thin-wall 

structures using hard-to-weld high gamma prime (γ’) Ni-based superalloys due to the complex process-geometry-

chemistry relationship. Micro-crack formation during laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) processing is one such 

problem not understood in depth [13,96,175].  

In this study, the effect of build height on micro-cracking of LPBF-printed RENÉ 108 thin-wall 

components is investigated. A “layer heat source model” is used to evaluate the effect of residual stress state on 

micro-crack propagation along the part height, while primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) analysis is used to 

determine the effect of build height on crack nucleation. 

7.2 Experimental Procedures 

7.2.1 Materials 

The high-γ’ “hard-to-weld” Ni-based superalloy RENÉ (R108), with 6.15 wt.% Al+Ti content and 63% 

γ’ volume fraction, was used to manufacture LPBF-based thin-wall structures. The powder was provided by 

Powder Alloy Corporation, consisting of mostly spherical powder particles with a size range (D10-D90) of 12-40 

µm and median particle size (D50) of ~19 µm. The chemical composition (in wt. %) of the powder was determined 

by inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) at Activation Laboratories (ACTLABS 

© Canada) (Table 7-1).  

Table 7-1: Chemical Composition of As-Received RÉNÉ 108 Powder in wt.%. 

Ni Cr Co Al Ti Ta W Mo Hf B Zr C 

Bal. 8.64 10 5.36 0.75 3.02 10.03 0.53 0.87 0.01 0.01 0.01 

7.2.2 LPBF Printing 

Three thin-wall parts with thicknesses 5.00 (5) mm, 1.00 (1) mm and 0.25 mm were built using an 

AconityTM MIDI LPBF printer with machine conditions similar to [158]. The laser scan pattern was bidirectional 
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with a hatch angle of 75 degrees to the thickness (along the X direction) and no scan rotation was incorporated 

between layers. The design part length (along the Y direction) and height (along the Z direction) for each specimen 

was 50 mm. Parts with thicker walls had higher limiting build heights (LBHs) compared to thinner walls as 

explained in [158]. In this study, only the 1 mm part was chosen to investigate the effect of build height on micro-

cracking behavior in LPBF thin-wall parts. The LBH of the 1 mm part was 44.50 mm, rounded to 45 mm for 

simplicity. 

7.2.3 Microstructure Characterization 

The as-printed parts were removed from the build plate and thin-wall sections, approximately 5 mm x 

15 mm (length x height) in dimension, were extracted for metallurgical sample preparation. Different regions, top 

(T), middle (M) and bottom (B), central to the part width (see Figure 7-1) were sectioned with respect to the base 

plate.  All samples were mounted, ground, and polished, with final polishing conducted using 0.04 µm colloidal 

silica finish. The polished samples were viewed under the Keyence VHX7000 digital microscope for micro-crack 

observation and quantification. 

Furthermore, samples were etched with glyceregia (15 mL HCl, 10 mL Glycerol, 5 mL HNO3) for 10 s 

to reveal melt pools, dendrites, and micro-cracking behavior. Microstructure characterization was performed 

using a JEOL JSM-7600F field emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM).   

7.2.4 Image Analysis, Micro-Crack Quantification, and Primary Dendrite Arm Spacing 

Micrographs of as-polished specimens were analyzed using image analysis software, ImageJ [72], 

coupled with a custom visual basic script. The micro-crack analysis procedure outlined previously in [158] was 

utilized to extract the crack area fractions and crack length densities for T, M and B sections (see Figure 7-1) of 

the 1 mm part. Crack area fraction (CAF) is defined as a percentage of the total area of micro-cracks per image 

normalized by the image area. Crack length density (CLD) is defined as the sum of lengths of micro-cracks per 

image normalized by the image area.  

All samples were ground and polished five times to generate an adequate number of planes 

(approximately 1 mm inter-planar distance) for crack density analyses. Micro-crack quantification along build 

direction (BD) across the part thickness was fully captured by performing image analysis on the XZ plane. Over 

30 micrographs per plane were analyzed, and micro-crack quantities including 95% confidence levels were 

computed for each sample. Average primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) values were computed using four 

5000X magnification backscatter electron SEM (BSE-SEM) images from different crack-free regions near 
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straighter dendrites for each specimen. Micrograph PDAS measurements were taken using the linear intercept 

method [166]. 

7.3 Modeling Methodology 

The effect of spatial variation along BD on in-process stresses is evaluated using the “layer heat source” 

finite element modelling (FEM) technique described in [158]. Convective and radiative heat losses are 

incorporated for all surfaces exposed to the external environment (25 °C) [168]. Temperature-dependent 

properties are proprietary and provided by General Electric, whereas mechanical properties are obtained from 

Kissinger et al. [170]. The layer-scale ABAQUS-based FEM methodology proposed by Yang et al [141] is 

employed to obtain accurate prediction of in-process stress results. Results are computed using a sequentially 

coupled thermo-mechanical modelling procedure similar to [144]. The model utilizes a lumped-track approach to 

simulate a single heat source. Five physical layers are combined into a single layer in the model (200 µm 

thickness) to improve computational efficiency.  

 

Figure 7-1: 3D Finite Element Model Illustrating the Positions (Blue Points) along the Build Direction Used to 

Capture the Stress Triaxialities in the 1 mm Thick Part for the Bottom (B), Middle (M) and Top (T) Regions 

(Separated by Dashed Lines) During Processing. The Cracks were Analyzed in the Vicinity of the Points Used 

for Simulation. The LBH Considered in the Model was Rounded to 45 mm for Simplicity. 

Figure 7-1 shows the three-dimensional (3D) finite element model illustrating the positions (blue points) 

taken for stress analysis in the top, middle and bottom of the 1 mm part during LPBF processing. To compare 

stress results for T, M and B, the terminology build progress (BP), representing the normalized height of the part 

along BD is used. Each point considered for stress analysis is taken central to the part thickness (along the X 

direction) and length (along the Y direction), as shown in Figure 7-1. The stress is analyzed at the center of the 
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section to correlate with the location of micro-crack characterization. For the middle region, M, for instance, the 

in-process stress is always recorded at BP = 50% as subsequent layers are added up to LBH (BP = 100%). 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

7.4.1 Micro-Cracking Morphology 

Figure 7-2 shows micro-graphs of typical micro-cracks observed in the R108 1 mm thick sample on the 

XZ plane. Most micro-cracks appear to propagate towards BD, and some appear in the vicinity of the melt pool 

boundary, as shown in Figure 7-2 (a). A close-up of a micro-crack, highlighted using a red box in Figure 7-2 

(a), is shown in Figure 7-2 (b). The dendritic morphology on either side of the cracked boundary likely indicates 

solidification cracking according to some [13,175], however others such as Carter et al. [96] suggest that solid-

state cracking cannot be ruled out. Detailed investigation of the micro-cracking mechanism requires advanced 

microstructure characterization and beam-scale FEM analysis, not in the scope for this publication.  

 

Figure 7-2: SE-SEM Micrographs Showing Examples of (a) Micro-cracks at Low Magnification 250X and (b) 

a Close-Up of Micro-Crack in (a) (Highlighted Using the Red Box) at High Magnification 10000X. The Micro-

Crack is Observed in the Vicinity of the Melt Pool Boundary as Shown in (a) and Clearly Exhibits Dendritic 

Morphologies. Both Images were Taken from the Midsection of the Printed Part. 

7.4.2 Effect of Build Height on Micro-Cracking 

To assess the effect of spatial variation on micro-crack propagation, the effect of build height on micro-

crack propensity and stress triaxiality is demonstrated in Figure 7-3. The crack area fractions (CAFs) and crack 

length densities (CLDs) are higher near the top of the build and lower near the base plate, as shown in Figure 7-3 

(a). Also, all selected regions in the 1 mm part exhibit high CAF and CLD variation, consistent with a previous 

study on similar high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys for 1 mm wall thickness [158].  

   

(a) (b) 
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The “layer heat source model” described in Section 7.3 was used to evaluate the stress along the build 

height. This model is fairly accurate for predicting the residual stresses generated during the cool down of the part 

as shown by Yang et al. [141]. Figure 7-3 (b) shows the stress triaxialities for the top (T), middle (M) and bottom 

(B) sections of the 1 mm part. In each case, the newly added layer experiences compression (negative stress 

triaxiality) and transitions to tension (positive stress triaxiality) as the build progresses. The transition from 

compression to tension occurs faster for M and T compared to B. For instance, M changes from compression to 

tension rapidly from BP = 52% to BP ≥ 60%, while B changes from compression to tension relatively slowly 

from BP = 20% to BP ≥ 48%. 

 

Figure 7-3: Plots Showing (a) the Average Crack Area Fractions and Crack Length Densities, and (b) 

Simulated Stress Triaxialities as the Build Progresses at the Bottom, Middle and Top of the 1 mm Part. 

The steeper transition for M and T is attributed to less constrain, due to fewer layers near the top surface 

compared to the substrate. Also, note that the stress triaxiality for T reaches a lower value compared to B and M 

because it is close to the top surface, which consists of the fewest printed layers. The simulations correspond well 

with the experimental CAF and CLD values in Figure 7-3 (a). While the model cannot capture the crack 

nucleation tendency, it shows a lower propensity for crack growth close to the base plate. This is because the time 

increment used for the “layer heat source model” creates uniform heat distribution through the layer and is unable 

to predict the stress state during the early stages of melt pool solidification accurately. Overall, the simulation and 

experimental results highlight the significance of stress triaxiality on micro-crack volume fraction after LPBF 

processing. 

    

(a) (b) 
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7.4.3 Effect of Build Height on Cooling Rate 

To evaluate the effect of crack nucleation on the CAF and CLD, the PDAS and the associated cooling 

rates were computed at different positions along the part height. Increasing cooling rate is reported to negatively 

affect solidification crack nucleation in Ni-rich alloys [192]. Cooling rates were calculated based on the Hunt and 

Kurtz-Fisher model for superalloys, 

 𝜆1 = 𝐴𝑜𝐺−𝑚𝑉−𝑛, (7-1) 

where 𝜆1 is the PDAS, 𝐴𝑜 is a proportional constant, 𝐺 is the temperature gradient, 𝑉 is the solidification rate, 

and 𝑚 and 𝑛 are power law constants of 𝐺 and 𝑉, respectively. The constants 𝐴𝑜, 𝑚 and 𝑛 were set to 832, 0.5 

and 0.25 based on the work by Sabau et al. [166]. The measured PDAS was used for 𝜆1. Finally, the cooling rate 

was computed using the product of 𝐺 and 𝑉, assuming 𝑉 = 0.6 𝑚/𝑠, representative of solidification rates near 

the center of the melt pool. 

   Dendrites passing through the center of the melt pool are fine (approximately 0.6 μm width), columnar 

and propagate along BD, as shown in Figure 7-4 (a). The columnar dendritic morphology has been observed for 

laser-processed materials elsewhere [83]. The interdendritic regions also demonstrate etch pits (red arrows) due 

to strong wet etching conditions, necessary to observe the melt pool and the dendrites. Figure 7-4 (b) shows that 

the average measured PDAS values of the columnar dendrites for all regions are similar and lie between 0.5 and 

0.8 μm, with cooling rates lying between 1 and 3 x 106, typical of laser AM [80].  

 

Figure 7-4: (a) BSE-SEM Image Showing Fine Columnar Dendrites in the Middle of the 1 mm Part, where the 

Red Arrows Indicate Etch Pits. (b) Plot Showing the Effect of Part Thickness on PDAS and Cooling Rate. All 

PDAS Values were Measured at the Center of the Melt Pool and 0.6 m/s Solidification Rate was Used to 

Compute the Cooling Rates. 
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There is no significant difference in the PDAS and cooling rate values between the three different 

sections of the 1 mm thick part. This is attributed to similar processing conditions resulting in similar solidification 

patterns and high cooling rates along the part height. Hence, cooling rate does not cause the variation in stress 

triaxiality along BD. 

7.5 Conclusions 

The effect of build height on the micro-cracking behavior in thin-wall parts made of high gamma prime 

Ni-based superalloys was investigated. Micro-cracks demonstrated dendritic morphologies, representative of 

cracking in the final stages of solidification. Micro-crack densities were found to be lower close to the base plate 

and higher for the middle and top sections. The analysis of the cooling rates observed along the build height 

suggests a similar tendency for crack nucleation. The reduced crack density close to the base plate is attributed to 

the more compressive state stress suppressing crack propagation.  
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Chapter 8 

Examining the Effect of Composition on Micro-Cracking in High-

γ’ Ni-Based Superalloy Thin-Wall Structures Produced by LPBF  

 

In this chapter, the effects of material composition on the micro-cracking tendencies in high-γ’ Ni-based 

superalloys are elucidated. Two different Ni-based superalloys, RENÉ 65 (γ’ ~42%) and RENÉ 108 (γ’ ~63%), 

covering a wide range of alloy compositions within the crack-susceptibility window are selected for this study. 

Various microstructure characterization tools such as SEM, TEM, EDX and EBSD, coupled with thermodynamic 

and numerical simulations, are used to compare and explain the micro-cracking behaviors of the two materials. 5 
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8.1 Introduction 

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) enables the production of complex thin-wall metal components such 

as vanes and fuel nozzles in gas turbine jet engines [50,193]. Near-net shape three-dimensional (3D) parts are 

built layer-by-layer through selective processing of the powder layers using computer aided design (CAD) at 

rapid solidification rates [42,166]. This adds a layer of complexity during fabrication, which could adversely 

affect the part quality and ultimately result in build failure [119,158]. To develop defect-free LPBF thin-wall 

structures, factors such as wall thickness [120], laser scanning strategy [127], laser energy density [96], and alloy 

composition [194], must be considered carefully during part design.  

Components  Alloy composition has a significant effect on the processability of a metal part. High-

gamma-prime (high-γ’) nickel-based (Ni-based) superalloys are of particular interest as they boast excellent creep 

and fatigue strengths, coupled with oxidation and corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures [131,133,134]. 

These alloys are difficult to process due to their enhanced susceptibility to micro-cracking during rapid 

solidification processing [13,158,195]. Several authors [175,194,196] recently showed that the alloy compositions 

can be modified to produce LPBF parts with few micro-cracks. However, the studies overlooked advanced 

metallurgical investigations in describing the micro-cracking mechanisms. Improved understanding of the 

cracking mechanism furthers development of the next generation of high-γ’ superalloys compatible with LPBF 

processing conditions. 

There exists an ongoing debate on the types of micro-cracking mechanisms observed during LPBF. The 

two types of micro-cracking mechanisms discussed widely include solidification cracking and solid-state 

cracking. Solidification cracking typically occurs in the final stages of solidification when the undercooled liquid 

is the last to solidify due to solute enrichment at the grain boundaries (GBs) [176]. Solid-state cracking occurs 

when there is no remaining liquid and there is a reduction in ductility at the GBs formed during rapid solidification 

[15]. These cracks are typically distinguished using morphological observations – solidification cracks exhibit 

interdendritic morphologies, whereas solid-state cracks display intergranular morphologies [15].  

Few authors have studied micro-cracking mechanisms for LPBF-processed high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys 

with Al+Ti contents exceeding 6 wt%, preferential for micro-cracking [15]. For instance, Chauvet et al. [13] 

considered an additively manufactured Ni-based superalloy with Al+Ti wt% = 8.6, proposing that micro-cracks 

preferentially aligned with the build direction (BD) exhibit interdendritic morphologies depicting the 

solidification cracking mechanism. The authors explained that Mo- and Cr-rich borides promote solidification 

cracking at high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), owing to the presence of a stable liquid film and large tensile 

thermal stresses favoring micro-crack propagation. On the other hand, Ghoussoub et al. [194] suggested that 
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LPBF-processed high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys exhibit both solid-state and solidification cracking, but the 

dominating micro-cracking mechanism is influenced by the γ’ content and the solidification range of the alloy. 

The authors proposed that straight cracks aligned with BD exhibit intergranular solid-state cracking, whereas 

jagged cracks exhibit interdendritic solidification cracking, consistent with observations by Carter et al. [96] for 

the alloy CM247LC, with Al+Ti wt% = 6.5. According to Ghoussoub et al. [194], straight cracks are attributed 

to reduced ductility and higher γ’ contents, whereas jagged cracks are correlated to wider solidification intervals 

and the increased presence of Hf/Ta-rich carbides at the crack tips. Interestingly, Hariharan et al. [175] who 

studied IN738LC, a variant of CM247LC with Al+Ti wt% = 6.2, demonstrated dendritic morphologies, 

suggesting the solidification cracking mechanism, for all LPBF micro-cracks aligned with BD. The authors 

attributed solidification crack formation to the enrichment of minor alloying elements such as Zr and Si at the 

HAGBs, highlighting the importance of solute diffusion rates on micro-segregation and solute enrichment at the 

HAGBs. Recently, Chakraborty et al. [197] studied LPBF micro-cracking in a similar alloy, RENÉ 108, with 

Al+Ti wt% = 6.2. The authors observed interdendritic crack morphologies and proposed the solidification 

cracking mechanism. Solidification cracking is preferred along columnar boundaries parallel to BD as positive 

stress triaxiality state is maintained at higher temperatures within the melt pool core compared to the melt pool 

boundary [197]. To gain further insight on the inherent nature of micro-cracking in LPBF high-γ’ Ni-based 

superalloys, the effect of alloy composition on the micro-crack formation mechanism must be elucidated.  

In this study, the underlying mechanisms for varying micro-cracking behaviors in LPBF-processed 

alloys with different compositions are thoroughly investigated through statistical analysis, finite element analysis 

(FEA), and advanced microstructure characterization. Two different high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys, RENÉ 65 

(R65) and RENÉ 108 (R108), are chosen to assess the differences in micro-cracking tendencies for varying γ’ 

contents and alloy compositions. Optical microscopy combined with image and statistical analyses is used to 

determine the micro-cracking densities. Electron microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 

techniques are employed to observe the parent microstructure, crack morphologies, and to further identify the 

phases and misorientation angles preferential for micro-cracking. The solidification behaviors are compared using 

thermodynamic simulations and the factors affecting LPBF micro-cracking are presented. 

8.2 Experimental Procedures 

8.2.1 Powder Characteristics 

Two hard-to-weld high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys, R65 and R108, with γ’ volume fractions of 42% [73] 

and 63% [74], were used in the study. The alloys were chosen to encompass a wide range of alloy compositions 

susceptible to micro-cracking during rapid solidification processing [110]. Gas-atomized powders for R65 and 
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R108 were supplied by ATI Powder Metals and Powder Alloy Corporation (PAC), respectively. The size ranges 

(D10- D90) and median sizes (D50) of the powder particles for both materials were 12-40 µm and ~19 µm, 

respectively. The particles were mostly spherical and consisted of few satellite particles attached to larger particles 

[158]. The chemical compositions of the as-received powders, obtained through inductively coupled plasma – 

optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) at Activation Laboratories (ACTLABS© Canada), are provided in 

Table 8-1.  

Table 8-1: Powder Compositions of R65 and R108 in wt.%. 

Alloy Ni Cr Co Al Ti Ta W Mo Nb Hf Fe B Zr C 

R65 Bal. 15.86 13.22 2.15 3.65 0.04 4.25 4.03 0.75  1 0.01 0.05 0.01 

R108 Bal. 8.64 10 5.36 0.75 3.02 10.03 0.53  0.87 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Two thin-wall parts were manufactured on separate build plates by the AconityTM MIDI printer using 

the build conditions provided in Figure 8-1 (a). Details of the printing parameters are available in [158]. 

Bidirectional scan strategy at a 15° scan angle with respect to the wall thickness (X-direction) was used. The parts 

were oriented at a 45° angle relative to the recoating direction to avoid printing the parts perpendicular to the 

recoater motion. An image of the as-built thin-wall parts is presented in Figure 8-1 (b). A wall thickness of 1.00 

mm was considered because it showed the highest cracking density for both materials [158]. The part widths (Y-

direction) and heights (Z-direction or build direction (BD)) for the parts were set to 50 mm. The as-printed part 

heights (or limiting build heights – LBHs) for R65 and R108 were 30.45 mm and 30.12 mm, respectively.  

 

Figure 8-1: (a) LPBF Process Parameters Used to Fabricate R65 and R108 Thin-Wall components. (b) A Side-

View Image of the As-Printed Components. 
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8.2.2 Microscopic Characterization 

8.2.2.1 Optical Microscopy 

As-built components were removed from the base plate and sectioned along the XZ plane central to the 

part length. The XZ plane was chosen to cover the entire wall thickness along BD for microstructure 

characterization, as done in [158,196]. Thin-wall 1.00 mm × 10.00 mm (X × Z) sections were extracted from 

central locations to avoid microstructure heterogeneities at the sample edges and the base plate. Standard 

metallurgical sample preparation procedure including mounting, grinding, and polishing was utilized. The 

finishing steps included polishing with 0.04 µm colloidal silica, cleaning in an ultrasonic deionized (DI) water 

bath, rinsing with DI water, and drying with compressed air. The specimens were inspected under the Keyence 

VHX7000 digital microscope and over 100 optical micrographs (taken at 1000X) were obtained for part-scale 

qualitative and micro-crack statistical analysis. 

8.2.2.2 Electron Microscopy 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) technique was used to observe and compare micro-crack 

morphologies as well as the phase distributions in the vicinity of micro-crack boundaries. As-polished samples 

were etched for 5s with glyceregia to reveal melt pools and dendrites within the material microstructure. A JEOL 

JSM-7600F field emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM) was used to acquire low (250X) and high (5000X-10000X) 

magnification images of micro-cracks with different morphologies.  

To better examine the microstructure near micro-cracks, electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) was 

used to obtain crystallographic information. The EBSD measurements were performed using a Thermo Scientific 

Quattro Environmental FEG-SEM equipped with Thermo Scientific Lumis EBSD detector. Plots from 5 different 

regions per sample were acquired at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV using a step size of 200 nm and the data 

was further processed using TSL OIMTM and a MATLAB script. For each region, two maps showing grain 

misorientations (GMOs) and kernel average misorientations (KAMs) were generated. The KAM maps are 

beneficial to provide qualitative representation of strain in crystalline materials. In this work, the maps are used 

to compare local and intergranular misorientations and qualitatively examine strain distributions in the vicinity of 

high angle boundaries (HABs) for different micro-crack morphologies. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was employed to further investigate phase distributions at 

select HABs near micro-cracks on the XZ plane. Specimens were prepared to explore potential metallurgical 

factors responsible for contrasting micro-cracking propensities between the two alloys. Central sections with 

dimensions of 1.00 × 3.00 × 1.50 mm (X × Y × Z) were extracted from the as-printed thin-wall parts. The samples 

were mounted on a Gatan disc grinder on the XY surface and thinned to heights (Z) of 1.00 mm using standard 
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metallographic grinding and polishing steps. The FEG-SEM was used to select regions (one per sample) 

containing HABs near micro-cracks for TEM sample preparations using the focussed ion beam (FIB) method, as 

shown in Figure 8-2 (a). A HITACHI FB-2000A Ga-FIB was used to produce thin specimens with dimensions 

of 15 × 0.1 × 10 µm (X × Y × Z), as illustrated in Figure 8-2 (b). The samples were made to reveal the 

microstructure on the XZ plane (containing BD) using a JEOL JEM 2100F FEG-TEM equipped with an Oxford 

Xplore TEM energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector. Analyses were carried out in both 

conventional and scanning TEM (STEM) modes at 200 kV operating voltage. Controlled tilting techniques and 

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were used to distinguish HABs and identify γ’ precipitates 

within the microstructure. 

 

Figure 8-2: (a) Sample SEM image of R108 with inset (green box) showing a region of interest (ROI – red 

box) near a micro-crack for focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out. (b) Schematic showing the TEM/STEM imaging 

region on the XZ surface of the thinned lamella after FIB lift-out. Z is aligned with the build direction (BD). 

8.2.3 Image and Statistical Analysis Procedures 

Micro-crack statistics were generated through image analysis (using ImageJ [72]) and statistical data 

computation methods (through Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) scripts). Over 100 optical micrographs were 

used to produce sufficient micro-cracking data for statistical analysis. All images were inspected thoroughly to 

identify appropriate filtering parameters for inherent micro-cracks. Criteria such as minor axis lengths less than 

5 µm, areas less than 1500 µm2, circularities less than 0.6, roundness values less than 0.4, and aspect ratios less 

than 2.5 were utilized to distinguish inherent LPBF micro-cracks from other defects such as voids, porosities, or 

large defect-induced micro-cracks.  

The micro-crack quantification procedure is outlined in [158]. The micro-crack area and count data were 

used to compute crack area fractions (CAFs) and crack count densities (CCDs), respectively. The CAF is defined 

as the area fraction of micro-cracks over the image area, while the CCD is defined as the total number of micro-

cracks over the image area. Maximum Feret diameters and minor axis lengths were used to calculate the average 

   

(a) 

(b) 
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crack lengths and widths per sample, respectively. The micro-crack eccentricity (ECC) criterion was used to 

distinguish the different micro-cracking tendencies in both alloys, as done in [195,198]. The ECC is defined as a 

function of the minor (b) and major (a) axes lengths of a micro-crack, as shown in Equation (8-1). High ECC 

values (around 1.0) reflect straighter micro-cracks than low ECC values (near 0.0), which represent rounder 

micro-cracks. All intermediate ECC values represent micro-cracks with varying shapes. 

 

𝐸𝐶𝐶 = √1 −
𝑏2

𝑎2
 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏 < 𝑎, (8-1) 

To generate an acceptable number of repetitions for representative statistical analysis on the XZ plane 

along the part length, samples were ground and polished five times along the Y-direction at inter-planar spacings 

of 1 mm. Cumulative sample areas of 50 mm2, central to the polished specimen, were considered for both samples. 

Over 150 optical micrographs (50 per plane) were randomly selected from central regions and micro-crack 

statistics including 95% confidence levels were computed for both samples. 

8.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Alloy solidification characteristics were captured experimentally using the differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) methodology. A NETSZCH STA 449 Jupiter DSC machine was operated at a heating rate of 

10 °C/s and temperature range between 25 °C (room temperature) and 1500 °C. The first derivative method was 

used to convert the generated DSC data into separate differential heating and cooling curves for easy identification 

of the phase transition temperatures of both alloys. 

8.3 Simulation Methodologies 

8.3.1 Thermodynamic Simulation Procedure 

The effects of alloy composition and solute partitioning on the solidification behavior were evaluated 

through thermodynamic calculations using the ThermoCalc software, based on the available database for Ni-

based superalloys (TCNI6). The equilibrium and Scheil-Gulliver models were compared to predict the actual 

solidification behavior in the LPBF process. The equilibrium model assumes infinite diffusion in solid and liquid 

states, depicting processes with low cooling rates similar to the DSC conditions [198]. On the contrary, the Scheil-

Gulliver (S-G) model assumes infinite diffusion in liquid state and no diffusion in solid state, depicting processes 

with extremely high cooling rates similar to the LPBF conditions [199]. 
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8.3.2 Numerical Simulation Procedure 

The effect of alloy composition on in-process stresses and temperature at the microscopic (50-250 µm) 

scale is evaluated using the finite element modelling (FEM) technique. The beam-scale FEM framework 

presented in [172,173] is used as a basis to generate two separate models for R65 and R108 in this study. Figure 

8-3 (a) shows a representative beam-scale model describing the common model geometry and mesh distribution. 

Both model geometries are set to 1.00 × 2.00 × 0.20 mm (X × Y × Z) to simulate the single track. The surface 

shaded in blue indicates the symmetry plane, where the symmetry plane boundary conditions are applied. The 

conditions include no displacement along X and no rotations in Y- and Z-directions. The bottom surface is 

constrained in all directions.  

A sequentially coupled thermomechanical simulation based on [144] is implemented with the 

exponential decaying heat input model [171]. The thermo-physical properties include latent heat of fusion, 

thermal conductivity, laser absorption coefficient, specific heat capacity, and density for temperature ranging 

between 25 °C and 1600 °C. The R65 properties were taken from [172]. Thermo-physical properties of R108 

were extracted from works on superalloys (such as CM247 LC [200] and MAR-M247 [205,206]) with similar 

chemical compositions. The liquidus, solidus and solvus temperatures for both superalloys were obtained by DSC, 

as shown in Table 8-2. The DSC on-cooling and on-heating temperatures are denoted by O-C and O-H, 

respectively. 

Table 8-2: Phase Transition Temperatures and Solidification Ranges for R65 and R108 Obtained from DSC 

Plot Measurements. 

Alloy Method Liquidus (°C) Solidus (°C) γ' Solvus (°C) Solidification Range (°C) 

R65 

 

DSC O-C 

DSC O-H 

1370 

1380 

1260 

1270 

- 

1130 

110 

110 

R108 

 

DSC O-C 

DSC O-H 

1405 

1425 

1310 

1310 

- 

1250 

95 

115 

The mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and plasticity are extracted from 

[169,207] assuming similar expected strengths for R65 and R108 due to the absence of γ’ at supersolvus 

temperatures. The value of the stress is fixed at 120 MPa according to experimental values given in [169]. Two 
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separate layer-scale models based on [172,173] are constructed to acquire the nodal temperatures from the final 

layers. These values are incorporated as initial conditions for the beam-scale models. In-process stresses are 

evaluated at the center of the part (X: 0.50 mm, Y: 15 mm, Z: LBH/2 ≈ 15 mm) within the melt pool core (depth 

40 µm) in both cases, as indicated using a black point in Figure 8-3 (b). 

 

Figure 8-3: (a) Representative Beam-Scale FE Model Geometry Including the Powder and Solidified Regions. 

(b) Illustration Showing the Point at which Stresses are Computed for Both R65 and R108. 

8.4 Results 

8.4.1 Micro-Cracking Quantification 

Figure 8-4 (a) shows the CAFs and CCDs for the 1.00 mm thick R65 and R108 parts. Both CAFs and 

CCDs increase as the alloy composition changes from R65 to R108. The CAF and CCD values for R65 are 0.462 

± 0.074 % and 458.1 ± 46.20 counts/mm2, 77% and 32% lower than the CAF and CCD for R108, which are 1.980 

± 0.349 % and 678.0 ± 58.30 counts/mm2, respectively. Conversely, the micro-crack lengths and widths for R65 

are similar to R108 (approximately 3 µm shorter and 0.3 µm thinner), as demonstrated in Figure 8-4 (b). The 

large variation in R108 CAF (Figure 8-4 (a)) is attributed to inter-planar variation in micro-cracking propensities, 

as explained in [158].   

Figure 8-4 (c) shows the distribution of CAFs with respect to the micro-crack eccentricities in R65 and 

R108. For both alloys, the CAF distributions are similar and the micro-cracking propensity increases with ECC. 

Approximately 45% of the micro-cracks have ECCs ≤0.99 (low ECC), and >55% of the micro-cracks have ECCs 

>0.99 (high ECC). However, the CAF magnitudes for R108 are higher and more varying for all ECCs compared 

to R65. This is consistent with results presented in Figure 8-4 (a) which show higher CAFs in R108. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 8-4: Plots Showing (a) the Total Crack Area Fractions and Crack Count Densities, (b) Average Crack 

Lengths and Widths, and (c) Crack Area Fraction Distribution by the Level of Eccentricity for As-Built R65 and 

R108 Thin-Wall parts. Cracks with Eccentricity Values Closer to 0 are Rounder, While Those with Values Near 

1 are Straighter. 

8.4.2 Micro-Cracking Qualification 

Figure 8-5 shows low magnification (250X) secondary electron SEM (SE-SEM) micro-graphs for R65 

(Figure 8-5 (a)) and R108 (Figure 8-5 (b)). Both materials have a mixture of high ECC (red arrows) and low 

ECC (black arrows) micro-cracks. The high ECC micro-cracks are more frequent, straighter, and aligned with 

BD, whereas the low ECC micro-cracks are less frequent, more jagged (zipper-like) and aligned with melt pool 

boundaries. The following sections provide morphological and crystallographic information on both types of 

micro-cracks. 

      

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 8-5: Secondary Electron SEM (SE-SEM) Images Taken at 250X Showing the Microstructures of As-

Processed (a) R65 and (b) R108. Micro-Cracks are Labelled as Low ECC (Black) and High ECC (Red). 

8.4.2.1 High ECC Micro-Cracks 

Figure 8-6 shows high magnification (5000X) backscatter electron SEM (BSE-SEM) micro-graphs of 

high ECC micro-cracks. Both R65 (Figure 8-6 (a)) and R108 (Figure 8-6 (b)) show micro-cracks aligned with 

BD, exhibiting dendritic morphologies on the crack surface. The R108 sample has a larger amount of fine 

spherical particles (see Section 8.4.3 for composition) in the interdendritic regions compared to R65. For both 

alloys, there appears to be no accumulation of particles along the crack boundary. Figure 8-7 shows the EBSD 

GMO and KAM maps in regions containing two straight (or high ECC) micro-cracks for both alloys. The GMO 

maps in Figure 8-7 (a) and (b) show that the straight micro-cracks propagate along high angle boundaries (HABs) 

with misorientation angles above 15°, consistent with results presented by Chakraborty et al. [197]. The KAM 

maps in Figure 8-7 (c) and (d) show that the micro-cracks are surrounded by highly strained regions, preferential 

for micro-crack propagation [104]. 

 

Figure 8-6: Backscatter Electron SEM (BSE-SEM) Micrographs Taken at 5000X Showing Examples of High 

ECC Micro-Cracks in (a) R65 and (b) R108 with Eccentricity Values Between 0.99 and 1. 

   

 

 

   

    

   

 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 8-7: EBSD Maps Showing the (a)-(b) Grain Misorientations and (c)-(d) Kernel Average 

Misorientations for High ECC Micro-Cracks in (a),(c) R65 and (b),(d) R108, respectively. 

8.4.2.2 Low ECC Micro-Cracks 

Figure 8-8 shows high magnification (5000X) BSE-SEM micrographs of low ECC micro-cracks. Both 

R65 (Figure 8-8 (a)) and R108 (Figure 8-8 (b)) show micro-cracks aligned with the melt pool boundary, 

exhibiting dendritic morphologies on the crack surface. Fine intercellular particles are more prominent in R108 

than R65, and in both cases, there appears to be no particle accumulation at the crack boundary, matching the 

observations in Figure 8-6. Figure 8-9 shows the EBSD GMO and KAM maps in regions containing two zipper 

(or low ECC) micro-cracks for both alloys. These micro-cracks propagate along HABs with high misorientation 

angles (Figure 8-9 (a), (b)) and are surrounded by highly strained regions (Figure 8-9 (c), (d)) like the straight 

micro-cracks.  

  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 8-8: BSE-SEM Micrographs Taken at 5000X Showing Examples of Low ECC Micro-Cracks in (a) R65 

and (b) R108 with Eccentricity Values Less Than 0.99. 

 

Figure 8-9: EBSD Maps Showing the (a)-(b) Grain Misorientations and (c)-(d) Kernel Average 

Misorientations for Melt-Pool Micro-Cracks in (a),(c) R65 and (b),(d) R108, Respectively. 

   

 

 

  

 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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8.4.3 Matrix and Intercellular Phase Analysis 

To elucidate the effect of alloy composition on micro-cracking, firstly the microstructure and phase 

distributions in the matrix and intercellular regions for R65 and R108 are compared. Figure 8-10 (a) and (b) show 

high magnification BSE-SEM images illustrating cellular features inherent in the R65 and R108 microstructure, 

respectively. The R108 microstructure includes fine spherical particles at the CBs, whereas R65 has very few 

intercellular particles. The intercellular particles in R108 are discrete and relatively evenly distributed at the CBs. 

To gain further insight on the composition and distribution of phases at the CBs, an extensive TEM 

characterization was performed on both superalloys. The main observations are summarized below. 

 

Figure 8-10: BSE-SEM Micrographs Taken at 10000X Showing Cellular Microstructure Within the Matrix of 

(a) R65 and (b) R108. 

8.4.3.1 Phase Analysis of R65 Cell Boundaries 

Figure 8-11 (a) shows a representative TEM image of R65 containing ~1 µm wide columnar dendrites 

(or cells) parallel to BD. The cell boundary is distinguished from the HAB using SAED patterns (see Figure 

8-12). Generally, there is a scarce quantity of intercellular particles, which agrees well with Figure 8-6 (a), Figure 

8-8 (a), and Figure 8-10 (a). Closer inspection reveals the presence of some very fine globular particles in the 

vicinity of the CB, as highlighted using a red-dashed rectangle in Figure 8-11 (b). Chemical composition analysis 

shows that the particles are rich in Al, Ti, Zr, Nb, C and O, and depleted in matrix strengthening elements such 

as Ni, Cr, W, Co, and Fe, as demonstrated in Figure 8-11 (c). The spectrum also consists of Cu picked up from 

the TEM specimen holder.  

 

   

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 8-11: TEM Images Showing Cellular Microstructure of R65 Along BD at (a) 5000X and (b) 10000X. 

(c) STEM EDX Analysis of Red Square in (b) Showing Compositions of Some Precipitates Near the CB. 

A closeup view of the EDX spectrum (see inset in Figure 8-11 (c)) shows that the small black particles 

(~20 nm diameter – Site 1) are richer in elements such as Ti, Al, O, and C. Titanium is widely recognized as a 

carbide former [28], and Ti-rich MC-type carbides have previously been observed in a similar material, RENÉ 

88DT [204]. Surface oxides rich in aluminum and titanium have also been reported for Ni-based superalloys 

[205]. In contrast, the large white particles (~40 nm diameter – Site 2 in Figure 8-11 (c)) are richer in elements 

such as Zr and Nb. Niobium is known as a carbide former [81], whereas zirconium promotes boride formation 

[206]. Carbon and boron contents are not picked up in the STEM-EDX composition analysis because they are 

absorbed by the other constitutional elements due to their low atomic numbers and scarce concentrations. 

Nonetheless, the increased concentrations of Nb and Zr suggest solute enrichment in the remaining liquid at the 

CBs during the final stages of rapid solidification. According to Paccou et al. [207], Al2O3 oxide particles act as 
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preferential sites for formation of MC-type carbides rich in Ti and Nb. However, the high cooling rates inherent 

in LPBF [173,197] inhibit sustained coarsening and agglomeration of the secondary phases, hence no continuous 

film can be observed in the intercellular regions. 

8.4.3.2 Characterization at R65 HABs 

The fine discrete Ti-Nb rich carbo-oxides found along the R65 CBs in Figure 8-11 were not observed 

along the HABs. Figure 8-12 shows an example of a secondary-phase-free  HAB separating two regions (R1 and 

R2) with different crystallographic orientations. The SAED patterns for both regions are shown, and the SAED 

pattern for R1 is taken near the [013] zone axis (ZA). The bottom region (R1) displays a g200 crystallographic 

orientation with respect to the ZA, whereas the top region (R2) has no specific crystallographic orientation 

compared to R1. Since the regions on either side of the boundary have distinctly unique diffraction patterns, the 

boundary is identified as a HAB.  

 

Figure 8-12: Stitched TEM Image showing a HAB parallel to BD near a micro-crack for R65. SAED patterns of region 1 

(R1) and region 2 (R2) are shown. The SAED for R1 is taken at [013] zone axis (ZA) showing the g200 vector. The SAED 

for G2 is taken at a random orientation with respect to R1. 

On one particular occasion, small HAB areas rich in Nb and Ti were discovered . An example of such a 

region with the corresponding STEM-EDX elemental distribution is shown in Figure 8-13. The top portion of 
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the HAB demonstrates enrichment of Ti and Nb and depletion of matrix-strengthening elements such as Ni, Cr, 

Co, and W. However, this does not appear to be a secondary phase. 

 

Figure 8-13: DF-STEM image and corresponding EDX map showing phase distribution at a HAB of R65. 

8.4.3.3 Phase Analysis of R108 Cell Boundaries 

Figure 8-14 (a) shows a representative TEM image of R108 containing several cells (~0.5-1 µm 

diameter) oriented perpendicular to the BD. Unlike R65, the CBs (blue dashed outlines) in R108 are decorated 

with several fine (~50 nm) homogeneously distributed discrete particles, as shown in Figure 8-14 (b). Chemical 

composition analysis (Figure 8-14 (c)) reveals that the particles are rich in Hf, Ta, Ti, C, and O and depleted in 

Ni, Cr, and Co with respect to the matrix. Wang et al. [116] reported similar intercellular micro-segregations in 

an analogous material, CM247LC, produced by LPBF. The authors demonstrated increased presence of 

Hf/W/Ti/Ta-rich carbides and/or oxides at the CBs. According to Courtright et al. [208], the oxidation of Hf/Ta-

rich MC-type carbides produces thin HfO2 oxide layers at high temperatures (>1800 °C).  

In this case, a close-up view of the EDS spectra (see inset in Figure 8-14 (c)) shows that the intercellular 

carbides and/or oxides are notably richer in Hf and/or Ta, which supports the high-temperature oxidation 

behaviour. The precipitate morphology varies from spherical to blocky with varied levels of solute partitioning, 

likely dictated by the diffusion kinetics and local thermal history in the vicinity of the CB [209]. Titanium is also 

richer at the CBs, which agrees well with the STEM-EDX results presented by Chakraborty et al. [197] for LPBF 

R108.  
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Figure 8-14: TEM Images Showing Cellular Microstructure of R108 Perpendicular to BD at (a) 5000X and (b) 

10000X. (c) STEM EDX Analysis of Red Square in (b) Showing Compositions of Intercellular Precipitates. 

8.4.3.4 Characterization at R108 HABs 

A representative TEM area (~6.6 μm2) including a HAB separating two regions (R1 and R2) is shown 

in Figure 8-15. The top region (R1) has a SAED pattern reflecting a g200 crystallographic orientation taken near 

the [001] ZA. The bottom region (R2) has a random diffraction pattern compared to R1, which indicates that the 

boundary considered is a HAB. The stitched image shows a small concentration of fine white discrete particles. 

Figure 8-16 shows phase distributions near the selected R108 HAB, collected through STEM-EDX 

mapping. The HAB exhibits Ti, Hf, and C enrichment, identical to phase distributions at the CBs (Figure 8-14). 

Depletion of elements such as Ni, Co, Cr, and W is not evident at the HAB due to high solute concentrations 
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picked up from the surrounding matrix. The quantity of oxides and carbides at the HABs is much lower than 

along the CBs. 

 

Figure 8-15: Stitched TEM Image Showing a HAB Perpendicular to BD Near a Micro-Crack. SAED Patterns 

of Region 1 (R1) and Region 2 (R2) are Shown. The SAED for R1 is Taken at [001] Zone Axis (ZA) Showing 

the g200 Vector. The SAED for R2 is Taken at a Random Orientation with Respect to R1. 

 

Figure 8-16: DF-STEM Image and Corresponding EDX Map Showing Phase Distribution at a HAB of R108. 

The Thick Black Line Parallel to BD is Not to be Mistaken as a Micro-Crack. 
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8.4.3.5 Stress Triaxiality 

The stress triaxiality state (T) is beneficial to detect the material’s susceptibility to micro-cracking and 

is given by Equation (8-2). Stress triaxiality is defined as the ratio of the hydrostatic stress (𝜎𝑚) to the von Mises 

equivalent stress (𝜎𝑒): 

 𝑇 =
𝜎𝑚 

𝜎𝑒

, (8-2) 

where  𝜎𝑚 is the hydrostatic stress and 𝜎𝑒 the equivalent stress. Figure 8-17 depicts the simulated stress triaxiality 

and temperature distributions of R65 (Figure 8-17 (a)) and R108 (Figure 8-17 (b)) along the center of the laser 

beam path, when the laser traverses 2 mm in approximately 2 ms. For both superalloys, the stress triaxiality is 

negative as the metal powder is exposed to the laser beam (temperature rise during the first millisecond). 

Subsequently, the stress triaxiality increases sharply to positive state as the laser moves away (temperature drop 

during the second millisecond). It is evident that the stress triaxiality profiles of R65 and R108 are different. This 

difference cannot be attributed to dissimilar mechanical properties as both materials exhibit similar strengths 

above the solvus temperature. Moreover, latent heat of fusion and thermal conductivity can be ruled out as they 

are similar (due to similar chemical compositions) for both superalloys.  However, the contrasting solidification 

and γ’ phase transition behaviors create a difference in magnitude of the specific heat capacity between the two 

materials over the related temperature range (from solvus to liquidus temperature). Therefore, the thermo-

mechanical behavior of materials (an important factor in stress triaxiality) at higher temperatures is altered. 

 

Figure 8-17: Beam-Scale Simulations of the Stress Triaxiality and Temperature Variation During Processing 

within the Melt Pool of (a) R65 and (b) R108. The Red Boxes Highlight the Temperatures Corresponding to the 

Onset of Positive Stress Triaxialities. 
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8.5 Discussion 

8.5.1 Micro-Cracking Mechanism 

Recall from Figure 8-4 (a) that R108 has 329% higher micro-cracking density than R65. However, it is 

difficult to explain the micro-cracking mechanism by solely evaluating the bulk crack densities. Ghoussoub et al. 

[194] used the crack eccentricity criterion to characterize the micro-cracking types. According to the authors, the 

high ECC micro-cracks are attributed to solid-state cracking, whereas the low ECC micro-cracks correspond to 

solidification cracking. In this study, the micro-crack distributions for both alloys are identical, as explained in 

Section 8.4.1. In other words, the high to low ECC ratio for R65 (1.23) is similar to the ratio for R108 (1.51).  

This is supported by similar micro-crack morphologies for both alloys, as demonstrated in Figure 8-6 and Figure 

8-8, respectively. 

Both low (Figure 8-6) and high (Figure 8-8) ECC micro-cracks demonstrate interdendritic behavior, 

suggesting the solidification cracking mechanism. Recently, Chakraborty et al. [197] used FEM simulations to 

show that solidification cracking is more likely to occur within the melt pool core because it is hotter than the 

melt pool boundary. Interestingly, the high ECC micro-cracks were observed in the melt pool core. This suggests 

that the ECC characterization method is inappropriate to evaluate the in-process cracking mechanism for RENÉ 

65 and RENÉ 108.   

At temperatures higher than solidus, a positive stress triaxiality is necessary for solidification cracking 

to occur [180]. As denoted by purple arrows in Figure 8-17, the stress triaxiality becomes positive for R65 and 

R108 when the temperature exceeds 1360 °C and 1510 °C, respectively. These temperatures are above the solidus 

temperature (𝑇𝑠) for both the superalloys (1270 °C and 1310 °C, respectively, as listed in Table 8-2). Since both 

alloys experience positive 𝑇 within the melt pool core, they are susceptible to cracking along BD. Moreover, the 

materials are weakened by the presence of liquid at super-solidus temperatures, which favors micro-cracking 

during the final stages of solidification.   

R108 (Figure 8-17 (b)) exhibits positive T at higher temperatures compared to R65 (Figure 8-17 (a)), 

which is attributed to the difference in solidification and γ’ phase transition behavior between the two superalloys, 

as shown in Table 8-2. Phase transition temperatures such as solvus and solidus temperatures are expected to be 

different for R65 and R108 because of their varying alloy compositions and γ’ contents. The combination of 

positive stress triaxiality and remaining liquid fraction at the HABs causes solidification cracking [214,215]. 

Interestingly, the solidification range (∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑙 − 𝑇𝑠) is similar for both alloys – 110 °C for R65 and 95 °C for 

R108. However, the solidification ranges in LPBF are expected to differ from the DSC experiments because of 
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their contrasting cooling rates (>105 °C/s order difference). In order to better evaluate the solidification window 

during LPBF, thermodynamic simulations are conducted.  

8.5.2 Thermodynamic Simulation of Solidification Range During LPBF 

Table 8-3 displays the phase transition temperatures, including the liquidus, solidus and γ’ solvus 

temperatures obtained through DSC analysis and thermodynamic simulations for R65 and R108. The DSC data 

(10° C/s cooling rate) is closer to equilibrium conditions (low cooling rates), whereas the Scheil-Gulliver (S-G) 

data depicts temperatures closer to the actual LPBF process (106-107 °C/s cooling rates [166]). The equilibrium 

theory assumes infinite diffusion in both liquid and solid states, typical of processes with low cooling rates 

allowing sufficient time for solute diffusion. Accordingly, the ∆T values predicted using the thermodynamic 

equilibrium condition are similar to DSC results for R65 (55 °C) and R108 (50 °C). This is further examined in 

Figure 8-18 (a) where the material temperature is plotted against the equilibrium calculation of the solute fraction. 

The solidus temperature is over-estimated due to infinite diffusion everywhere in the equilibrium condition. This 

results in small ∆T and conceals the effect of solute partitioning at highly energetic HABs. 

Table 8-3: Phase transition temperatures and solidification ranges for R65 and R108 obtained from DSC plot 

measurements and thermodynamically simulated data calculated by ThermoCalc with the TiN6 database. 

Alloy Method Liquidus (°C) Solidus (°C) γ' Solvus (°C) Solidification range (°C) 

R65 

 

 

 

DSC O-C 

DSC O-H 

Equilibrium 

Scheil-Gulliver 

1370 

1380 

1375 

1356 

1260 

1270 

1320 

1155 

- 

1130 

- 

1090 

110 

110 

55 

201 

R108 

 

 

 

DSC O-C 

DSC O-H 

Equilibrium 

Scheil-Gulliver 

1405 

1425 

1385 

1378 

1310 

1310 

1335 

1105 

- 

1250 

- 

1245 

95 

115 

50 

273 

Alternatively, a large difference (72 °C) in solidification range between R108 (∆𝑇𝑅108 = 273 °C) and 

R65 (∆𝑇𝑅65 = 201 °C) is predicted under the thermodynamic S-G condition, as shown in Figure 8-18 (b). Both 
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∆𝑇 values are significantly larger (2X – 4X larger) compared to the DSC and equilibrium cases as increased solute 

partitioning at the HABs lowers the solidus temperatures of the alloys. Since no back-diffusion is allowed in the 

S-G model, the solidus temperatures are lowered. Since LPBF occurs under non-equilibrium conditions and 

possesses inherently high cooling rates that limit solute diffusion during processing, the 𝑇𝑠 values are likely closer 

to those predicted using the S-G model. Therefore, it is reasonable to deduce that the ∆𝑇 value for R108 is 

significantly larger compared to R65, assuming the 𝑇𝑙  values do not vary significantly from the S-G case in the 

actual LPBF process.  

 

Figure 8-18: Thermodynamic simulations, predicted using (a) equilibrium and (b) Scheil-Gulliver (S-G) 

models, demonstrating the solidification behaviors of R65 and R108. 

A large solidification window is favorable for solidification cracking because it lowers the material 

ductility over a wide temperature range [194]. When the solidification range is larger, the last liquid solidifies at 

lower temperatures along the HABs. The ductility along the HAB is inversely proportional to the volume of liquid 

fraction. High liquid fractions reduce the material’s ductility along the HAB, promoting solidification cracking 

under positive stress triaxiality conditions. Figure 8-19 shows the liquid fractions (plotted in log scale) with 

respect to the temperature for R108 and R65 predicted using the S-G model. During the final stages of 

solidification, between 95% and 99% solid fraction, R65 begins to solidify faster (steeper slope) than R108. As 

the solidification progresses, R65 becomes >99% solid at a higher temperature (around 1150 °C) than R108 (1106 

°C). Hence, the terminal stages of solidification take place at significantly lower temperatures in R108. This effect 

is further exacerbated by the presence of a positive stress triaxiality state, which along with increased liquid phase 

favors higher micro-cracking propensities. The micro-cracks would appear linear and tend to follow the CBs 

where the last liquid phase would reside. This agrees well with the notably larger CAF (329% larger), CCD (48% 

larger), crack length (32% longer), and crack width (26% wider) in R108 than R65 (Figure 8-4). 

    

(a) (b) 
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Figure 8-19: Thermodynamic Scheil-Gulliver Plot Showing Predicted Liquid Fractions for R65 and R108 as 

Temperature Changes. 

8.5.3 Effect of Gamma Prime on Micro-Cracking 

Superalloys with higher γ’ contents are known to exhibit increased micro-cracking [194]. The hardening 

phase nucleates first along the HAB reducing their ductility. This phenomenon has also been observed in welded 

high γ’ superalloys [15]. TEM images shown earlier failed to reveal any evidence of γ’. This is surprising provided 

that R65 and R108 are expected to have 42% [73] and 63% [74] of γ’ phase. To shed further light on the effect of 

γ’, SAED pattern analyses were performed in the as-printed state for both alloys. Figure 8-20 and Figure 8-21 

compare the γ’ contents of R65 and R108, through SAED patterns taken at HABs near micro-cracks, respectively. 

For R65, the selected area in R1 (see Figure 8-20 (a)) is used to acquire a SAED pattern (Figure 8-20 (b)) 

showing the g100 (γ’) and g200 (γ+γ’) vectors. The 2beam-1g condition displays very weak intensities of γ’, as 

demonstrated in Figure 8-20 (c). For R108, the selected area in R2 (Figure 8-21 (a)) provides a SAED pattern 

(Figure 8-21 (b)) showing the g100 (γ’) and g200 (γ+γ’) vectors. The 2beam-1g condition of R108 (Fig. 21c) 

demonstrates higher γ’ intensity than R65 (Figure 8-20 (c)), suggesting higher γ’ content in R108. This means 

that γ’ forms during rapid solidification and has a stronger effect on the ductility of R108 due to higher volume 

fraction. 

The S-G R65 solvus (1090 °C) lies outside the R65 solidus temperature window (1155-1320 °C), 

whereas the S-G R108 solvus (1245 °C) lies within the R108 solidus temperature window (1105-1335 °C). 

Despite the overlap, it is suspected that the actual solidus temperature in the LPBF-printed part is higher than the 

solvus temperature. A smaller gap between solvus and solidus is expected to cause a drop in ductility and 

increased micro-cracking due to the coupling effect of liquid and γ’ along the HAB of R108. Conversely, the 
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combination of lower liquid fraction and absence (or lower volume fraction) of γ’ reduces the tendency for 

solidification cracking in R65. 

 

Figure 8-20: (a) TEM Micro-Graph Showing the Microstructure Including Two Grains, R1 and R2, in the 

Vicinity of a Micro-Crack in R65. (b) SAED Pattern of R1 for the Red-Dashed Box Region Shown in (a). (c) 

2beam-1g Condition Showing the g Vectors for the Coherent γ’ and γ+γ’ phases. Red-Dashed Circles Indicate 

the Positions for the g Vectors in (b) and (c). 

 

Figure 8-21: (a) TEM Micro-Graph Showing the Microstructure Including Two Grains, R1 and R2, in the 

Vicinity of a Micro-crack in R108. (b) SAED Pattern of R1 for the Red-Dashed Box Region Shown in (a). (c) 

2beam-1g Condition Showing the g Vectors for the Coherent γ’ and γ+γ’ Phases. Red-Dashed Circles Indicate 

the Positions for the g Vectors in (b) and (c). 

8.5.4 Contribution of Secondary Phase Particles to Micro-Cracking 

The presented experimental and simulation results point towards the solidification cracking mechanism 

for both R65 and R108. This agrees well with previous works reporting interdendritic micro-cracks in similar 

alloys processed under high VEDs [1,198,216]. Solidification cracking is known to take place in the final stages 

of solidification when there exists a small amount of liquid (>1% liquid fraction) at the GB [13]. This remaining 

liquid is typically enriched in solute elements and is the last to solidify. Deleterious phases could form at the GBs, 

but the role of such phases on micro-cracking is not clear. Phases such as metal carbides, borides, and oxides, 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
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have long been understood as ideal sites for crack nucleation at the GBs during rapid solidification. Lippold et al. 

[81] suggested that MC-type carbides rich in Nb and Ti promote constitutional liquation cracking in Nb-

containing superalloys such as IN718, owing to the presence of a continuous liquid film. Wojcik et al. [213] 

demonstrated that Cr- and Mo-rich M3B2- and M5B3-type borides preferentially form at GBs, decreasing the 

resistance of R65 to micro-cracking due to phase brittleness. Hariharan et al. [175] proposed that the preferential 

segregation of Zr to HAGBs promotes solidification cracking in a high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy, IN738LC, 

processed by LPBF. According to Cloots et al. [214], Zr and B enrichment at the GB reduces the solidus and 

increases the solidification range. Similarly, oxides promote HAGB embrittlement, enhancing the material’s 

susceptibility to micro-cracking [215]. Moreover, for γ’-strengthened materials, γ+γ’ eutectics could also act as 

preferential sites for crack growth at high temperatures [216].   

Interestingly, R108 has more precipitates (carbides and oxides) than R65 in interdendritic regions, as 

demonstrated in Figure 8-10 (b) and Figure 8-14. These precipitates can either be a source of crack initiation or 

assist crack propagation. Considering crack propagation, R108 is expected to have longer cracks than R65 because 

of a higher quantity of precipitates. However, Figure 8-4 (b) shows that both alloys have similar average crack 

lengths (~10 μm), implying that the precipitates are unlikely to favor crack growth. Alternatively, complex phases 

can also serve as crack nucleation sites due to their low melting points [217]. Ghoussoub et al. [194] suggested 

that Hf/Ta-rich carbides at the crack tips are responsible for crack formation in similar materials. Because the 

precipitates are fine and not agglomerated, they are unlikely to cause higher CAF in R108 compared to R65 

(Figure 8-4 (a)). Evidence of other detrimental low melting phases were not observed along HAB and phases 

such as carbides, oxides, borides, γ+γ’ eutectics can be ruled out as possible reasons for high cracking tendency 

of R108. In general, the precipitates for both R65 and R108 are fine (<50 nm), discontinuous, and are unlikely to 

promote solidification cracking at the HABs. 

8.6 Conclusions 

Micro-cracking mechanisms in high-gamma prime Ni-based superalloys, RENÉ 65 (R65) and RENÉ 

108 (R108), have been studied. Scanning electron microscopy shows inter-dendritic crack morphologies 

suggesting the solidification cracking mechanism. Electron backscatter diffraction reveals that all micro-cracks 

occur at high angle boundaries (HABs) surrounded by regions depicting high thermal strains. Transmission 

electron microscopy conducted in conventional and scanning modes shows fine discrete inter-cellular carbides 

and oxides rich in Hf/Ti/Ta in R108. Phase analysis within the matrix of R65 reveals few Nb-/Ti-rich carbides, 

oxides containing Ti/Al, and Zr enrichment in the intercellular regions. However, advanced phase analyses 
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conducted at the HABs of both R65 and R108 reveal no localized regions of precipitate accumulation, suggesting 

detrimental phases are not directly responsible for micro-cracking.  

Statistical analysis reveals R65 has 77% smaller micro-cracking densities and over 20% reduction in 

crack size compared to R108. Beam-scale finite element modelling simulations of in-process stresses within the 

melt pool core of both materials demonstrates positive stress triaxialities above the solidus temperature in both 

materials. However, the higher phase transition temperatures in R108 promotes positive stress triaxiality at higher 

temperatures compared to R65. Moreover, the equilibrium thermodynamic simulations reveal a stronger effect of 

cooling rate on R108 solidus temperature, leading to a higher liquid volume fraction than R65 under positive 

stress triaxiality conditions. Moreover, the Scheil-Gulliver thermodynamic simulations reveal a smaller gap 

between the solvus and solidus temperatures during rapid solidification in R108, further reducing the ductility 

along the grain boundaries. Precipitation of more γ’, coupled with the large solidification window and higher 

solvus temperature, leads to low ductility under positive stress triaxiality conditions, promoting higher micro-

cracking propensities in R108 compared to R65. 
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Chapter 9 

Understanding the Effect of Wall Thickness and Scan Strategy on 

LPBF Thin-Wall Micro-Cracking 

 

In this chapter, a novel scan strategy to mitigate micro-cracking in LPBF thin-wall parts is proposed. 

To achieve this feat, a comprehensive design of experiment including four different part thicknesses and ten 

different scan strategies is constructed. The micro-cracking propensities and in-process stresses are evaluated 

using experimental and numerical simulation approaches, respectively.  The highly crack-susceptible material, 

RENÉ 108, is employed for the construction of all components. The experimental observations are successfully 

verified using simulated results.6 
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9.1 Introduction 

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing (AM) enables construction of complex near-

net-shape parts with very small feature sizes in the order of hundreds of microns [154]. Thin-wall part fabrication 

is especially valuable for industrial applications such as turbine vanes and serpentine-shaped fuel nozzles 

[152,222]. However, these structures are challenging to manufacture due to distortion [119], limiting build height 

(LBH) [158], surface roughness [219] and micro-cracking [197], which adversely affect the as-printed part quality 

[120].  

Components made of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys have excellent creep and fatigue properties coupled 

with oxidation and corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures [131–135]. However, these materials introduce 

challenges during part manufacturing due to their susceptibility to micro-cracking. Several studies have reported 

high micro-cracking propensities in heritage-grade hard-to-weld superalloys such as IN738LC [115,216] and 

CM247LC [96,164]. Recently, Ghoussoub et al. [194] performed a comprehensive study reporting extensive 

micro-cracking in several high-γ’ Ni-based superalloys printed using LPBF. 

To mitigate inherent micro-cracking in LPBF, recent findings suggest wall thickness (WT) and scan 

strategy modification as promising routes for micro-crack reduction in thin-wall components. The effect of WT 

on micro-cracking was recently investigated by Chakraborty et al.  [158], who reported reduced micro-cracking 

below a 1 mm WT. Wu et al. [120] studied the processability of a wide range of thin-wall parts, reporting high 

surface roughness in as-printed parts thinner than 0.25 mm. Overall, both studies highlight the heightened 

sensitivity of LPBF parts to defect formation as WTs descend below 1 mm.  

Alternatively, Tangestani et al. [173] recently showed that the laser scan strategy has significant 

implications on the residual stresses post LPBF processing. Carter et al. [96] previously demonstrated variation 

in micro-cracking propensity by changing the laser power and scan speed under a fixed contour (island) scan 

strategy with short 5 mm scan (vector) lengths. Catchpole-Smith et al. [128] introduced mathematically-area-

filled fractal scan strategies with very short vector lengths (VLs), in the order of 100 μm, to minimize the stresses 

and micro-cracking propensity caused by thermal anisotropy at the contour boundaries. Li et al. [117] proposed 

that shorter VLs produce more homogeneous temperature field distribution and smaller thermal gradients 

compared to longer VLs. However, these studies employ the island scan strategy, not suitable for thin-wall parts 

with small surface areas. Other authors such as Cheng et al. [127] demonstrated that inter-layer scan angle rotation 

is beneficial to reduce residual stresses and deformation in LPBF. 

To improve processability and reduce micro-cracking in LPBF thin-wall parts, the effects of both WT 

and scan strategy are evaluated in this work. A crack-susceptible high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy (RENÉ 108) is used 
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to study the micro-cracking tendencies. Thirty-two parts with four different WTs between 0.25 mm and 1 mm 

and ten different scan strategies with and without inter-layer scan rotations are considered. These scan strategies 

are compared with the conventional continuous 67° scan rotation strategy, widely accepted as an optimal scan 

strategy for LPBF part production [96,122]. Microscopic and statistical analyses are conducted to assess the 

micro-cracking characteristics and trends, respectively. Finite element modelling (FEM) techniques are employed 

to compute and analyze in-process stresses for the different build parameters. The simulation results are compared 

with the experimental observations and a novel method is proposed to reduce micro-cracking in LPBF-printed 

thin-wall structures. 

9.2 Experimental Procedures 

9.2.1 Powder Characteristics 

The high γ’ (volume fraction 63% [24]) Ni-based superalloy RENÉ 108 (R108) was employed to 

construct thin-wall parts. The powder provided by Powder Alloy Corporation was produced using the gas 

atomization process. The particle size distribution (D10-D90) and median particle size (D50) were 12-40 µm and 

~19 µm, respectively [158]. The powder morphology was mainly spherical, including some large particles 

attached to satellite particles, as shown in Figure 9-1. The elemental contents (in wt.%) of the as-received powder 

were acquired at Activation Laboratories (ACTLABS © Canada) through inductively coupled plasma - optical 

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), as listed in Table 9-1. 

 

Figure 9-1: Powder Morphology of RENÉ 108 (R108). 
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Table 9-1: Elemental Contents of As-Received R108 Powder in wt.%. 

Ni Cr Co Al Ti Ta W Mo Hf B Zr C 

Bal. 8.64 10 5.36 0.75 3.02 10.03 0.53 0.87 0.01 0.01 0.01 

9.2.2 Part Fabrication 

The AconityTM MIDI LPBF printer was used to generate parts under the build conditions described in 

Table 9-2. The design of experiment included 32 thin-wall parts on a singular stainless steel base plate, as 

illustrated in Figure 9-2 (a). The part lengths and heights were set to a constant value of 30 mm. The varying 

build parameters include 3 different WTs – 1.00 𝑚𝑚, 0.75 𝑚𝑚, and 0.50 𝑚𝑚 – and 10 different scan strategies 

per thickness, as shown in Figure 9-2 (c), (d), and (e). In addition, two samples with 0.25 𝑚𝑚 WTs were included 

to investigate the effect of WT on micro-cracking. Scan strategies are categorized as zero-, alternating- and 

continuous-rotation strategies, as shown in Figure 9-2 (c), (d), and (e), respectively.  

Table 9-2: Constant Build Parameters for LPBF R108 Thin-Wall Parts. 

Build parameter Value 

Laser power, P (W) 200 

Scan speed, v (mm/s) 1000 

Spot size, dspot (μm) 120 

Hatch spacing, h (μm) 90 

Hatch angle, θ (°) 75 

Powder layer thickness, t (μm) 40 

Designated part height (mm) 50 

Part thickness, tpart (mm) 0.25, 1, 5 

The scan strategies were modified between layers to examine the significance of varying vector lengths 

on the micro-cracking propensities. The vector length (VL) is defined as the distance between the end (red) points 

of the longest scan line for a layer scan, as shown in Figure 9-2 (c) for two sample cases. In this work, the VL 
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refers to the group of vectors scanned at a specific angle (θ0) relative to the part thickness in a given build layer. 

The scan angle was varied to obtain different VLs for a given part thickness. Positive values for θ0 indicate scan 

angles measured clockwise, and negative values indicate counter-clockwise measurements with respect to the X-

axis defined for Figure 9-2 (c)-(e). Nine scan angles, 0°, 15°, −15°, −30°, 75°, −75°, 87°, −87°, and 90°, were 

considered for the zero- and alternating-rotation strategies illustrated in Figure 9-2 (c) and (d). The shortest VL, 

𝐸𝑆, is achieved at θ0 = 0°, when the scanning vector is parallel to the WT. Intermediate VLs include: three short 

VLs, 𝑆, 𝑆̅, and 𝑆∗̅̅ ̅, at θ0 = 15°, θ0 = −15°,  and θ0 = −30°, respectively; two long  VLs, 𝐿 and �̅� at θ0 = 75° 

and θ0 = −75°, respectively; and two extra long VLs, 𝐸𝐿∗ and 𝐸𝐿∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  at θ0 = 87° and θ0 = −87°, respectively. 

The VLs 𝑆∗̅̅ ̅, 𝐸𝐿∗, and 𝐸𝐿∗̅̅ ̅̅̅ were added to investigate the effect of alternative short and extra long VLs on the 

micro-cracking behaviour. The longest VL, 𝐸𝐿, is achieved at θ0 = 90°, when the scanning vector is 

perpendicular to the WT.  

Four zero-rotation scan strategies, 𝐸𝑆, 𝑆, 𝐿, and 𝐸𝐿, were employed for the 0.50 𝑚𝑚, 0.75 𝑚𝑚, 

1.00 𝑚𝑚 thick parts and the VL was maintained for each build layer. Only two zero-rotation scan strategies (𝑆 

and 𝐿) were investigated for the thinnest wall (0.25 𝑚𝑚). Furthermore, six different scan rotation strategies 

including alternating and continuous rotations were studied. Five different VL combinations were explored for 

the alternating rotation category, as shown in Figure 9-2 (d). Each strategy in this category includes two different 

VLs incorporated in alternating build layers during part processing. Layer 1 (black arrows) and Layer 2 (red 

arrows) indicate the contrasting scan directions for the odd and even layers, respectively. The strategies include 

𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝐿, 𝑆 + 𝑆̅, 𝐿 + �̅�, 𝐸𝐿 + 𝑆∗̅̅ ̅, and 𝐸𝐿∗ + 𝐸𝐿∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, as shown in Figure 9-2 (d). A single continuous 67° scan 

rotation strategy (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡.) was employed between layers, as shown in Figure 9-2 (e). The starting layer (Layer 1) 

was processed using the 𝐸𝑆 scan strategy (black arrows), and every subsequent layer was scanned at angles rotated 

67° with respect to the previous layer scan. For instance, Layer 2 was scanned at θ0 = 67° (red arrows), and 

Layer 3 was scanned at θ0 = −46° (blue arrows), as shown in Figure 9-2 (e). As the build progresses, a wide 

assortment of short VLs (~70% count fraction including 61 unique variations) and long VLs (~30% count fraction 

including 30 unique variations) is produced due to continual scan angle variation between the build layers. Details 

for the varying build parameters employed in this study are provided in Table 9-3. 

As-printed parts exhibited varying limiting build heights (LBHs) with WTs and scan strategies. The LBH 

is defined as the height at which the part fails during processing, limiting the thin-wall part from reaching the 

design height. The thicker 1.00 𝑚𝑚 and 0.75 𝑚𝑚 parts reached the design height of 30 mm, but the thinner 

0.25 𝑚𝑚 and 0.50 𝑚𝑚 parts failed prematurely. The reduction in LBH with the WT agrees with previous works 

on similar materials [158,197]. 
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Figure 9-2: Design of Experiment Model in (a) 3D and (b) Top Views Showing 32 Thin-Wall Parts with Four 

Different Part Thicknesses and Ten Different Scan Strategies, Including (c) Zero (R1), (d) Alternating (R2, R3), 

and (e) Continuous (R3) Layer-Wise Scan Rotation. Only Two Scan Strategies (𝑺 and 𝑳) were Employed for 

the 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 𝒎𝒎 Parts in R3, as shown in (b). Red dots in (a) Highlight the End Points of the Scan Line. 

9.2.3 Microstructure Analyses 

As-built parts were extracted from the build plate and sectioned central to the built part height (LBH/2) 

and length to exclude microstructure heterogeneities at the part edges, as done in [158]. Standard mounting, 
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grinding and polishing techniques, including 0.04 µm colloidal silica polishing, were conducted to prepare 

samples for metallurgical studies. The as-polished samples were viewed under the Keyence VHX7000 digital 

microscope. Optical micrographs taken at 1000X magnification were analyzed to calculate micro-crack statistics, 

as explained in Section 9.2.4. 

Table 9-3: Varying Build Conditions Considered in this Study. A Total of Ten Different Scan Strategies and 

Four Different Part Thicknesses were Investigated. The Plus and Minus Sigs in Column Four Indicate 

Clockwise and Counter-Clockwise Scan Rotation Angles, Respectively. 

Scan 

Strategy 

Part 

Thicknesses (mm) 

Layer 1 

Scan Angle (°) 

Rotation 

Angle (°) 

𝑬𝑺 

𝑺 

𝑳 

𝑬𝑳 

𝑬𝑺 + 𝑬𝑳 

𝑺 + �̅� 

𝑳 + �̅� 

𝑬𝑳 + 𝑺∗̅̅̅ 

𝑬𝑳∗ + 𝑬𝑳∗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕. 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0.50, 0.75, 1.00 

0 

15 

75 

90 

0 

15 

75 

90 

87 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

±90 

±150 

±30 

±60 

±6 

+67 

Micro-crack morphologies were studied in detail using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To reveal 

dendrites and melt pool boundaries, as-polished specimens were etched for 5s with glyceregia (15 mL HCl, 10 

mL Glycerol, 5 mL HNO3). A JEOL JSM-7600F field emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM) operated at low (250X) 

and high (10000X) magnifications was employed to assess the micro-cracking behaviour of the as-printed 

samples specimens were etched for 5s with glyceregia (15 mL HCl, 10 mL Glycerol, 5 mL HNO3) to reveal 

dendrites and melt pool boundaries. Imaging was performed using a JEOL JSM-7600F field emission gun 

scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) at low (250X) and high (10000X) magnifications to assess the micro-

cracking tendencies in the as-printed samples.  
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Advanced characterization was performed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine 

the metallurgical factors contributing to micro-cracking. A 1.00 𝑚𝑚 thin-wall part was machined down to a 1.00 

× 3.00 × 1.50 mm (X × Y × Z) specimen central to the part height near the region chosen for quantitative micro-

crack analysis. The sample was mounted on a Gatan disc grinder with the XY surface facing up to enable the use 

of the lift-out method in focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Standard metallographic grinding and polishing 

procedures were conducted to produce a 1.00 mm tall sample required for the FIB. A region containing a high 

angle boundary (HAB) in the vicinity of a micro-crack was selected using the FEG-SEM. The lift-out method 

was performed in a HITACHI FB-2000A Ga-FIB to machine a thin specimen (5.00 × 0.10 × 10.00 µm (X × Y ×

Z)) for TEM characterization. A JEOL JEM 2100 FEG-TEM equipped with an Oxford Xplore TEM energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was employed to identify nano-scale particles at the chosen HAB 

perpendicular to the XY plane. Imaging and phase analysis were conducted at 200 kV in both conventional and 

scanning TEM (STEM) modes. 

9.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Micro-crack statistics were obtained through image and statistical analyses using ImageJ [72] and 

customized visual basic (VB) scripts. were used to isolate cracks from other microstructural features such as 

voids, pores and inclusions. Features such as voids, pores and inclusions were filtered out using parametric 

thresholds following observation of around 100 images per sample, as done in [197]. Internal micro-crack 

densities, crack lengths (CLs) and crack widths (CWs) were obtained by calculating crack area fractions, 

maximum feret diameters and ellipse minor axis lengths using the procedure demonstrated in Figure 9-3. The 

crack area fraction (CAF) for a singular image is given by the total crack area divided by the image area. Micro-

crack lengths and widths for each sample are computed using average maximum feret diameters and ellipse minor 

axis lengths.  

To produce an acceptable number of planes (with 1 mm spacing) for statistical analyses, all specimen 

were ground and polished three times. Micro-crack analysis was performed on the XZ plane to capture more 

cracks across the part thickness (X-direction) along the build direction (BD or Z-direction). Cumulative sample 

areas no smaller than 45.00 mm2, 33.75 mm2 and 22.50 mm2, 11.88 mm2 were used for the 1.00 𝑚𝑚, 0.75 𝑚𝑚, 

0.50 𝑚𝑚, and 0.25 𝑚𝑚 parts, respectively. Over 90 optical micrographs (30 per plane) were randomly collected 

from the center of each specimen. All computed data included 95% confidence levels to provide a sense of 

experimental deviations. 
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Figure 9-3: Micro-Crack Analysis Procedure Including Image and Statistical Analysis for a Single Optical 

Micrograph. 

9.3 Modeling Methodology 

FEM is used to evaluate the effect of wall thicknesses and vector length combinations on in-process 

stresses. The procedure described by Chakraborty et al. [197], highlighting the necessity to use two FEM 

approaches, is employed. In the current study, the layer-scale heat input (referred as layer-scale) model is used to 

determine the stresses introduced by varying WTs, while a beam-scale heat input (referred as beam-scale) model 

evaluates the stresses affected by changing VLs at the microscale level.  

Both models use identical convective and radiative heat loss conditions, which are applied to all surfaces 

exposed to the external surroundings, at 25 °C. Conduction between the solid material and powder bed is 

accounted for using convective coefficients for different part geometries, based on work performed by Chao et 

al. [168]. Temperature-dependent material properties of R108 between room temperature and 1400 °C, such as 

specific heat, thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion, were kindly provided by and proprietary to General 

Electric [197]. Mechanical properties, such as constant yield strength and ultimate tensile strength, below and 

above 1150 °C were taken from Martin et al.  [169] and Kissinger et al. [170], respectively. The results generated 

by the thermal model are used as input for the mechanical model to obtain accurate prediction of mechanical 

results such as strain, stress and distortion [141]. 

9.3.1 Layer-Scale Model 

To model the effect of WT on in-process stresses at the macroscale level, the ABAQUS finite element 

(FE) method proposed by Yang et al. [141] is implemented. According to the authors, a sequentially coupled 

layer-scale modelling procedure allows accurate prediction of mechanical results such as strain, stress, and 

distortion for full-size parts. Thermal and mechanical results are computed using this approach, as done in [144].  
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The model geometries and boundary conditions are set in accordance with the experimental setup to 

replicate the LPBF processing procedure. The FEM methodology is described in detail in Chakraborty et al. [158]. 

Five build layers are lumped into a single layer in the model (200 µm thickness) to improve computational 

efficiency. To account for the varying LBHs for different WTs, part heights for the four WTs – 1.00 𝑚𝑚, 

0.75 𝑚𝑚, 0.50 𝑚𝑚, and 0.25 𝑚𝑚 – are normalized with their corresponding LBH values. The terminology, 

build progress (BP), is used to describe the normalized heights along BD. The point selected for stress analysis is 

central to the part thickness (X-direction) and length (Y-direction), as shown in Figure 9-4. The stress results are 

always computed at the build height of LBH/2, coinciding with the region used for micro-crack characterization. 

The in-process stress is recorded at this point (BP = 50%) as subsequent layers are added along BD up to the 

completion of the build at LBH (BP = 100%). 

 

Figure 9-4: Cross-Sectioned 3D Image Along the 𝐗𝐙 Plane Illustrating the Layer Model Used to Simulate the 

Macro-Scale Stresses Experienced by a Thin-Wall Part during LPBF. Results are Extracted at the Blue Point in 

the Layer-Scale Model. 

9.3.2 Beam-Scale Model 

To simulate the effect of VL on micro-cracking, a beam-scale modelling approach is implemented to 

evaluate the in-process stresses at the microscopic scale. The modelling methodology is based on the 

exponentially decaying model, which is used to simulate the laser beam heat source [171], as done in [197]. This 

approach is beneficial to predict microscopic stresses, as demonstrated in [173,202]. Results are obtained using a 

sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical modelling procedure similar to [144]. The base geometry and mesh sizes 

are illustrated in Figure 9-5. The model size is 0.50 × 30 × 0.40 mm (X × Y × Z), which includes both the 

powder and solidified layers. The part height includes 9 solidified layers and one powder layer interacting with 
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the laser. The length of the model is 1/10 of the actual part to reduce the computational time.  Finer element sizes 

of 20 μm in X and Y directions and 10 μm in Z-direction are used for the region interacting with the laser, based 

on a mesh sensitivity study conducted in [172]. Conversely, coarser element sizes are used for regions further 

away from the laser track, as shown in Figure 9-5. The bottom surface of the component is constrained from 

moving in all directions and the effect of part movement in the 10th layer is assumed to be insignificant. The 

conduction and Young’s modulus of the powder are decreased to 1.5% and 1% of the solid state, as performed in 

previous studies [174,197].  The material initial temperature is taken from the part-scale model to replicate the 

process. The residual stresses from the previous layer are not considered and the initial stress state is set to zero 

to avoid the challenges associated with transferring stress tensors over varying simulation length scales. 

 

Figure 9-5: Image Illustrating the Base Geometry and Mesh Sizes used for the Beam-Scale Modelling 

Methodology used to Simulate the Micro-Scale Stresses Experienced by a Thin-Wall Part during LPBF. 

Figure 9-6 (a) and (b) demonstrate two distinct beam-scale models used to predict the in-process stresses 

for the extra short and extra long vector scan paths, respectively. The stress results are captured at the center of 

the track inside the melt pool (40 µm in depth) for both the 𝐸𝑆 (Figure 9-6 (a)) and 𝐸𝐿 (Figure 9-6 (b)) laser 

tracks. These values are evaluated over a unitless parameter called normalized time, which accounts for the time 

between the first instance of laser irradiation (0.0) on the material and approximately 2.5 ms after the laser beam 

passes away from the center along the scan direction (1.0). The 2.5 ms time duration allows the nodal results 

(such as stress, strain, and temperature) to become stable, enabling the evaluation of the stress results. 
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9.4 Results and Discussion 

9.4.1 Micro-Crack Characterization 

All samples exhibit two distinct micro-crack growth directions, demonstrated using a representative 

microstructure in Figure 9-7. Most micro-cracks propagate along BD (black arrows) while others propagate along 

melt pool boundaries perpendicular to BD (red arrows). These micro-cracks are categorized as zipper and melt-

pool micro-cracks, respectively. High magnification SE-SEM imaging of the zipper (Figure 9-8 (a)) and melt-

pool (Figure 9-8 (b)) micro-cracks reveals inter-dendritic morphologies in the surrounding microstructures for 

both cases. Zipper micro-cracks have been reported in Carter et al. [96] and melt-pool micro-cracks have been 

demonstrated by Chakraborty et al. [197] for similar alloys under high energy density conditions. Both studies 

demonstrate interdendritic morphologies, suggesting micro-cracking during the final stages of solidification. 

Further details of the underlying reasoning for the different micro-crack growth directions are provided in [197]. 

The authors report identical solidification cracking mechanisms for both micro-cracks, but the interdendritic 

micro-cracks aligned with BD are more likely to form due to positive stress triaxiality above the solidus 

temperature (~1310 °C [169]). The melt-pool micro-cracks are suggested to be sensitive to the scanning 

conditions [96,198].  

 

Figure 9-6: Beam-Scale Models for the Thin-Wall Parts with (a) Extra Short (𝑬𝑺) and (b) Extra Long (𝑬𝑳) 

Vector Lengths. The Black Dots for each Model Indicate the Locations of the Points at which Stress 

Triaxialities were Calculated within the Melt Pool. In (a), a Central Cross-Section along the 𝐗𝐙 Plane is Taken, 

and in (b), a Central Cross-Section along the 𝐗𝐘 Plane is Taken to Illustrate the Temperature Profiles for the 𝑬𝑺 

and 𝑬𝑳 Parts, respectively. The Legend Shows the Temperature Profile Values for Both Models in °C. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9-7: SE-SEM Micrograph, Taken from the 𝟏. 𝟎𝟎 𝒎𝒎 Thick 𝑬𝑺 + 𝑬𝑳 Part, Showing Zipper Micro-

Cracks (Black Arrows) Propagating along BD and Melt-Pool Micro-Cracks (Red Arrows) Propagating along 

Melt Pool Boundaries. 

Elemental analysis of a high angle boundary (HAB) near a micro-crack is performed using the STEM-

EDX analysis technique, as shown in Figure 9-8 (c). The spherical white particles observed near the interdendritic 

micro-cracks (Figure 9-8 (a) and (b)) are fine carbides rich in Hf, Ti and Ta, as illustrated in Figure 9-8 (c). 

These particles are discrete and homogeneously distributed in the material, and are likely not responsible for 

micro-cracking, agreeing with findings presented by Chakraborty et al. [197]. 

9.4.2 Effect of Wall Thickness on Micro-Cracking Propensity 

Figure 9-9 shows the crack statistics obtained from the optical image analysis of thin-wall parts with 

different wall thicknesses (WTs) and vector lengths (VLs). The effect of WT on CAF, crack length and crack 

width of the zero-rotation parts illustrated in Figure 9-2 (c) is discussed here. As WT decreases, the CAF values 

drop for all VLs, as shown in Figure 9-9 (a). For instance, parts processed with shorter VLs, such as the 𝑆 parts, 

demonstrate a 68% decrease in micro-cracking, from 0.914% ± 0.212% to 0.293% ± 0.159%, as WT decreases 

by 75%, from 1.00 𝑚𝑚 to 0.25 𝑚𝑚. Similarly, parts scanned with longer VLs, such as the 𝐿 parts, exhibit a 65% 

decrease in CAF, from 1.333% ± 0.529% to 0.454% ± 0.113% as WT decreases by 75%. The direct 

proportionality between WT and micro-crack propensity agrees with previous studies by the author [158,197]. 

Moreover, micro-crack lengths (Figure 9-9 (b)) and widths (Figure 9-9 (c)) decrease with decreasing WT. For 

instance, considering the shortest VL (𝐸𝑆), the crack length decreases by 43% from 15.729 μm ± 3.535 µm to 

8.939 μm ± 1.597 µm as WT decreases by 50%, from 1.00 𝑚𝑚 to 0.50 𝑚𝑚. Similarly, the crack width decreases 

by 25% from 1.227 μm ± 0.227 µm to 0.917 μm ± 0.099 µm as WT decreases by 50%. To explain this 

phenomenon, the effect of WT on stress triaxiality is evaluated. 
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Figure 9-8: SE-SEM Micrographs, Taken from the 𝟏. 𝟎𝟎 𝒎𝒎 Thick 𝑬𝑺 + 𝑬𝑳 Part, Illustrating Examples of (a) 

a Zipper Micro-Crack, and (b) a Melt-Pool Micro-Crack. (c) BF-TEM and DF-STEM Images with 

Corresponding STEM-EDX Maps Demonstrating Contents of Spherical White Particles in (a) and (b). 

9.4.3 Evaluation of Stress Triaxialities Computed Using the Layer-Scale Model 

Stress triaxiality (T) is a commonly used parameter in fracture mechanics to predict crack initiation and 

growth [86,179]. Stress triaxiality is defined in Equation (9-1) as the ratio of the hydrostatic stress (𝜎𝑚) to the 

von Mises equivalent stress (𝜎𝑒): 

 𝑇 =
𝜎𝑚 

𝜎𝑒

 (9-1) 

Figure 9-10 (a) shows the evolution of stress triaxiality states, computed using the layer-scale 

methodology described in Section 9.3.1, at the centers of four different thin-wall parts as printing progresses 

along BD. All parts exhibit negative stress triaxiality when the first layer is activated. In the layer heating 

approach, layer activation at high temperatures results in negative stress triaxialities [197]. Lumping the layers to 

enhance the computational efficiency causes skipped data steps between each layer scan. As the builds progress 

along BD, stress triaxialities increase rapidly as the parts cool down and converge to steady state value. As the 

WT increases from 0.25 𝑚𝑚 to 1.00 𝑚𝑚, the stress triaxiality increases at lower build progresses.  

       

 

 

(c) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9-9: Plots Showing the Effect of Vector Length on the Average (a) Crack Area Fractions, (b) Crack 

Lengths, and (c) Crack Widths for Parts with Four Different Wall Thicknesses, as Described in Table 9-3. 

Positive stress triaxiality indicates a tensile hydrostatic stress state favoring crack initiation and 

propagation. This supports the observed higher micro-cracking propensity coupled with increased micro-crack 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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length and width as WT increases, as shown in Figure 9-9. The increased stress triaxiality in thicker parts is 

caused by higher cooling rates and thermal gradients due to larger thermal stresses and heat dissipation from the 

bulk of the sample [197]. 

9.4.4 Effect of Vector Length on Micro-Cracking Propensity 

Thermal stresses can be affected by varying the scan strategy during part processing. First, the effect of 

varying the VL without scan rotation is investigated. The effect of VL on micro-cracking is shown in Figure 9-9. 

Micro-cracking density (or CAF) decreases with decreasing VL for all WTs, as illustrated in Figure 9-9 (a). 

 

Figure 9-10: (a) Stress Triaxiality Distribution during Build Progression from the Center along the Part Height 

for Four Part Thicknesses between 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 𝒎𝒎 and 𝟏. 𝟎𝟎 𝒎𝒎, predicted by the layer-scale FEM approach. (b) 

Stress Triaxiality Distribution over Normalized Time within the Melt Pool for the 𝟎. 𝟓𝟎 𝒎𝒎 thick 𝑬𝑺 and 𝑬𝑳 

parts, predicted using the beam-scale approach. 

For example, considering the 0.50 𝑚𝑚 part, as the scan angle decreases from 90° (𝐸𝐿) to 0° (𝐸𝑆), the 

CAF value decreases by 59%, from 1.175% ± 0.308% to 0.480% ± 0.121%. Similar behavior is also observed 

in thicker parts, but the CAF values are higher due to the increased thickness and stress triaxiality, as discussed 

in Section 9.4.2. The CAF value increases by a factor of 1.92, from 0.915% ± 0.277% to 1.757% ± 0.553% at a 

part thickness of 1.00 𝑚𝑚. Generally, the crack sizes also increase with vector length as observed in the case of 

0.50 𝑚𝑚 for instance. As vector length increases from 𝐸𝑆 to 𝐸𝐿, the crack length increases by a factor of 1.20, 

from 8.939 µm ± 1.597 µm to 10.688 µm ± 0.954 µm, as shown in Figure 9-9 (b), and the crack width increases 

by a factor of 1.92, from 0.917 µm ± 0.099 µm to 1.579 µm ± 0.182 µm, as shown in Figure 9-9 (c). The 

increased micro-cracking propensity and sizes can be explained through the evaluation of stress triaxialities at the 

beam scale.  
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9.4.5 Evaluation of Stress Triaxialities and Thermal Stresses Computed Using the 

Beam-Scale Model 

The beam-scale FEM approach described in Section 9.3.2 is beneficial to evaluate stress triaxialities and 

in-process stresses at a microscopic scale, enabling prediction of the vector length effect on micro-cracking. To 

speed up the simulation, the initial temperature is captured from the layer-scale model after the part cools down 

for 10s (cooling time), as done in [197].  

9.4.5.1 Effect of Stress Triaxialities on Micro-Cracking 

The stress triaxiality distribution over normalized time is computed for the 𝐸𝑆 and 𝐸𝐿 simulations at 

beam scale and displayed in Figure 9-10 (b). For both 𝐸𝑆 and 𝐸𝐿 simulations, the stress triaxiality is initially 

negative on the first instance of laser irradiation at the center of the part. As the laser moves away from the center 

and proceeds along the scan line, the stress triaxiality increases rapidly and transitions to a positive stress 

triaxiality state, until a plateau is reached at around 0.6 normalized time. According to [180], the positive stress 

triaxiality condition is preferential for micro-crack nucleation under the absence of external loading. The 𝐸𝐿 

simulation transitions to positive stress triaxiality state earlier (0.1 normalized time) compared to the 𝐸𝑆 

simulation (0.15 normalized time). The early transition to positive stress triaxiality is significant during rapid 

solidification as it indicates that the laser is still in close proximity to the center of the track, as demonstrated in 

Figure 9-6 (b). This means that the stress triaxiality in the 𝐸𝐿 path becomes positive at a higher temperature. 

When the material is hot and not completely solid, it is more susceptible to solidification cracking at positive 

stress triaxialities. Therefore, the 𝐸𝐿 part is more susceptible to solidification cracking as it reaches positive stress 

triaxiality earlier than the 𝐸𝑆 part. The simulated results agree well with the experimental results in Figure 9-9, 

showing more micro-cracks with increased lengths and widths in the 𝐸𝐿 part compared to the 𝐸𝑆 part.  

9.4.5.2 Effect of Thermal Stresses on Micro-Cracking 

To further understand the micro-cracking versus VL phenomenon, stresses in the XY plane are evaluated 

over a normalized time for the shortest (𝐸𝑆) and longest (𝐸𝐿) VLs in the 0.50 mm thick part. These stresses are 

of interest as they are perpendicular to the direction of micro-crack propagation (BD here). Figure 9-11 (a) and 

(b) show the longitudinal (along the scan direction) and transverse (perpendicular to the scan direction) stresses 

evaluated within the melt pool for the 𝐸𝑆 and 𝐸𝐿 simulations, respectively. Note that the scan direction is aligned 

with the X-direction for 𝐸𝑆 and Y-direction for 𝐸𝐿. For all cases, the stresses are initially compressive as the laser 

first irradiates the center of the part (0.0 normalized time). As the laser beam passes along the scan line away 

from the center of the track, the stresses increase rapidly transitioning to tensile stress state as the part cools. This 
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continues for 2.5 ms (1.0 normalized time), where a maximum stress threshold is observed. For both 𝐸𝑆 and 𝐸𝐿 

simulations, the peak longitudinal stresses (Figure 9-11 (a)) are higher than the peak transverse stresses (Figure 

9-11 (b)). For instance, considering the 𝐸𝐿 simulation curves in Figure 9-11 (a) and (b), the peak longitudinal 

stress is ~1440 MPa (Figure 9-11 (a)), 80% higher than the peak transverse stress of ~800 MPa (Figure 9-11 

(b)). This shows that the longitudinal stress is more critical for micro-cracking compared to the transverse stress 

with respect to the laser scan direction. 

 

Figure 9-11: Stress Plots Demonstrating (a) Longitudinal Stresses, (b) Transverse Stresses, and (c) Stress 

Triaxialities over Normalized Time within the Melt Pool for the 0.50 mm thick ES and EL parts. 

Considering the longitudinal stresses in Figure 9-11 (a), the 𝐸𝐿 longitudinal stress is always higher than 

the 𝐸𝑆 longitudinal stress. This difference in stress is small throughout the process because only a single track is 

simulated, the phase transition of the material is unidirectional, and the initial stress is not considered. To develop 

a more accurate estimation of the in-process stresses, multi-track simulations are necessary. Multi-track 

simulations consider bidirectional scans to completely process the part and predict much larger stresses in the 

longitudinal direction for 𝐸𝐿 compared to 𝐸𝑆 [173]. The larger stress difference obtained using the multi-track 

approach is attributed to the accumulation of stresses developed over the creation of tracks and layers.    

9.4.6 Effect of Scan Rotation and Changing Vector Lengths on Micro-Cracking 

Propensity 

The laser scan rotation strategy has important implications on the defects produced in LPBF. Cheng et 

al. [127] conducted FEA simulations to show that scan rotations reduce directional stresses and deformation. The 

authors demonstrated that the 67° continuous scan rotation strategy (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡.) generates the smallest directional 

stress differences amongst the scan rotation strategies studied. Dunbar et al. [220] developed an experimental 
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method to show that the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. scanning approach also decreases the part distortion by 37.6% compared to a non-

rotated scan. Recently, Tangestani et al. [173] illustrated using FEA simulations that scan rotations produce more 

isotropic stress distributions than the non-rotated scans, which could explain the minimized defects in scan-

rotation parts.  

Accordingly, the effect of scan rotation strategies on micro-cracking is investigated here. Figure 9-12 

illustrates the effect of six different scan rotation strategies, described in detail in Figure 9-2 (d), (e) and Table 

9-3, on micro-crack density and size of the 1.00 𝑚𝑚, 0.75 𝑚𝑚, and 0.50 𝑚𝑚 parts. The CAF decreases with 

decreasing WT for all scan strategies as shown in Figure 9-12 (a), which agrees well with the decrease in CAF 

observed as WT decreases in Figure 9-9 (a). Considering Figure 9-12 (a), micro-cracking decreases by 52%, 

from 1.407% ± 0.212% to 0.669% ± 0.220% as WT decreases by 50% from 0.50 𝑚𝑚 to 1.00 𝑚𝑚 for the 𝐸𝐿 +

𝑆∗̅̅ ̅ case. Similarly, the crack lengths and widths decrease by 35%, from 14.810 µm ± 1.278 µm to 9.609 µm ± 

1.528 µm, as shown in Fig. 12b, and 28%, from 1.549 µm ± 0.144 µm to 1.122 µm ± 0.194 µm, as shown in 

Figure 9-12 (c), respectively. As described in Section 9.4.2, the larger micro-crack densities and sizes come from 

higher stress triaxialities for thicker parts. 

In general, a large majority (~90%) of the scan-rotation strategies (Figure 9-12 (a)) exhibit reduced 

CAFs (by 12-62%, between 0.347% ± 0.101% and 1.178% ± 0.516%) compared to the CAFs for the zero-

rotation strategies (between 0.480% ± 0.121% and 1.757% ± 0.553% –Figure 9-9 (a)). For example, considering 

the 1.00 𝑚𝑚 WT in Figure 9-9 (a), the 𝑆 and 𝐸𝐿 parts exhibit CAFs of 0.914% ± 0.212% and 1.757% ± 0.553%, 

respectively. When scan rotation is introduced (by replacing the alternate layer scans with 𝑆̅ and 𝐸𝑆), the resultant 

𝑆 + 𝑆̅ and 𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝐿 parts exhibit 54% and 42% reduction in CAFs to 0.418% ± 0.118% and 1.023% ± 0.152%, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 9-12 (a). Scan rotations have similar effects on the crack lengths and widths. 

The crack lengths and widths for over 75% of the scan-rotation strategies are reduced by 4-39% and 6-43%, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 9-12 (b) and (c). The average crack lengths and widths for the scan-rotation 

parts (CL=~11.27 µm, CW=~1.31 µm) are considerably lower than those without rotations (CL=~13.05 µm, 

CW=~1.52 µm). Reduced cracking in the scan-rotation parts can be linked to more homogeneous stress 

distributions compared to the zero-rotation parts [173]. 

Interestingly, layer-to-layer VL variation generates a noticeable trend in micro-cracking behavior. 

Micro-cracking propensities are higher when scans with longer VLs are added between layers and lower when 

shorter VLs are incorporated during processing, as demonstrated in Figure 9-12 (a). Thin-wall parts processed 

solely with shorter VLs demonstrate 50-70% smaller CAFs compared to parts printed solely with longer VLs. 
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Figure 9-12: Plots Showing the Average (a) Crack Area Fractions, (b) Crack Lengths, and (c) Crack Widths for 

Thin-Wall Parts with Six Different Inter-Layer Scan Rotation Strategies Described in Table 9-3. 

Higher CAFs for longer VLs are attributed to higher stresses in the scan direction, as discussed in Section 

9.4.4. In cases with mixed VLs, shorter VLs are shown to be more beneficial to reduce micro-cracking. For all 

WTs, the 𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝐿 strategy generates 11-27% lesser CAFs compared to the 𝐸𝐿 + 𝑆∗̅̅ ̅ strategy. Notably, the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. 
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strategy also generates low CAF values between 0.452% ± 0.134% and 0.983% ± 0.213% for all WTs. The 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. strategy generates mixed short and long vector lengths along BD, as elucidated in Section 9.2.2. Therefore, 

the CAFs for 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. are closer to scan strategies, such as 𝐸𝑆 + 𝐸𝐿 and 𝐸𝐿 + 𝑆∗̅̅ ̅, which include equivalent mixtures 

of short and long vector lengths. At 0.75 𝑚𝑚 WT, the CAF for 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. is considerably lower than the mixed cases, 

which could be linked to experimental errors in the CAF measurement method.  

The significance of scan rotations on micro-cracking is influenced by the wall thickness. Thicker parts 

exhibit higher crack propensities and are more sensitive to VL changes during build progression. Under such 

circumstances, the incorporation of shorter VLs is evidently more significant for micro-crack mitigation, as shown 

in Figure 9-12 (a). As the wall thickness decreases, the laser travel distance decreases and the difference between 

short and long vector lengths is reduced. For instance, the maximum difference between the 𝑆 and 𝐸𝐿∗ strategies 

at 1.00 𝑚𝑚 WT (18.07 mm) is significantly larger than at 0.50 𝑚𝑚 WT (9.04 mm). Smaller laser travel distances 

promote smaller stress accumulation along the scan direction, favoring lower micro-cracking densities in thinner 

walls. The diminished effect of vector length is apparent at 0.50 𝑚𝑚 WT, where the CAFs are similar (between 

0.347% ± 0.101% and 0.824% ± 0.232%) for all vector length combinations. Similarly, the advantage of using 

the alternating short VL technique over the continuous scan rotation strategy for micro-crack mitigation decreases 

as WT decreases. For instance, considering the 0.75 𝑚𝑚 WT, the CAFs for 𝑆 + 𝑆̅ (0.421% ± 0.127%) and 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. 

(0.452% ± 0.134%) are similar. Nevertheless, the alternating short VL approach remains the ideal scan strategy 

for micro-crack reduction at all WTs. 

Layer-wise variation of scan lengths is a simple strategy that can facilitate homogenization of the heat 

flow and stresses developed during laser processing. This is beneficial to minimize micro-cracking in LPBF thin-

wall parts designed for niche applications. In this study, the authors showed that the adverse effect of small WT 

on micro-cracking can be countered using the alternating short VL scan strategy, which reduces the stresses and 

decreases the part’s susceptibility to micro-cracking during LPBF processing. 

9.5 Conclusions 

The effect of wall thickness (WT) and vector length (VL) on the micro-cracking propensity in as-

processed thin-wall LPBF high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy, RENÉ 108, was investigated. Four different part 

thicknesses and ten different scan strategies were studied. Optical microscopy and image analysis techniques were 

employed to calculate micro-crack statistics such as crack area fraction, crack length and crack width for all print 

strategies. Finite element analysis was utilized to evaluate the stress triaxialities and in-process stresses. Two 

different FE models, namely layer-scale and beam-scale, were used to evaluate the stress states at the macro- and 

micro-scopic scales. The layer-scale model used a ‘lumped’ heating approach to simulate the effect of WT on 
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stress triaxialities, whereas the beam-scale model used an ED heat source to simulate the effect of VL on stress 

triaxialities and in-process stresses parallel and perpendicular to the scan direction. 

Micro-cracking propensity increased with WT for all scanning conditions. All micro-cracks exhibited 

inter-dendritic morphologies and homogeneously distributed fine spherical Hf/Ti/Ta-rich carbides in the 

surrounding material microstructure. Statistical analysis revealed larger micro-crack quantities, lengths, and 

widths in the thicker parts, ruling out carbides as a cause for micro-cracking. Layer-scale models showed that the 

higher micro-crack densities in the thicker parts were caused by higher stress triaxialities during build progression. 

The results indicated that reducing the WT is a useful route to minimize inherent micro-cracking in LPBF. 

To further mitigate micro-cracking, scan strategies were varied for four WTs 1.00 𝑚𝑚, 0.75 𝑚𝑚, 

0.50 𝑚𝑚, and 0.25 𝑚𝑚, respectively. Firstly, identical VLs were maintained for each layer along the part height 

during build progression. The higher micro-cracking propensities observed in parts scanned with longer VLs is 

attributed to higher tensile longitudinal stresses and earlier transition to positive stress triaxiality state during 

processing. Shorter VLs are preferred as they generate reduced in-process tensile stresses perpendicular to BD, 

diminishing micro-cracking in the XZ plane for all thin-wall parts.   

Subsequently, the effect of scan rotation on micro-cracking was investigated. In this work, six different 

scan rotation strategies (five alternating and one continuous) were employed. Scan rotation reduces micro-

cracking by 12-62%, which is attributed to the development of more homogeneous stress distribution during part 

construction. The continuous 67° (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡.) and alternating short VL (𝑆 + 𝑆̅) scan rotation strategies are more 

advantageous for micro-crack mitigation for all WTs. The 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. strategy is beneficial to reduce micro-cracking 

due to improved stress homogenization generated by the larger array of short and long VLs (70% short VLs and 

30% long VLs). Micro-cracking is reduced further, by 50-70% compared to the alternating long VL scan 

strategies, when the 𝑆 + 𝑆̅ strategy is employed. The lower micro-crack densities in parts processed with the 𝑆 +

𝑆̅, compared to the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡. strategy, are attributed to reduced thermal stresses along the scan direction generated 

by a higher number of short VLs. However, as the WT decreases, the effectiveness of the 𝑆 + 𝑆̅ strategy on micro-

crack reduction is less significant compared to the other scan strategies. In fact, for the 0.50 𝑚𝑚 WT, while scan 

rotation generally reduces micro-cracking, the differences in micro-cracking between various scan rotation 

combinations become negligible. Therefore, short VL scan rotations can be tailored to the wall thickness to 

produce LPBF thin-wall components with the fewest micro-cracks. 

. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

10.1 Major Conclusions 

This PhD thesis focuses on improving the fabrication of high-γ’ Ni-based superalloy thin-wall parts 

using laser powder bed fusion (LPBF). The associated mechanisms for macro-scale failure and micro-scale 

cracking are elucidated. The build parameters investigated include the part geometry, alloy composition, and 

vector length. The key points of this research are as follows: 

Macro-Scale Failure 

 Construction of thin-wall structures is challenging because of the limiting build height (LBH) phenomenon. 

The LBH represents the printed part height, significantly affected in the LPBF process. 

o The LBH phenomenon occurs due to the in-process distortion of thin-wall structures. During processing, 

the uppermost layers are displaced due to compressive stresses along the part length and build direction 

(BD). This causes warpage which prevents the part from achieving the maximum design part height, 

promoting the reduction in LBH.  

o Two major build factors affect the LBH including laser parameters and wall thickness. The scanning 

strategy is important for LBH because it affects the compressive stresses along BD. Conversely, wall 

thickness affects the slenderness ratio, which is critical for buckling and consequently LBH of thin-wall 

components. 

o To reduce the distortion and increase the printed to design part height ratio, it is also important to reduce 

the variation of thermal stresses and strains during processing. This can be achieved by reducing the 

thermal gradients and cooling rates, which affect the thin-wall parts more severely than the thicker parts. 

For example, the scanning strategy, substrate temperature or part width are among engineering solutions 

that can reduce the thermal constraints and increase the LBH. 
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Micro-Scale Cracking 

 In-process micro-cracking poses a significant challenge for the LPBF fabrication of high-γ’ Ni-based 

superalloy thin-wall parts.  

o For all thin-wall build conditions investigated, the associated micro-cracking mechanism is the 

solidification cracking mechanism. 

o The solidification cracking mechanism occurs in the final stages of solidification when the liquid remains 

more stable and continuous at the high angle boundaries (HABs). Due to the brittle nature of the liquid 

film and the high accumulated stresses at the HABs, the material becomes susceptible to in-process 

micro-cracking. 

 The morphologies for all internal micro-cracks are interdendritic, which suggests micro-cracking in 

the terminal stages of solidification prior to the complete coalescence of primary dendrites. 

 All materials exhibit positive stress triaxiality at supersolvus temperatures in the melt pool core, 

supporting solidification cracking along BD. Higher temperatures make the material softer and more 

susceptible for micro-cracking at positive stress triaxiality states. 

 Part geometry is significant because it affects the stress triaxiality state, which is critical for micro-cracking. 

The two geometrical factors investigated here include the wall thickness and build position. 

o Micro-cracking generally increases as wall thickness increases proportionally from 0.25 mm to 5.00 mm 

for both materials.    

 Generally, as the wall thickness increases, the in-process stresses and stress triaxiality values also 

increase. Positive stress triaxiality conditions favor micro-crack propagation and explains higher 

micro-crack propensity in the thicker parts. 

 The thicker parts exhibited higher cooling rates compared to the thinner parts due to heat transfer 

mechanisms associated with the part surface area to volume ratio. Accordingly, numerical 

simulations demonstrated larger in-process stresses, supporting larger micro-cracking propensities 

in the thicker components. 

o A disruption in proportionality (anomalous behavior) between micro-cracking density and wall thickness 

is observed at a wall thickness of 1.00 mm, where there is significantly higher micro-cracking density 

than expected. This is attributed to large fluctuations in the thermal gradient and is suspected to be 

affected by the vector length. 
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o Micro-cracking densities are lower for lower regions in the thin-wall sample along the part height. 

 The stress triaxiality states are compressive near the base plate which suppresses micro-cracking in 

the bottom regions of the thin-wall part. 

 Alloy composition is a key factor for micro-cracking in superalloys. R108 exhibits higher micro-cracking 

densities compared to R65.  

o Higher micro-cracking in R108 is attributed to the material experiencing positive stress triaxialities at 

higher temperatures compared to R65. This is due to the contrasting solidification and GP phase 

transition behaviors which create a difference in magnitude of the specific heat capacity between the two 

materials between the solvus and liquidus temperatures. Therefore, the thermo-mechanical behavior of 

materials (an important factor in stress triaxiality) at higher temperatures is altered. 

o The micro-cracking densities are also affected by the difference between the solidus and solvus. R108 

has larger liquid fractions at the terminal stages of solidification, which makes it more susceptible to 

solidification cracking at high temperatures.  

 Vector length has a significant effect on the micro-cracking propensity of thin-wall parts. Components 

scanned with shorter vector lengths have lower micro-cracking densities. Also, scan rotations help further 

reduce micro-cracking by 12-62%. Alternating scan rotations with shorter vector lengths demonstrate lower 

micro-cracking densities than the conventional 67° continuous scan rotation strategy. 

o Shorter vector lengths generate smaller in-process tensile stresses perpendicular to BD which suppresses 

micro-cracking during part processing. 

o Scan rotations enable homogenization of the in-process stresses causing significant reduction in micro-

cracking propensities. The alternating scan rotation strategy with shorter vector lengths is better than the 

67° continuous scan rotation strategy because it has more instances of short vector lengths, which reduces 

the magnitude of the in-process stresses. 

o The alternating scan rotation strategy with shorter vector lengths is preferred to mitigate micro-cracking 

in thin-wall parts. 
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10.2 Recommendations and Future Work 

Research findings show that LPBF thin-wall micro-cracking can be mitigated by reducing the in-process 

stresses through varying wall thicknesses and scan strategies to optimize part processing. The following 

recommendations and future studies are suggested:  

 Determine the cause for higher liquid fraction in R108 than R65 through extensive characterization at atomic-

scale resolutions. 

 Evaluate the effect of the contour scan patterns on the micro-cracking phenomenon. Contour strategies are 

beneficial to improve the surface quality, but their effects on micro-cracking in thin-wall structures is largely 

unexplored. 

 Consider a larger design of experiment including more materials to better understand the effect of  alloy 

compositions and solidification range on the micro-cracking densities.  

 Investigate the effect of laser scan strategies, slenderness ratio, and other part geometries such as part length 

and curvature on the LBH. 
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CLI Code for Sample Thin-Wall Part 
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180 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/24.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/32.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/40.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/48.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/56.0 



 

181 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28760,9839.16309,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.36084,9845.28516,-6401.43359,9851.40820,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50684,9857.52930,-6367.57959,9863.65039,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65234,9869.77246 

 

$$LAYER/64.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/72.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/80.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/88.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

182 

 

 

$$LAYER/96.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/104.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/112.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28906,9839.16895,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.36279,9845.28906,-6401.43457,9851.41016,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50732,9857.53027,-6367.57959,9863.65039,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77051 

 

$$LAYER/120.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/128.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

183 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/136.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/144.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/152.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/160.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/168.0 



 

184 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/176.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/184.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/192.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/200.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

185 

 

 

$$LAYER/208.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/216.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/224.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/232.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/240.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

186 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/248.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/256.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/264.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/272.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/280.0 



 

187 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/288.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/296.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/304.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/312.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

188 

 

 

$$LAYER/320.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/328.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/336.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/344.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/352.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

189 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/360.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/368.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/376.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/384.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/392.0 



 

190 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/400.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/408.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/416.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/424.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

191 

 

 

$$LAYER/432.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/440.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/448.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/456.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/464.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

192 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/472.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/480.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/488.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/496.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/504.0 



 

193 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/512.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/520.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/528.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/536.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

194 

 

 

$$LAYER/544.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/552.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/560.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/568.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/576.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

195 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/584.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/592.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/600.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/608.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/616.0 



 

196 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/624.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/632.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/640.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/648.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

197 

 

 

$$LAYER/656.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/664.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/672.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/680.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/688.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

198 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/696.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/704.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/712.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/720.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/728.0 



 

199 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/736.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/744.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/752.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/760.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

200 

 

 

$$LAYER/768.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/776.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/784.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/792.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/800.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

201 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/808.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/816.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/824.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/832.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/840.0 



 

202 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/848.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/856.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/864.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/872.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

203 

 

 

$$LAYER/880.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/888.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/896.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/904.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/912.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

204 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/920.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/928.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/936.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/944.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/952.0 



 

205 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/960.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/968.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/976.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/984.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

206 

 

 

$$LAYER/992.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1000.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1008.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1016.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1024.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

207 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1032.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1040.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1048.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1056.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1064.0 



 

208 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1072.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1080.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1088.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1096.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

209 

 

 

$$LAYER/1104.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1112.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1120.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1128.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1136.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

210 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1144.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1152.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1160.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1168.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1176.0 



 

211 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1184.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1192.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1200.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1208.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

212 

 

 

$$LAYER/1216.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1224.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1232.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1240.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1248.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

213 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1256.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1264.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1272.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1280.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1288.0 



 

214 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1296.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1304.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1312.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1320.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

215 

 

 

$$LAYER/1328.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1336.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1344.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1352.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1360.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

216 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1368.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1376.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1384.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1392.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1400.0 



 

217 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1408.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1416.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1424.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1432.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

218 

 

 

$$LAYER/1440.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1448.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1456.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1464.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1472.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

219 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1480.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1488.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1496.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1504.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1512.0 



 

220 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1520.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1528.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1536.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1544.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

221 

 

 

$$LAYER/1552.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1560.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1568.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1576.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1584.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

222 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1592.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1600.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1608.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1616.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1624.0 



 

223 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1632.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1640.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1648.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1656.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

224 

 

 

$$LAYER/1664.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1672.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1680.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1688.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1696.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

225 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1704.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1712.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1720.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1728.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1736.0 



 

226 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1744.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1752.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1760.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1768.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

227 

 

 

$$LAYER/1776.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1784.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1792.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1800.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1808.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

228 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1816.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1824.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1832.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1840.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1848.0 



 

229 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1856.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1864.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1872.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1880.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

230 

 

 

$$LAYER/1888.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1896.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1904.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1912.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1920.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

231 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1928.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1936.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1944.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1952.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1960.0 



 

232 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1968.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1976.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1984.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/1992.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

233 

 

 

$$LAYER/2000.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2008.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28125,-6401.43311,9851.40527,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50586,9857.52734,-6367.57910,9863.64941,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65234,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2016.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2024.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2032.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

234 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2040.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2048.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2056.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28760,9839.16309,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.36084,9845.28516,-6401.43359,9851.40820,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50684,9857.52930,-6367.57959,9863.65039,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65234,9869.77246 

 

$$LAYER/2064.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2072.0 



 

235 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2080.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2088.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2096.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2104.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

236 

 

 

$$LAYER/2112.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28906,9839.16895,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.36279,9845.28906,-6401.43457,9851.41016,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50732,9857.53027,-6367.57959,9863.65039,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77051 

 

$$LAYER/2120.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2128.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2136.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2144.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

237 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2152.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2160.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2168.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2176.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2184.0 



 

238 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2192.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2200.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2208.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2216.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

239 

 

 

$$LAYER/2224.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2232.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2240.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2248.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2256.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

240 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2264.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2272.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2280.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2288.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2296.0 



 

241 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2304.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2312.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2320.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2328.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

242 

 

 

$$LAYER/2336.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2344.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2352.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2360.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2368.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

243 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2376.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2384.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2392.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2400.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2408.0 



 

244 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2416.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2424.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2432.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2440.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

245 

 

 

$$LAYER/2448.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2456.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2464.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2472.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2480.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

246 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2488.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2496.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2504.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2512.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2520.0 



 

247 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2528.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2536.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2544.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2552.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

248 

 

 

$$LAYER/2560.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2568.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2576.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2584.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2592.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

249 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2600.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2608.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2616.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2624.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2632.0 



 

250 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2640.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2648.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2656.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2664.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

251 

 

 

$$LAYER/2672.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2680.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2688.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2696.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2704.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

252 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2712.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2720.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2728.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2736.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2744.0 



 

253 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2752.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2760.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2768.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2776.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

254 

 

 

$$LAYER/2784.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2792.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2800.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2808.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2816.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

255 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2824.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2832.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2840.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2848.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2856.0 



 

256 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2864.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2872.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2880.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2888.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

257 

 

 

$$LAYER/2896.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2904.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2912.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2920.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2928.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

258 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2936.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2944.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2952.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2960.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2968.0 



 

259 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2976.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2984.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/2992.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3000.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

260 

 

 

$$LAYER/3008.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3016.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3024.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3032.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3040.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

261 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3048.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3056.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3064.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3072.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3080.0 



 

262 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3088.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3096.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3104.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3112.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

263 

 

 

$$LAYER/3120.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3128.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3136.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3144.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3152.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

264 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3160.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3168.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3176.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3184.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3192.0 



 

265 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3200.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3208.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3216.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3224.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

266 

 

 

$$LAYER/3232.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3240.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3248.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3256.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3264.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

267 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3272.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3280.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3288.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3296.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3304.0 



 

268 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3312.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3320.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3328.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3336.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

269 

 

 

$$LAYER/3344.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3352.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3360.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3368.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3376.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

270 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3384.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3392.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3400.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3408.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3416.0 



 

271 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3424.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3432.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3440.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3448.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

272 

 

 

$$LAYER/3456.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3464.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3472.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3480.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3488.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

273 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3496.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3504.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3512.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3520.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3528.0 



 

274 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3536.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3544.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3552.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3560.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

275 

 

 

$$LAYER/3568.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3576.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3584.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3592.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3600.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

276 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3608.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3616.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3624.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3632.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3640.0 



 

277 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3648.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3656.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3664.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3672.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

278 

 

 

$$LAYER/3680.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3688.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3696.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3704.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3712.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

279 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3720.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3728.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3736.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3744.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3752.0 



 

280 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3760.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3768.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3776.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3784.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

281 

 

 

$$LAYER/3792.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3800.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3808.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3816.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3824.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

282 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3832.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3840.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3848.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3856.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3864.0 



 

283 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3872.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3880.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3888.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3896.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

284 

 

 

$$LAYER/3904.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3912.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3920.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3928.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3936.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

285 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3944.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3952.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3960.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3968.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3976.0 



 

286 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3984.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/3992.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4000.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4008.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28125,-6401.43311,9851.40527,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50586,9857.52734,-6367.57910,9863.64941,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65234,9869.77148 



 

287 

 

 

$$LAYER/4016.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4024.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4032.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4040.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4048.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

288 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4056.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28760,9839.16309,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.36084,9845.28516,-6401.43359,9851.40820,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50684,9857.52930,-6367.57959,9863.65039,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65234,9869.77246 

 

$$LAYER/4064.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4072.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4080.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4088.0 



 

289 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4096.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4104.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4112.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28906,9839.16895,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.36279,9845.28906,-6401.43457,9851.41016,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50732,9857.53027,-6367.57959,9863.65039,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77051 

 

$$LAYER/4120.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 
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$$LAYER/4128.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4136.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4144.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4152.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4160.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-
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6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4168.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4176.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4184.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4192.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4200.0 
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$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4208.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4216.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4224.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4232.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

293 

 

 

$$LAYER/4240.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4248.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4256.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4264.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4272.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-
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6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4280.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4288.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4296.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4304.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4312.0 



 

295 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4320.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4328.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4336.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4344.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

296 

 

 

$$LAYER/4352.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4360.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4368.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4376.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4384.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-
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6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4392.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4400.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4408.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4416.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4424.0 
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$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4432.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4440.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4448.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4456.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

299 

 

 

$$LAYER/4464.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4472.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4480.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4488.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4496.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

300 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4504.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4512.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4520.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4528.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4536.0 



 

301 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4544.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4552.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4560.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4568.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

302 

 

 

$$LAYER/4576.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4584.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4592.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4600.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4608.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

303 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4616.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4624.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4632.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4640.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4648.0 



 

304 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4656.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4664.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4672.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4680.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

305 

 

 

$$LAYER/4688.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4696.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4704.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4712.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4720.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

306 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4728.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4736.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4744.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4752.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4760.0 



 

307 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4768.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4776.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4784.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4792.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

308 

 

 

$$LAYER/4800.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4808.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4816.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4824.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4832.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

309 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4840.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4848.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4856.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4864.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4872.0 



 

310 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4880.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4888.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4896.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4904.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

311 

 

 

$$LAYER/4912.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4920.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4928.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4936.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4944.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

312 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4952.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4960.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4968.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4976.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4984.0 



 

313 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/4992.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5000.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5008.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5016.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

314 

 

 

$$LAYER/5024.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5032.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5040.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5048.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5056.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

315 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5064.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5072.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5080.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5088.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5096.0 



 

316 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5104.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5112.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5120.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5128.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

317 

 

 

$$LAYER/5136.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5144.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5152.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5160.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5168.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

318 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5176.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5184.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5192.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5200.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5208.0 



 

319 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5216.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5224.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5232.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5240.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

320 

 

 

$$LAYER/5248.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5256.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5264.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5272.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5280.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

321 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5288.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5296.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5304.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5312.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5320.0 



 

322 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5328.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5336.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5344.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5352.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

323 

 

 

$$LAYER/5360.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5368.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5376.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5384.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5392.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

324 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5400.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5408.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5416.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5424.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5432.0 



 

325 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5440.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5448.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5456.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5464.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

326 

 

 

$$LAYER/5472.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5480.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5488.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5496.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5504.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

327 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5512.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5520.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5528.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5536.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5544.0 



 

328 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5552.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5560.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5568.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5576.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

329 

 

 

$$LAYER/5584.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5592.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5600.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5608.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5616.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

330 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5624.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5632.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5640.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5648.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5656.0 



 

331 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5664.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5672.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5680.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5688.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

332 

 

 

$$LAYER/5696.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5704.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5712.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5720.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5728.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

333 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5736.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5744.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5752.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5760.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5768.0 



 

334 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5776.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5784.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5792.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5800.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

335 

 

 

$$LAYER/5808.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5816.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5824.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5832.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5840.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

336 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5848.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5856.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5864.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5872.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5880.0 



 

337 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5888.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5896.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5904.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5912.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 



 

338 

 

 

$$LAYER/5920.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5928.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5936.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5944.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5952.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-



 

339 

 

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5960.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5968.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5976.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5984.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/5992.0 



 

340 

 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/6000.0 

$$HATCHES/1,6,-6435.28613,9839.15918,-4383.16455,4201.00195,-4366.23828,4207.12451,-

6418.35938,9845.28027,-6401.43213,9851.40430,-4349.31104,4213.24707,-4332.38428,4219.37012,-

6384.50537,9857.52637,-6367.57861,9863.64844,-4315.45752,4225.49219,-4298.53125,4231.61523,-

6350.65186,9869.77148 

 

$$LAYER/6008.0 

$$GEOMETRYEND 


